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What exactly does a brand ambassador do? Marco Tortoni

In our interview, Frank Ferrari, President of Standard

knows, after all, he is the brand ambassador for Fun Toys. The

Innovation, explains how important it is for his company to

most important aspect of his job is visiting stores to support re-
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tailers and tell them about the qualities of the Fun Toys brand.
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ckers. Soumyadip Rakshit, the CEO and co-founder of Mystery-
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le t t e r
fro m t h e e dit o r

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen
Stores that have to close down because fewer and fewer people shop
there, resulting in desolate city centres – this is a phenomenon seen all
over Europe, and it also affects the
adult retail trade. So-called 'ghost
towns' can be found in many small
and middle-sized population centres. The reasons for this development are as diverse as they are wellknown, ranging from demographic
developments to changes in our
shopping behaviour and the increasing popularity of the e-commerce
segment. And whether you have
streets filled with empty storefronts or
with 99 cent stores, supermarkets,
and discount bakeries – the results
are pretty much the same. The inner
cities become less appealing, and
declining appeal inevitably leads to
further decrease in purchasing
power, because what incentive do
the consumers have to go on a
shopping spree? They certainly won’t
stroll down these streets just to look
at the display windows of a 99 cent
store. Apart from just a few exceptions, all industries are affected by this
development, as the number of
walk-in customers has been dwindling across the board. Looking beyond the borders of the adult market,
you will see that the impact on the
textiles trade has been particularly
severe. Only recently, the German
association of clothing retailers presented some statistics, indicating
that the number of independent
clothing retailers in Germany has
plummeted from 35,000 in the year
2000 to 18,000 today. Obviously,
there are no concrete figures for the
adult retail trade, but everybody working in this industry will agree that the
number of stores has definitely done
down throughout the past years. By
no means is this a reason to prophesise doom and gloom or predict
the downfall of the retail trade, nor is
it a reason to throw in the towel or
bury one’s head in the sand. What it
means, though, is that the challenges facing the adult retail trade, will
only become more trying.
That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl

Scala Playhouse keeps
expanding
Pre p a ra t io n s fo r t he n e x t S c a la F a ir ha v e sta rted
Almere, The Netherlands – Scala Playhouse has established
a fir m base in Almere, the Netherlands, and is now looking
at other exciting oppor tunities to expand its business fur ther;
resulting in a special showroom loyalty program and - from
the 1st of May onwards -a new World Class Digital Marketing
Power house in the Dutch capital Amsterdam.

T

he distribution of Scala will also be

this autumn; transforming the Scala

integrated with the current Beate

Playhouse location into the only place

Uhse logistics center to establish a

to be on the 4th and 5th of Septem-

centralized and efficient work-flow to

ber 2016. Besides a strong focus on

guarantee the best possible service

optimizing the customer experience

for its customers. The Scala Playhouse

in the Scala Playhouse showroom, the

office and its showroom will remain in

company is also looking at other ways

Almere, the Netherlands, where the

to take its business to the next level.

company plans to exploit its current

This has resulted in a new ERP-system;

logistics center to a third party in the

which will enable Scala Playhouse to

future.So far, 2016 has been a good

offer even better and more inclusive

year for Scala. The company saw the

customer service. Another exciting

busiest Scala Fair yet in March, where

prospect is the expansion of the Scala

an incredible number of customers

sales team; with the company acti-

attended the Extravaganza themed

vely searching and investing in new,

event in the Scala showroom. As the

qualified and knowledge sales staff

showroom in Almere is still of one

to strengthen its team. Last, but cer-

Scala’s most unique features, the

tainly not least, Beate Uhse is opening

company is investing in making it

a new World Class Digital Marketing

even more impressive. This means

Center in Amsterdam, the Nether-

that retailers can expect even better

lands. The location in the Dutch capi-

offers and deals when they visit the

tal is an important step for Beate Uhse,

showroom, plus a special loyalty

as well as Scala Playhouse; creating

program where they can score

a new, vibrant location from with the

themselves amazing rewards. Scala

Scala marketing team will be streng-

aims to make each showroom visit

thened by the marketing and e-com-

extra special and hopes retailers will

merce specialists from the Beate Uhse

appreciate the increased focus on

group. The World Class Digital Marke-

making a trip to Scala Playhouse a

ting Center aims to attract talented

profitable experience for them. The

and innovative people, resulting in

company

even more effective; trend focused

has

also

started

its

preparations for the next Scala Fair
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JOYDIVISION releases XPANDER X3
Bra nd ne w p rodu c t f o r m e n
H a n o v e r, G e r m a n y - T h e p r o s t a t e s t i m u l a t o r X PA N D E R X 3 , d e s i g n e d t o r e a c h t h e m a l e
P-Spot, is now available at JOYDIVISON inter national AG. The user can squeeze the toy, so
that its size is decreased by 50% for easy inser tion.
T he n e w X 3 w as de sign e d f o r e xpe r ie n ce d use r s

O

nce in place, it expands to

address

its full size. The new X3 (MSRP

are confident enough to

69€), like the vibrating X4+, was

increase their sexual pleasure

designed for experienced users

with the assistance of aids.

while the also available X2 was

Sexual happiness is no taboo,

made with beginners in mind. The

just like anal stimulation. The

XPANDER series is manufactured in

new

Germany, made of high quality

opens up new worlds of

Slikomed and can be used with

pleasure,“ says Oliver Red-

any lube. „With the XPANDER we

schlag, CEO of JOYDIVISION.

Stark wins exclusive UK
distribution for BIKE jockstraps

L

ondon, UK - Stark Distribution announced exclusive UK

distributor rights for BIKE jockstraps. Launched originally

for bike jockeys in 1874, the brand’s first product, the athletic
supporter quickly became ubiquitous with athletes who
named the item a jockstrap; now the name used for
similar items worldwide. BIKE jockstraps are
now enjoyed by athletes and fashion
enthusiasts alike due to their support,
comfort and unique backless design. “We are extremely honoured
to have been awarded exclusive distribution in the UK for a
brand with such a distinguished heritage”, says Adam
Durack, Stark Wholesale
Manager. “BIKE has always
been a sought after brand
and to be able to support its
distribution in to the adult
market is a win win for all.”
St a r k D is t r ib ut io n an no unc ed ex clusiv e
U K d is t r ib u t o r r ig hts f or BI K E j o ckstr aps
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Kits in high demand
CalExotics
Los Angeles, US A – The Kits collection, which was originally launched in July of 2015, offers
some of the company’s most popular selections in convenient, value-priced packages. “The
key to a successful kit is coordinating complimentar y products in a compelling package.

E

verything in the Kits collection exceeds these

nipple vises, Nipple Play Advanced Nipple Suckers and

expectations and this is why we’ve seen such high

vibrating clamps. Each product provides a new

demand. We’ve designed the new kits to meet these

sensation providing endless possibilities. His Enlargement

qualifications; we expect the same overwhelming

Kit helps achieve greater results while providing intense

demand from our new kits as we did

pleasure. The kit includes an enlargement pump, Adonis

with the July release” says Susan Col-

Extension, cage enhancer and erection enhancers.

vin, Founder and CEO of CalExotics.

Hers Nipple Kit allows users to explore new sensations

The four new additions align with the

with a variety of Nipple Play accessories. The kit includes

Kits collection signature categorization

Nipple Play Tweezer Intimate Clams, Nipple Rings, Mini

style; His, Hers and Ours. His Nipple Kit

Nipple Suckers and Vibrating Nipplettes. Each item offers

opens up a new world

a different sensation allowing for a completely

of excitement

customizable experience. Ours Sensual Kit gives couples

for his enjoy-

a chance to spice things up together, with something

F o u r n e w s t yl es ha ve b een
a d d e d t o t he s uc c es s ful K it s c ol l ec tio n

The

ment erotic

designed especially for both partners. The kit includes a

nipple action.

Body and Soul massager with vibrating bullet, Lover’s

kit

Thong with Stroker Beads and enhancer right.

includes

Anikka Albrite just joined
the Fleshlight Girls Team

Two new Bodywand
products at ST Rubber

S

W

evilla, Spain - Anikka Albrite has made it to the

Fleshlight Girls Team. She entered the adult industry

adgassen, Ger-

many - The Bo-

in 2011 after quitting her job as a lab technician in a

dywand Crystalised

molecular biology lab. She has won many awards since

Midnight

she started and she even presented this years (January,

has been released as

2016) AVN awards in Las Vegas, NV and now she has

a limited edition in black design. It presents itself with a

her own Anikka Albrite Fleshlight. “I am so proud to join

sparkling stone handle made of ABS. The powerful motor

the Fleshlight family,” Albrite said. “This is one of the

can be continuously adjusted to a speed of up to

milestones every performer

10,000 rpm. The Bodywand Chrystalized Midnight Mas-

hopes to achieve and it has

sager has a length of 25.4 cm, the diameter of the

been a dream of mine for

vibrating TPR head is approximately 4.4 cm.

many years and I am so

The Bodywand Midnight Bed Spreader Kit includes a

honored that they chose

bed bondage harness, an eye mask and the black

me to be a part of their

Bodywand Midnight Massager. The bed bondage

wonderful family! Now, my

harness is made of polypropylene, the eye mask is

fans can experience me on

made of black polyester. Both products are now

a more intimate level!”

available at ST Rubber.

A n e w t e a m memb er: Annik a Al b rit e
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Let’s get Funky at Scala Playhouse
D u o Powe r Ba l l s & T rip l e Po w e r B a lls
Almere, The Netherlands –Now ready to order at Scala Playhouse: the new Duo Power Balls
and Triple Power Balls by TOYJOY Funky. These color ful pleasure providers are a great choice
for your entr y-level consumers who want to star t vibrating the night away and get funky.
he new Duo Power Balls and

T

and 3 incredible vibration speeds.

Triple Power Balls by TOYJOY

Part

Funky are playful vibrating love balls

collection, these great products

in trendy colors, with an even more

are a perfect choice for your

attractive price-tag. The Duo Power

entry-level consumers. They have

Balls has two motors, one in each

a contemporary packaging that

ball, and offers double the

will appeal to younger audiences,

of

the

TOYJOY

Funky

stimulation in one, trendy toy. The Triple Power Balls go a

combined with a very competitive price-point; making

step further: offering three motors, one in each ball, for

them affordable to all. The TOYJOY Funky brand aims to

triple the pleasure. Both amazing value products have an

produce trendy, colorful, non-intimidating designs that are

ultra-soft coating for maximum comfort and come with a

a great starting point for consumers looking to venture into

wired remote. They offer 9 sensational settings of pulsating

the world of adult toys.

Targeted
Pleasure

AWARD WINNING
WINNING,, PREMIUM
PROSTATE
TE MASSAGERS
MASSAGERS
PROST
TAT

Rotating
Motion
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N e w display s o f the w o man ize r W500 P r o
at the po in t o f sale ar e n o w av ailabl e

New displays for the
womanizer W500 Pro
F or di s p l ay in g a t t h e p o in t o f s a le
Flensburg. Germay - New displays for per fect presentation of the womanizer
W500 Pro at the point of sale are now available. A 23 x 35 x 10 cm acr ylic display for the shop
counter is available. It has a slot for a double-sided poster and a space for the womanizer.

O

ne side of the double-sided poster has a picture of

magenta, mint, black, lavender and rose edition

the W500 Pro in its 7 different colours and the other

womanizer W500 Pro. The display can be ordered in the

side has a picture of the tattoo edition. The display can

following languages: German, English, Dutch, French,

also be hung up on a slatwall. A display with a digital

Spanish, Italian, Russian, Danish, Swedish and Norwegian.

screen is also available. A promotional video with

Furthermore, the 70 x 100 cm posters, the 60 x 160

information about the womanizer can be shown on the

X-banners and the ellipse-shaped pop-up displays are still

digital screen. The display has space for an A5 poster,

available. And last but not least, gift boxes in four different

which shows all the standard colours of the W500 Pro, and

designs, which are suitable for both womanizer models,

25 brochures that the customers can take away with them.

are also available. Further information can be found by

There is a space at the bottom of the display for the

visiting www.womanizer-wholesale.com

Rimba distributes
Happy Lola

E

tten-Leur, The Netherlands - Rimba

announced that they started the

distribution of the whole range of Happy Lola
products. The Happy Lola brand exists already
for three years and has been very successful in
mainstream channels their home country Spain. Happy
Lola counts currently 17 different, sexy items all packed in
a very cute and different packaging. It is a very women
friendly packaging specially made to approach easy the
girls of all ages. This line is easy to offer from women friendly
love boutiques, house parties and mainstream channels.
Happy Lola launches its range of fun products with an original idea: Take Away Love. The brand image, packaging
and design are nice and are accompanied by low prices
to encourage impulse sales, ideal for a gift. Each product
has a story based on Lola’s experience with the product.
Each story is different and presents a naughty idea to be
done. Rimbas Joep de Laet did meet the people behind
Happy Lola (Alicia Zurita and Juan Rojas) in their
headquarters in Malaga, Spain to finalize the partnership.
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Shots presents male
brand SONO
Bu t t p lu g s wi t h a s p e c ia l t w is t
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Shots‘
brand SONO was especially designed and
created for men, but could according to the
company also be attractive for couples.

SONO - designed and created for men but also
attractive for couples

T

he assortment consists of butt plugs that feature a tail

as well as penis sleeves that have a butt plug attached,

which feature as a perineum stimulator. For the production
of this brand several materials are being used. Rubber for
the butt plugs, soft silicone for the cock ring’s and comfortable and stretchy TPE for the sleeves. The packaging has
been designed to create a neutral, yet masculine look to
attract the target audience in a store. All toys come in a
sleek white case with projected stone elements. The
packaging also features product descriptions and
specifications in several languages to make sure
everything is clear to the customer. Shots has released its
standard promo package. They also give retailers the
opportunity to create their own personalized marketing
materials in cooperation with the Shots studio department.

New packaging for Minx,
Linx & Kinx

W

imbourne, England - “Our Minx, Linx & Kinx ranges

have gotten a design overhaul! The MLK ranges are

always expanding and our new packaging really reflects
the exciting new additions to the collection,” says Senior
Sales Executive Glenn Wilde. The new packaging has
crisp, clear information on the product and gives easily
accessible info on the materials and product uses. This
ensures an easier experience for the customers,
ensuring that they know everything they need to about
the exciting Minx, Linx and Kinx ranges.

A n ew l o o k f o r t h e M inx ,
L in x & K in x r a n g e s
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CalExotics triumphs with Red Dot Award
S i lh ou e t t e S 8
Ontario, US A - CalExotics wins the Red Dot Award in product design for its Silhouette S8.
Pa r t i c i p a n t s f r o m 5 7 n a t i o n s r e g i s t e r e d 5 , 2 0 0 p r o d u c t s f o r t h e R e d D o t A w a r d i n p r o d u c t
design for 2016.

CalExo tics w in s the Re d Do t Aw a r d i n pr oduc t
de sign f o r its Silhouet t e S8

O

nly products that set the bar in

says, “Silhouette is one of our top perfor-

innovation, formal quality, functio-

ming collections. From its sleek packa-

nality and ecological compatibility

ging to unique product designs this col-

receive such a high honor. 41 experts

lection has it all.” The Red Dot Award will

compose the Red Dot jury, with judges

be presented during a glamorous

from all around the world to ensure strict

awards ceremony in July in Germany.

standards and fairness. “We are greatly

The best of the best laureates will accept

honored and humbled by this award. My team sought

their trophies in front of around 1,200 guests. At the sub-

out to create something unique and after thoughtful

sequent after-show party “Designers’ Night”, the winners

planning the S8 was crafted. Winning the Red Dot Award

will receive their certificates and celebrate until the early

gives us a huge sense of accomplishment,” says Susan

hours in the Red Dot Design Museum Essen in the midst

Colvin, Founder and CEO of CalExotics. The Silhouette

of prize-winning products. All award-winning products

S8 is a body forming massager featuring a completely

will be presented in the special exhibition “Design on

flexible design, giving users endless possibilities in the

Stage” for four weeks, before becoming part of the

bedroom. Twist, turn or bend the S8 in any direction and

permanent exhibition. With about 2,000 exhibits from

it will provide unrelenting pleasure wherever you’d like.

45 nations, the Red Dot Design Museum Essen displays

The uniquely shaped massage is made of body-safe

the complete range of current product design. In the

silicone and is USB rechargeable making it an environ-

former boiler house of the UNESCO World Heritage Site

mentally friendly product eco-conscious user can enjoy.

Zollverein coal mine, it presents products that have won

The Silhouette collection by CalExotics is no stranger to

the Red Dot on five floors and approximately 4,000

awards. In 2015, Silhouette received a Creativity 45th

square metres. Every year, the world’s largest exhibition

Print and Packing Award for its outstanding creative de-

of contemporary design informs around 150,000 visitors

sign. Jackie White, Executive Vice President for CalExotics

about current trends and top achievements.

Give your assortment a Spring
update with Cute by TOYJOY

A

lmere, The Netherlands – With Spring at our doorstep

non-intimating

it’s time to update your assortment with some fresh

design with a

new hues. Go for the lovely pastel-colored Cute by

bulbous head

TOYJOY collection and add an instant touch of bright-

and soft touch silicone surface. Her seven functions will

ness to your store. The range of pastel-colored pleasure

bring lovers pleasure, anywhere they desire. This beauty

providers has various uniquely shaped designs that will

is a perfect mix between naughty and nice and a per-

thrill your consumers with their amazing skills and featu-

fect choice for your entry-level consumers. Besides Cara,

res. One of the best-selling products from the Cute by

the Cute by TOYJOY collection contains sleek cock rings,

TOYJOY collection is the Cara wand massager. This mas-

compact stimulators and beautiful vibrators; all in a va-

sager might be petite, but it surely is powerful. Cara is a

riety of spring-inspired shades of pastel perfection.
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Pipedream CEO Nick Orlandino takes on
Lyin' Ted Cruz
Ma nu fa c t u re r l a un c h e s W h it e Ho us e Pe t it io n t o mo ld Cruz 's ma n ho od
Chatswor th, US A – In response to revelations that GOP presidential candidate Ted Cr uz argued during his tenure as Texas Solicitor General that dildos and sex toys should be illegal;
Nick Orlandino, CEO of Pipedream Products, the largest manufacturer of adult novelties
pleasure products in the world, has initiated a White House Petition to compel Cr uz to
have his manhood molded at the Chatswor th facility.

“I

t blows me away that in 2016, a candidate for

the Hall of Fame of the industry's

President of the United States could argue that one of

two biggest trade organizations,

the last remaining USA manufacturing strongholds, sex

AVN and StorErotica and was

toys, should be criminalized!," said Pipedream Chairman

named Business Man of the

and CEO Nick Orlandino. “Set aside freedom of speech

Year by EAN for the third straight

for a second — does this guy not understand that our in-

year in 2015.

dustry is good for at least $15 billion a year? Or how many

"Freedom of speech and the right to free

jobs our industry provides in a state like California alone? We

expression is what this industry was built on — what America

started a White House petition to challenge Cruz to get his

was built on,” Orlandino continued. "I’ve seen these

manhood molded — and will enlist our industry partners

demagogues come and go over the decades,

to help reach the 100K signatures.” Free Speech Coalition’s

scapegoating my industry for the ills of society. It drives

Man of the Year, Nick Orlandino got his start in the adult

me crazy, because our industry puts food on the table for

and gift industry unloading trucks in New York 30 years

thousands of families -- Lyin' Ted’s campaign doesn’t. Look,

ago. In 1992, he relocated to Los Angeles and joined

if a guy like this gets into the White House, his warped

Pipedream Products as Vice President of Sales and

ideology threatens the livelihood of everyone in the

Marketing. In 1994, he became a partner in the

business. It’s extremely important that we stand together

corporation and currently runs all day-to-day operations

as an industry to make sure that doesn’t happen.”

at Pipedream. Throughout the years, Orlandino has

Members and friends of the $15 billion a year pleasure

received numerous industry awards and achievements

products industry are encouraged to sign the petition here

from his colleagues. Orlandino has been inducted into

and to vote "anyone but Cruz" in the 2016 election race.
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TRYST
D oc J oh n s on de b ut s m ul t i- e ro ge n o us s ilic o n e ma s s a ge r
N o r t h H o l l y w o o d , U S A - D o c J o h n s o n i s n o w s h i p p i n g T R Y S T, t h e h i g h l y- a n t i c i p a t e d n e w
vibrating massager designed to stimulate multiple erogenous zones. Created with all
genders in mind, TRYST’s capabilities and cutting-edge design make it ideal for both solo
play and ever y type of couple.
TRYST can be w o r n, po sitio n e d, an d handheld
f o r use in a multitude o f w ay s pr o v iding ple as ur a ble s t i mula t i on

“D

oc Johnson has always led the way when

handheld for use in a multitude of ways providing

it comes to developing innovative,

pleasurable stimulation. TRYST is expertly sized and

inclusive products that empower our customers

manufactured in firm but flexible silicone to be

to maximize their sexual health and satisfaction,”

compatible with most bodies and gently clamp to

says company COO/CCO Chad Braverman.

areas like the nipples and clitoris, comfortably fit

“Our amazing product development team

inside the body, and wrap around a penis as a

went above and beyond all expectations in

pleasurable vibrating ring. Available in sleek

creating TRYST, and we can’t wait to share

black and vibrant purple, TRYST also boasts seven

this unique new item with the world.” Featuring

powerful vibrating settings, two buttons for sepa-

strong, separately controlled motors in its

rate arm and base controls, and easy recharging

ergonomic base and in each of its strategically

via USB connection. TRYST’s silicone material is 100%
body-safe, hypoallergenic, and phthalate-free.

curved arms, TRYST can be worn, positioned, and

Get up-close and personal with PalmPower
the new Riley Reid Fleshlight
Rechargeable from BMS

A

lmere, The Netherlands

Scala

Playhouse

is

–

very

F

lensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has

expanded its products in the BMS range. The

excited to stock the latest Fleshlight

Canadian PalmPower Rechargeable is now available

Girls addition: the Riley Reid

from the erotic specialist.

Fleshlight. The partnership between

Just like its battery-powered predecessor this

Riley and Fleshlight has resulted in an ultra realistic design,

handy body massage wand has a lot to offer, for

exactly mimicking all of Riley’s intimate curves. Fleshlight

example, its classic design and its strong mas-

states about its newest addition: “With her fresh-faced ap-

sage power. The vibrations can be adjusted

peal and genuine affinity for sex, Riley Reid gives a stellar

at the push of a button and this new Palm-

performance every time she is in front of the camera. An

Power Rechargeable can be charged using

AVN and XBIZ Award winner, Riley is the epitome of today’s

the included USB cable. However, the many

all-American mega star: beautiful, talented and well-roun-

different attachments (not included) that

ded. An avid reader (she loves Shel Silverstein’s books), an

can be put on the PalmPower Recharge-

accomplished chef and lover of all things Disney, Riley

able´s flexible head are the real highlight.

exudes an uncanny zest for life that is intoxicating. Her

The PalmPower Rechargeable is for

signature spinal tattoo reads: When Life Hands You Lemons,

external use only. Pleasurable relaxation

Make Lemonade – a famed motto of the young star.”

for your body – alone or in twos.
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Progo & Provia
Cobe c o Ph a rm a
Berkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands – It is a
global trend that more and more men pur-

0512540 0000

sue a healthier lifestyle.

P r o g o & P r o v ia: V it amin s an d mine r als f o r me n

W

ith Progo and Provia Cobeco supplies men with

vitamins and minerals that may help to safeguard

their lives. These food supplements contribute to a
normal function of the nervous system and energy yielding metabolism. Thanks to several vitamins and minerals our Progo and Provia will help him to become the
best version of himself. For more information Cobeco

Beautiful aluminium toys
with a sparkling gem!

Pharma reverse to their online catalogue; links are
available at sales@cobeco.nl

FLASH Cross Gold

B

arcelona, Spain - FLASH, the

collection of sparkling body

decorations from Bijoux Indiscrets
is introducing a new model:
FLASH Cross Gold. FLASH is Bijoux
Indiscrets collection of glittery
body decorations. FLASH comes
in a variety of shapes and colors,
0512559 0000

to create different looks: Black
crosses for the rocker gal, golden stars for a disco vibe,
and silver hearts for a bohemian style.
“In its stead, a suggestive sparkle will draw prurient eyes
wearing this season’s risqué transparencies and plunging
necklines. Total provocation with a single transgressor:
FLASH body decorations that reveal the most sensual
female forms without exposing their beauty,” is how the
1603-100

company describes this product.
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ABS Holdings will present a new booth at the
ETO Show 2016
S t a nd D 4 0
Wimbourne, England - ABS Holdings will be attending the ETO
Show 2016. “We’re looking for ward to showcasing some of our incredible new products,” says Senior Sales Executive Glenn Wilde.

ABS a r e looki n g for wa r d t o t h e
upc omi n g ETO s h ow i n J un e

“E

ach year at ETO we’re introduced to the best

something new to ETO and we’re excited to give you a

pleasure products in the business and we’re excited

preview of the products that will be making a splash in

to be a part of the show again this year. The show takes

the industry in the coming year.” This year ABS Holdings

place on the 12th – 13 June 2016 at the NEC Pavilion in

will be introducing a brand new trade stand. “It will be

Birmingham and this year you’ll find us at stand D40.

the tallest at the show and a sight to behold! All decked

Keep an eye out for our lovely team and pop over to

out the new ABS Holdings livery with even more display

take a look at all the fresh new pleasure products we’ve

space, mood lighting and a bar-style consultation area.

got on offer. We’ll also be offering some great specials

With representatives from all the hottest brands and of

exclusive to the show – so don’t miss out! As the UK’s

course, the award winning Sales Team manning the stand

leading erotic goods wholesaler, we always bring

it could well be the place to be!”

Introducing Wicked at
Scala Playhouse

A

lmere, The Netherlands

- Wicked, a brand that

produces drugstore products
with special flavors, formulas
and applications, is now ready to order at Scala
Playhouse. One of the highlights from the Wicked
assortment at Scala Playhouse are the lubricants with
tantalizing flavor combinations. The flavors include Mocha
Java, Salted Caramel or Cinnamon Bun lubes. “We
guarantee: this is one tasty and fun experience. The
kissable, lickable and delicious water-based lubes add
a subtle flavor to enhance the oral pleasure and add an
extra tasty dimension to your intimate play.” says Scala
Playhouse about the products. The flavored lubes are
formulated to provide a silky smooth, long-lasting glide,
never get sticky and without an aftertaste. The waterbased Wicked flavored lubes are available in two sizes:
60ml or 120ml. Wicked assortment at Scala Playhouse
also offers a wide favorite of other lubes, such as anal,
sensitive, water-based, hot and cold versions.
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Sunny Rodgers joins
Jimmyjane
Ca t e g ory Bra nd Ma na ge r
San Francisco, US A – Jimmyjane is pleased
to announce that industr y veteran Sunny
Rodgers has joined their team as Categor y
Brand Manager.

R

odgers brings years of

experience

and

industry knowledge to the
role where she will be
responsible for developing
long-term marketing programs and services to solidify
Jimmyjane’s position and relationships within the
marketplace. “Jimmyjane has a terrific brand story and I
have always believed in their products. I think there is a lot
of opportunity to grow the brand and establish it as the
leading premium manufacturer in the industry,” stated
Rodgers. “I am ecstatic to be joining the Diamond Products
family and look forward to working with our partners to
build their businesses and have some fun in the process!”
Rodgers brings over 17 years of experience in marketing
and brand development to her role at Jimmyjane where
she has worked on a range of businesses in both the mainstream and industry arenas. With an eye for spotting market
trends and a proven track record of building brands, she
brings a unique and creative approach to each business.
Through multi-channel marketing she has worked on brand
licensing, product development, created an awardwinning radio show, and launched mainstream marketing
campaigns. “Sunny has a strong grasp on marketing within
this category and a wonderful spirit that will be a great
contribution to the team,” said Robert Rheaume, President
of Jimmyjane. Prior to joining Jimmyjane, Rodgers was the

W
Wild
ild discipline

Marketing Director at Doc Johnson and CoHost of an
award-winning radio program on Playboy Radio. Her
industry expertise was also honed in her previous titles held
including: Marketing Director at Topco, Division Director/-

at the limits of pleasure!
pleasure!

Director of Product Development at LFP (Hustler), and

1603-102

Account Executive/Brand Manager at NS Novelties.
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Screaming O introduces sex-positive
fitness with new ‘Sport’ Vibrating Ring
Body -s a f e rin g f e a t ure s n e w Vo o o m B ulle t fo r high-p e rfo rma nce plea su re
Los Angeles, US A – Screaming O has introduced a new way to enjoy sex-positive fitness
w i t h S c r e a m i n g O S p o r t , a v e r s a t i l e c o c k r i n g f e a t u r i n g t h e r e n o w n e d Vo o o m B u l l e t , a
brand new low-pitch mini vibe that vibrates with a deep r umble.

T

his high-performance vibrating ring fits seamlessly into

quency and optimal clitoral

any intimate fitness routine thanks to body-safe

stimulation, Screaming O

construction, a super-flex fit, and 100% waterproof design.

developed Vooom Bullets to

Screaming O Sport offers men and their partners a

provide an alternative vibra-

multipurpose vibrating cock ring that fits almost any size

tion for users looking for rumbly – rather than buzzy – vibra-

member thanks to a unique Flex Ring design, made using

tion. And Screaming O Sport combines Vooom vibration

lab-tested body-safe SEBS in a durable, opaque form.

with the strength of a durable cock ring. “However they

Attached securely at the top is a Vooom low-pitch vibrating

choose to enjoy it, Screaming O Sport helps people and

bullet that provides a pleasantly deep rumbling sensation

couples enjoy intensely better sex for a happy and healthy

for optimal stimulation on every body: wear the vibrator

sex life,” The Screaming O Account Executive Conde

on top for clitoral vibration or on the bottom for testicle

Aumann said. “Users can adjust the direction of the Vooom

massage. And its 100% waterproof design makes it easy

Bullet’s pleasure points to ensure they touch their favorite

to use in the shower or for extra-intense “workouts.” Vooom

sensitive spots and experience a noticeably different kind

Bullets are equipped with a one-of-a-kind low-frequency

of stimulation. Screaming O Sport’s rumbling vibration,

motor that offers sensations unlike anything else on the

durable SEBS material, and affordable price point makes

market. Developed following research into vibration fre-

it easy for cock ring fans to up their sexual fitness game.”

Seraphina by Leg Avenue Svakom’s Tyler now available

W

ijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue expanded its

Seraphina collection with ten new styles in regular

S

henzen, China - Few months ago Svakom
presented Tyler, their new vibrating cockring, at the

and queen size. Seraphina is an absolute must-have in

trade fair show eroFame 2015 in

the wardrobe of women who always want to look at their

Hannover. The company says that

best. The soft fabrics make all styles comfortable to

Tyler is one of the most flexible

wear, but that’s not all. The fashionable sty-

cockrings in the market. Tyler is

les are very sexy, it’s something women

easy to wear, the tip of the

want to be seen in. Leg Avenue answers

nodules stimulate the clitoris

a big demand of women with Sera-

soft and gentle. Also, to set up

phina’s sexy and comfortable lounge

the

and sleepwear. The new additions to

intensities or programs, just

different

modes

of

its collection contain slip dresses,

press the button for two

cami-sets and rompers. An outstan-

seconds and Tyler will start. Press

ding piece in this new collection is the

once again and the intensity will

black slip dress with a razorback made of lace. The

increase.

adjustable straps make it easy to wear.

To

change

programs press twice a time.

Ten n e w st yl es in r e gular an d q ue e n size
h a v e be en a dded to the Se r aphin a co lle ctio n
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Nobu releases three new products
V i b ra t o rs f o r wo m e n
Nobu’s International Sales Executive Dana DiValli announces the release of three
new Nobu vibrators for girls: The Ayai, Wosh and Mojo. “This is just the beginning
of many mind blowing new releases over the next few months” Dana says.

“N

obu is exploding globally and the brand

is getting more and more recognition

other is in charge of the controls
and programs. Ayai is a silky and

due to the unique edge our products offer.”

bendable silicone rabbit. Seven vi-

Mojo has a powerful motor with seven speeds

bration patterns with two indepen-

and is battery operated. The ridges on the

dently operated motors are

hand grip to this stimulating extra large re-

wrapped in this smooth li-

mote finger give clitoral pleasure. Further-

quid silicone vibrator. Wosh

more, it is conveniently operated by a re-

is a silicone rabbit that has a rigid

mote control, this way one partner can

shaft and seven vibration patterns with two indepen-

have his fun with the giant finger while the

dently operated motors.
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Lovehoney receives
Queen’s Award for Enterprise
Se x t o y s . . . b y r o ya l a p p ro va l o f t he Q ue e n
Bath, England-. Lovehoney has received the Queen’s Award for International Trade for outstanding growth in overseas sales over the last three years. Owners Richard Longhurst and Neal
Slateford will be attending a reception held by the Queen at Buckingham Palace on July 14.

T

hey received the award 14 years to the day from

year from £4.5 million to £12 million following the launch

when they started selling sex toys online from Richard’s

of new websites for the French, German and Australian

bedroom in Bath. Now Lovehoney has a turnover of £60

markets and customers paying in Euros. Slateford said:

million and employs more than 250 people all over the

“It’s a huge privilege for Lovehoney to be honoured by

world. The award – described as ‘the highest accolade

the Queen. Official recognition from the Queen as she

for business success’ – allows Lovehoney to use The

celebrates her 90th birthday shows just how far we have

Queen’s Award emblem in advertising, marketing and

come as a company and how far sex toys have been

on packaging for a period of five years as a symbol of

embraced by mainstream shoppers. This award will help

quality and success. Profits at Lovehoney shot up 79%

us to reach new markets and create more jobs both in

last year to £3.7 million and it was highlighted as one of

Bath and in our global offices. The Queen is Britain’s

Britain’s top 100 most profitable private companies by

greatest trade ambassador and consumers trust a brand

the Sunday Times. Overseas sales almost trebled last

with her patronage. Long may she reign over us.”

New sachet products by Instruments of Pleasure
gets a golden makeover
Cobeco Pharma

B

arcelona,

Spain - Bi-

joux

Indiscrets

wraps in golden
its Instruments of
C ob ec o ha s ex t ended the r ange o f sache t pr o ducts

B

Pleasure,

the

erkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - Lately Cobeco

collection inspi-

Pharma extended their range of sachet products

red by the erotic

Now in a new and golden look I n str um en t s of P lea s ur e

with offering their Cannabis and Guarana Lubricants as

trilogy that has captivated millions of readers all over

well as their iconic Penis XL Creams in boxes with 6

the world. Instruments of Pleasure is composed of

sachets. By adding these products to their assortment

sensual items with which to create unique scenarios to

they are giving their retailers something new to sell.

play intense games. Instruments of Pleasure is available

Sachets can easily be taken along on a journey to spice

in four versions so that every couple can select the level

up a moment when required.

of intensity they want for their games.
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N e w at ThatsP e r so n al.co m: Subo dh P aw ar ,
Mo n ali Shah, Vin e shkumar Kun hir aman and Adil Vi r a n i

ThatsPersonal.com ramps
up its Leadership Team
Indi a ' s d e m an d f o r a dul t p ro duc t s is gro w in g
M u m b a i , I n d i a - T h e d e p a r t m e n t s t h a t i t h a s b e e f e d u p a r e Te c h n o l o g y, O p e r a t i o n s ,
Apparel-Merchandising and Offline Sales. ThatsPersonal.com recently hired Vineshkumar
Kunhiraman as its Product Head, Adil Virani for Operations, Monali Shah as Apparel
Consultant and Subodh Pawar for Offline Sales focused on Phar macies.
amir Saraiya, CEO of ThatsPersonal.com said “We’re

S

player for erotic apparel for both men and women in India.

looking to expand aggressively to cater to growing

The scope is tremendous and there is a lot of differentiation

demand for Adult Products in India and we realize the

that we can bring both in terms of cost and styling”, says

importance to hire quality talent to grow profitably.” The

Monali Shah who’s joined in as an Apparel Consultant.

Indian market is expected to grow to a US$ 1.6 billion

Speaking on joining as Lead-Operations, Adil Virani says, “I

market as per an article in the The Economic Times, India’s

am very excited to be part of the Most Innovative Start Up

leading Business newspaper. According to Vineshkumar

in India. Living abroad for 7 years, I always knew the com-

Kunhiraman who joined as the Technology-Head says,

pany has great potential here since the market was not

“ThatsPersonal is a niche player in a classy category called

explored. I am very fortunate to be a part of the team now

Sexual Health & Wellness. It appeals to customers who

and I wish to take it to newer heights and build a strong

have sex related issues or want to add fun to their sex life.

brand name for every adult.” Sharing his take on becoming

There is a lot of potential to take it to the masses using

the part of the company as Lead-Sales, Subodh Pawar

technology and help solve the problems of the customers.

reiterates, “It is an immense pleasure to be a part of Thats-

That's where I want to come in and play a significant role in

Personal's dynamic and unique team to expand the Sexual

this game changer category.” “What appealed to me is

Wellness business in India and in turn educate people

the challenge to make ThatsPersonal.com, the dominant

regarding hygiene in today's hectic and stressful life.”

Eropartner Distribution expands portfolio with OVO

Z

waagdijk,

The

Netherlands

-

products are showerproof and have motors with

Eropartner

strong vibrations, but are whisper quiet and with

Distribution is proud to announce that they are

expanding their product assortment with the

easy to reach control buttons. Made of silicone

collection of the German manufacturer: OVO

and body-safe materials and engineered in

Lifestyle Toys. Introduced in 2012 and originally

Germany, all of the products are backed by a

based in Berlin, OVO has made a name for

15-year warranty and come in luxurious giftable

itself as a high quality brand for innovative

packaging. “I’m extremely happy and excited

pleasure products, designed for the end-

that Eropartner Distribution now will be carrying

consumer that wants it all. Form follows function

OVO Lifestyle Toys as they are an innovator in

in OVO’s sleek designs, but beauty is not

both their systems as well as how they conduct

sacrificed in these lifestyle toys. Eropartner

business. We will be working closely together

Distribution is now offering all best-selling items

around dynamic promotional and educational

from the OVO Lifestyle Toys current range of

programs to ensure retailers have the needed
support

products, including pleasure rings, Kegel balls,

in

an

increasingly

competitive

landscape”, adds OVO’s Helle Panzieri.

bullets, vibrators, rabbits, and lay-ons. All OVO
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Net1on1 launches new BOUND leather brand
Av a i la ble t o p ur c h a s e f ro m 23rd Ma y
Shoreham-by-Sea, England - Net1on1 is set to grab the bondage accessories market by
the leash as it prepares to launch BOUND, a thrilling brand of professional leather gear for
serious subs, masters and mistresses. The new line is the latest addition to the supplier’s
established Loving Joy brand and is designed for serious dominants, submissives and those
wanting to take bondage to the next level.

A

vailable to purchase from 23rd May 2016, BOUND will

feature leather products that are soft and padded for

comfort, but sturdy for advanced and lengthy play,
including high-quality crops, blindfolds, leashes, hog ties,
ball gags, paddles, floggers, collars, ankle cuffs and wrist
cuffs. Danielle Warn, Head Buyer at Net1on1 said: “We’re
incredibly proud of BOUND and the quality of the nubuck

customers are ordering more and more bondage

leather, which will believe will be a real game-changer in

accessories every year and we have already seen record-

the bondage market. Given the growing interest in BDSM

breaking pre-orders for the range, which just goes to show

and that the market is still growing, we’re confident that the

that the market is crying out for professional leather products

quality and design of the products will be a winner. Our

that are uniquely both affordable and professional.”

Doing it yourself has
never been so much fun

A

lmere, The Netherlands – The vibrant

Yeah, I’m Single kits by TOYJOY Just

For You are must-have products in any
gift boxes assortment. The female version of the Yeah, I’m
Single box comes in a hot pink box, filled with exciting products. Included in the playful kit are a vibrating egg, a stimulator, rose petals, a sexy thong, water-based lubricant
and a thrilling vibrator that will blow her mind. The male
version comes in a cool blue tint and guarantees him a
night of intimate pleasure and naughty self-exploration.
Included in the male kit are a penis sleeve, one-time-use
vibrating cock rings, erotic DVDs, a prostate stimulator, water-based lubricant and high quality condoms. The Yeah,
I’m Single boxes are part of the gift set assortment by TOYJOY Just For You. The collection offers a wide selection of
great (gift) boxes, filled with erotic products that will tease
your senses and blow your mind! Already packaged in a
festive way, they’re instantly ready-to-give. There are boxes
for different occasions, starter-kits and advanced versions,
and boxes for specific holidays and festivities.
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Screaming O introduces ColorPoP
FingO Tips for teeny tiny tingling vibration
Top -s e ll in g i t t y b it t y m in i vibe n o w a va ila ble in p o p ula r n e on co lo r pa lette
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has introduced ColorPoP FingO Tips, new versions of its bestselling itty bitty mini vibes now available in bright neon shades. As par t of the popular ColorPoP
collection, ColorPoP FingO Tips are the tiniest tingling mini vibes on the market with a por table,
discreet and 100% body-safe design that fits comfor tably on the tippy tip of any finger.

C

olorPoP FingO Tips are powered by a micro motor

decided to introduce ColorPoP versions to keep the

that packs 13,500 RPMs into an incredibly

neon trend going strong with fresh and modern options

compact shape that makes it easy to stimulate every

that appeal to everyone. And the best part is there’s no

external erogenous zone on the body. Turning any finger

one way to enjoy ColorPoP FingO Tips, which makes

into a powerful mini vibe, ColorPoP FingO Tips stay put

them the most versatile teeny tiny mini vibes available.”

on the tip of any finger thanks to a stretchy strap and

ColorPoP FingO Tips are available in neon blue, neon

turn on and off with a simple no-slip switch. And once

green, and hot pink and come packaged in

the battery runs out, simply dispose the mini vibe in an

eye-catching colorful foil packets. Candy bowls and

appropriate place – making it an ideal mini vibe for

POP displays are also available for easy grab-n-go

first-time users or shoppers looking for a low-commitment

purchases. ColorPoP FingO Tips are made of soft and

or travel-friendly sex toy. “FingO Tips remain one of our

flexible SEBS, a stretchy sex toy material that has been

best-selling mini vibes because of their user-friendly

independently lab tested for purity, quality and

design, discreet size, and affordable price point – per-

body-safety. Screaming O’s clear SEBS has been proven

fect for beginners and impulse buyers,” The Screaming

non-toxic, high-quality and 100% safe for use on and

O Account Executive Conde Aumann said. “We

around intimate areas and delicate skin.

ABS Holdings releases
Bathmate size chart

Introducing Shibari at Scala
Playhouse

A

lmere, The Netherlands - Shibari – one of

the newest brands to join the Scala family

– was officially presented during the Scala
Fair The brand prides itself on the three values of innovation,
affordability and quality. “We want everyone to be able to

W

enjoy our products. Holding our products at the

Bathmate size guides to their website that can be

highest quality standards. Making them affordable for

found in their download section. The Bathmate size chart is

everyone. Our products are sure to bring you satisfaction”,

designed for assisting customers of all sizes to pick the

states the brand about its ambition. The Shibari assortment

right penis pump. According to the guide, penis length of

at Scala contains a variety of product categories. The

up to 12.5cm should opt for the X20 while penis lengths

brand has already built quite a name for itself with its

up to 18cm will benefit from the X30 / Hercules. The X40 is

powerful wand massager, the Shibari Wand. This reliable,

great for sizes up to 23cm while the Goliath is designed for

powerful and easy to use massager has been the brand’s

larger sizes up to 28cm. The company also added a new

best-seller for years, indulging consumers with two speed

Allure lingerie size guide to their website.

variations, bendable head and attachment options.

imbourne, England - ABS has added some
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Sheets of San Francisco team
up with Give Lube
S a m ple s p ac k s f o r re t a il e rs & c o n s ume rs
San Francisco, US A - To show the quality and resilience of their
products, Sheets of San Francisco have teamed up with award
winning brand Give Lube and will be providing samples of their
Silicone+ lubeshots with all sheet sample packs.
heets of San Francisco manufacture a range of high

S

Nigel Powell, MD of Give Plea-

quality, fluid-proof sheets and throws that offers trading

sure Products, said “We feel honoured

partners a good margin. Originally made in the USA they

to be chosen to work with Sheets of San Francisco. I really

are now also manufactured in the UK to provide short

admire the confidence and belief that they have in their

lead times for both the UK and mainland European

products. Their sheets are not only of the highest quality

markets. Bespoke sizes can also be accommodated.

but they’re fluid-proof, wax proof, breathable, comfortable

Mark Boulton, CEO of Sheets of San Francisco, said “quality

and still machine washable. Everyone knows that silicone

is key to us at Sheets of San Francisco and where possible

lube can stain some sheets. It can sometimes be a tough

we like to forge relationships with other companies and

clean. It isn’t just words from Sheets of San Francisco on

products with similar quality and brand values. When we

what their products claim they can do. They prove it by

discovered the guys who produce Give Lube we could

now providing one of the toughest ‘tests’ with their sheet

immediately see the benefits of working with them. Their

sample packs by including a 10ml Silicone+ lubeshot. It

Silicone+ lube is a fantastic product which works so well

is a winning combination, but mainly for the consumer.

with our fluid-proof sheets as, unlike many other bedding

They can have a luxurious glide quality on a luxurious sheet,

products, the silicone washes off with ease leaving the

with no worries”. For more information and trade price lists

sheets as good as new. A winning combination”

please contact Mark Boulton at mark@zincretail.com

Show & Celebrate Pride with the Pride Dildo!

Z

waagdijk, The Netherlands -

retail packaging. "I realized that there were so many

The Pride Dildo’s are 20 cm

types of rainbow products available especially for Gay

long and made entirely from

Pride events but no one had made a rainbow colored

premium body-safe medical

dildo. New advances in silicone manufacturing

grade silicone. They are 100%

technology have allowed me to create the Pride Dildo,

made by hand and have a

which is the first dildo of its kind”, says Brian Sloan,

suction cup at the base,

designer of the Pride Dildo. The coming months Pride

which will stick to any non-

events will be booming all over Europe, amongst them

porous surface. There are two

the Gay Pride Madrid/ Orgullo in July and Amsterdam

versions of the Pride Dildo

Gay Pride in August. We advise our retail partners to

(girth 12 cm), one with and

stock on this unique product”, says Mischa Heins,

one with without balls (girth

Account Manager at Eropartner Distribution. “It makes

14cm) and each comes

a great product to have in a retailer’s assortment and

in a colorful see-through

is an eye catcher in every store.”

Now a v a il a b l e f r o m Ero par tn e r :
Th e P r id e D ildo
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Mr. Grey
will see you... again
Lov e h one y u rge s re t a il e rs t o p re p a re fo r Fift y S ha de s Da rk e r mo v ie
Bath, England - Despite being 10 months from release, the hype for the Fif ty Shades Darker
movie is building at a rate of knots. Filming has already star ted for the most hotly anticipated
film of 2017, which hits cinemas in time for Valentine’s Day next year, and critics believe it
will be a matter of months before we’re teased by steamy trailers and music tracks.
very day, the mainstream press reveal exciting

E

worldwide, broke all box office records. We’re expecting

developments from the new movie, making it a

the same to happen this year and we have plenty of new

permanent fixture on the public’s radar.

products in the pipeline to keep fans satisfied.”

International sex toy firm Lovehoney, which owns the global

Fifty Shades Darker is already shaping up to be even hotter

licence to design and manufacture Official Fifty Shades

than its prequel. The already-impressive cast (which includes

of Grey pleasure products, is encouraging adult retailers

heart-throb Jamie Dornan as Christian and blushing beauty

and distributors to prepare for a new wave of demand as

Dakota Johnson as Anastasia) will be joined by hollywood

excitement for the film builds momentum.

stars Kim Basinger as Christian Grey's former lover Elena

Lovehoney’s General Sales Manager, Jim Primrose, said:

Lincoln and Eric Johnson as Anastasia's boss Jack Hyde.
Fifty Shades of Grey director Sam Taylor-Johnson

“Last year, we experienced spikes in sales after each trailer
for the first Fifty Shades of Grey movie was released.

bowed out of Fifty Shades Darker and was replaced

The demand for official Fifty Shades of Grey pleasure

by James Foley, known for his work on Netflix smash

products skyrocketed as the movie, which made $571m

hit House of Cards.

Scala Playhouse has everything for fetish lovers

A

lmere, The Nether-

the clothing to keep it

lands – Scala Play-

feeling and looking shiny

house has an extensive

and smooth.

selection

products

To add a bit of extra shine

aimed at fetish lovers and

to your consumers’ fetish

BDSM-fans. They don’t just

play, the Cult Ultra Shine

cater in sexy latex lingerie

Spray by pjur is another

and kinky toys, but also

great choice for kinky

have the products that

lovers. The product gives

of

will keep your fetish gear looking - and feeling - as sparkly

rubber and latex clothing an ultra shine, creating a sexy

new as it did the first time. For your consumers who are

and seductive sheen that lasts. The formula is

enthusiastic about rubber and latex clothing, Cult

long-lasting, dirt resistant and leaves no spots. Just like

Dressing Aid by pjur is a must-have product. The formula

the Cult Dressing Aid, the Cult Ultra Shine Spray includes

is developed to help consumers put on tight-fitting fetish

special ingredients to care for your clothing, helping

apparel, without the discomfort sometimes caused by

your prolong the lifespan of the fetish apparel. All

friction. The Cult Dressing Aid makes getting dressed go

products by quality drugstore brand pjur are made in

smoothly, even for consumers who might have thicker

Germany, perfume-free and without preservatives to

body hair. The special formula also protects and treats

give you the ultimate body-safe experience.
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Satisfyer Pro 2
Now available
Because of its new technology, the Satisf yer Pro 2 provides touch free stimulation and
allows multiple and intensive orgasms within minutes. This new product is waterproof, so it
can easily be used in the shower or in the hot tub providing even more pleasure.

I

Satisf y e r P r o 2 - To uch-f r e e

n contrast to com-

pr e ssur e w av e stimulati on

easily be remo-

parable products,

ved, cleaned and

the Satisfyer Pro 2

replaced at any

does not only con-

time. The Satisfyer

vince

its

Pro 2 offers 11

design,

programs and is

but also through its

charged with the

quietness. No water,

included magne-

lubricant or other li-

tic USB charging

through

waterproof

cable. Because

quids can get into the
inside of the product, which makes it 100 percent

of its shape and the rosé gold design, the Satisfyer

hygienic and safe to use. The silicone head can

Pro 2 appears to be a modern lifestyle product.

B Swish introduces Bfit Classic Sensuous sells oil to the
os Angeles, USA – Strengthen your
Lpleasure in comfort and style with Middle East
the Bfit Classic love balls, an affordable
adaptable workout regimen designed
to grow with you. The Bfit Classic
includes single and dual flexible body24 gram free floating weighted

G

smooth silicone love balls. Beginners

Sensuous line. This includes Aromatic Oils, Sweet Touch

and experts alike will love the ability to

Kissable Massage Oils, Smooth personal lubricants, Frenzy

use the single harness with one ball

pleasure gel for women as well as Edge delay gel for men.

and work their way up to the double harness with both

“We have been working towards this for over two years,”

balls, for a combined total weight of 48 grams. The Bfit

said Keith Jones, CEO of Sensuous, “We have been working

Classic has a low MAP of $15.99 and comes with an easy-

with our distributor over there ensuring that all our products

to-assemble P.O.P. counter display, perfect for enhancing

are properly registered and all the correct permits are in

marketing assets as well as last-minute register purchases.

place. We are very excited as this is quite a coup as the

As a member of B Swish’s Classic Line of personal

Middle East is such a conservative region. We really look

massagers, the Bfit Classic arrives in sleek packaging and

forward to working with our partner Al Ahmadi International.”

is available in 3 colors, including Powder Pink, Azure and

As well as being a distributor Al Ahmadi also own a chain

Black. Learn more about the Bfit Classic with Educational

of pharmacy stores in the region where the Sensuous range

Flyers and online marketing support available on B Swish’s

will be featured. This is now the second distributor Sensuous

B2B site: us.bswish.com or email to info@bswish.com

has in the region with another already based in Bahrain.

safe silicone harnesses, along with two

old Coast, Australia - Sensuous has had its first order

from Kuwait and the order comprises almost the full
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European Patent Office grants Standard
Innovation couples vibrator patent
E u ro pe a n Pa t e nt EP 1 8 24 440 B 1
Ottawa, Canada - Standard Innovation announces that the European Patent Office has
granted the company a patent covering the We-Vibe couples vibrator.

E

uropean Patent EP 1 824 440 B1 extends

Standard Innovation plans to continue to

intellectual property protection of the

enforce its intellectual property rights and -

company’s couples products in the

protect itself from those who distribute, market

European marketplace. Granted on

and/or sell products that infringe its patents.

March 9, 2016, the patent is now

Patents that protect its innovative couples

being validated in all designated Eu-

vibrator products are held in Australia, Canada,

ropean Patent Organization member

China, Europe, Hong Kong, Mexico and the United States. Samson & Partner represented Standard

states. “Bruce Murison invested years of

Innovation before the European Patent Office, and

this life to invent and bring to market the
world’s first couples vibrator,” said Frank

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP is the company’s coordinating

Ferrari, president of Standard Innovation. “Seeing our

intellectual property counsel. Standard Innovation invites

flagship patent granted in Europe, a key We-Vibe market,

its distribution and retail partners to contact them with

is further recognition of Bruce’s innovative achievement.”

any questions at legal@standardinnovation.com.

Anikka Albrite Fleshlight

Fantasy Lingerie caters
to all sizes

Z

waagdijk, The Netherlands The Annika Albrite Fleshlight

entered the adult industry in 2011 after quitting her job as

A

a lab technician in a molecular biology lab, and hosted

Lingerie offers a great

this year’s AVN Awards show, after having won multiple

collection of seductive,

industry awards herself. “I am so proud to join the Fleshlight

fashionable and figure-flattering designs ranging from clas-

family,” Albrite said. “This is one of the milestones every

sic basics to more intricate, sexy design; it has a match

performer hopes to achieve and it has been a dream of

with every style preference and every womanly shape.

mine for many years and I am so honored that they chose

With more than 32 years of experience in the lingerie

me to be a part of their wonderful family! Now, my fans

industry, this brand surely knows what women want! To cater

can experience me on a more intimate level!” Annika

to all sizes, the brand has created a special ‘Curve’ range

Albrite’s Fleshlight is made of Superskin, the exclusive

for women who have a bit more to hold on to. Fantasy

material patented by Fleshlight, and molded

Lingerie states: “With cutting edge pieces, Curve by Fantasy

after her most intimate part. It is available in a

Lingerie’s baby dolls and chemises feature colorful lace

realistic flesh tone color with the popular soft

material, underwire and molded cups to provide shaping

and flexible Lotus texture. Eropartner Distribution

and support while enhancing beautiful necklines”. Designed

offers the complete range of Fleshlight

with the curvier women in mind, this collection flatters the

masturbators and accessories, including the

silhouette while highlighting her best features. It will surely

Fleshlight Sleeve Warmer and Fleshlight

get the attention of your plus-sized consumers, as it is truly

Renewing Powder.

a one-of-a-kind collection that instantly draws the eye.

is now available from Eropartner Distribution. Albrite

lmere, The Nether-

lands – Fantasy

A n n i ka Al b rit e’ s F l es hl ig ht is ma d e o f Supe r skin ,
t he ex c l us ive ma t erial pate nte d by Fle shlight
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YESforLOV arrives at Eropartner Distribution
Two ne w p rodu c t l in e s a re a va ila ble n o w
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The retur n of the summer promises to be floral and sweet for
YESforLOV, who has chosen Eropar tner Distribution to launch her two new product lines.

T

o sprinkle each other with sugar in all sweetness,

properties. Specially designed to melt, and with a

Christian Palix, founder of YESforLOV, has invented 5

captivating perfume of white tea, Bali flowers and

delicacies around sexy fooding, and for the fans of plea-

thanaka wood. The YESforLOV candle can also be used

sure products, a new white tea and Plumeria based scent

as a house fragrance. The YESforLOV Bewitching Massage

as addition to their range of candles and massage oils.

Oil has been specifically formulated with a sensual texture

The newest in sexy fooding is YESforLov’s Delice Deluxe

which is light and non-greasy and leaves an invisible

Massage, available in five different flavors. It includes

protective film behind that does not stain clothing or

a bottle of massage oil to coat your partner with and

sheets. The Massage oil is composed of oils selected for
their softening and moisturizing properties, but also

a sachet of Sexy Candy explosion. The sachet
contains crystals which explode when

for their invigorating and aphrodisiac

you put them in your mouth and can be

benefits. “Eropartner is our most

used with your partner.

important distributor in Europe. The
close connection with their

Also available is the Bewitching Massage
made of 100% plant

clients and their knowledge

based materials and enriched with natural

as distributor are true assets

oils, including coconut and sesame oils,

to

known for their regenerating and softening

leadership”, says Christian.

Candle, which is

increase

our

European

T he Be w itchin g Massage Can dle is made o f 100% plan t base d ma t er i a ls

Shunga’s best-sellers at Scala Playhouse
lmere, The Netherlands – The

A

absolutely no aftertaste. The fla-

exotic Shunga assortment at

vored lube provides an ultra long-

Scala Playhouse spans over many

lasting glide without staining or get-

different product categories such as

ting sticky and has a sweet taste

edible body powders, body and

of luscious strawberries. The Shunga

bath products, sensual massage

Massage Oil Libido is silky smooth

creams, lubricants, lip balms and

massage oil that is made of 100%

other intense pleasure products. All items have been

natural cold-pressed oils. The fragrant oil is enriched with

designed to let lovers explore the true art of making love.

Vitamin E and glides easily and smoothly over the skin,

Scala have listed five of their best-selling Shunga products

leaving it feeling nourished and delicately scented of

to showcase some of the assortment’s highlights: The

exotic fruits. The Shunga Candle Exotic Fruits and Shunga

Shunga Dragon Cream is an intense sexual enhancing

Candle Desire: two of the most popular fragrant massage

cream made from natural extracts. The product creates

candles from the Shunga range. The soy based candles

a thrilling fire and ice sensation. It helps men unleash their

are made of 100% natural oils and produce lukewarm

inner sexual power, while making her hot spots more

oil at the touch when lit. The special formula leaves the

sensitive, tingling with desire. The Shunga Toko Lubricant

skin feeling soft, silky and delicately scented – while filling

Strawberry is a delicious water-based lubricant with

the room with a very sensual and seductive aroma.
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Screaming O introduces ‘Opium’ Flutter
Ring for pleasure in full bloom
Ne w ri ng of f e rs un iq ue f l ut t e rin g vibra t io n w it h c la s s ic but t erfly sha pe
Los Angeles, US A – Screaming O is officially shipping the new Opium cock ring, a moder n,
couples-centric take on the classic best-selling butter f ly-style vibe. Opium features a sup e r - s t r e t c h y c o c k r i n g a n d f l ex i b l e “ p e t a l s ” t h a t u n d u l a t e a n d c a r e s s e v e r y w h e r e t h e y
touch for a sof t, fluttering sensation designed especially for clitoral stimulation.

O

pium is powered by Screaming O’s

Screaming O Account Executive Conde

best-selling original Bullet, which

Aumann said. “Now couples can enjoy

sends three speeds plus pulsation

this fluttering vibration together with the

throughout the ring and its petals. Made

erection-enhancement of a stretchy

of SEBS, these wing-like extensions are soft

cock ring. And thanks to its SEBS
construction,

and springy enough to transfer vibration,

Opium

is

super-soft,

rather than absorb it, and positioned perfectly to

body-safe, and affordable for couples curious to try a

embrace the clitoris on both sides. And thanks to a

vibrating cock ring for the first time.”

convenient finger loop, users can quickly and easily

Opium is made of water-proof ABS plastic and stretchy

adjust the petals’ position for optimal results.

SEBS, two materials that have been independently lab

“Opium is an exciting hybrid of our now signature

tested for purity, quality and body-safety. A softer, more

versatile vibrating ring and butterfly-style stimulation that’s

malleable material, SEBS is ideal for vibration transfer

been many women’s go-to for decades,” The

without muffling intensity.

Eropartner Distribution is
now stocking ZINI’s Melody

Z

waagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner

Distribution and ZINI have teamed up

Get your Fun Toys at
Scala Playhouse

A

lmere, The Netherlands –

Scala now stocks four new

to bring Melody, a multifunctional mas-

designs by quality supplier Fun

sager, to retailers and their consumers in

Toys. The Gballs² is a smart

Europe. Melody is excellent for both solo

kegel training set, comprising of soft silicone coated kegel

use and with a partner. The set includes

balls with a special Bluetooth 4.0 technology, along with a

a vibrator, wireless controller, sleeve and

special downloadable app that acts as a personal coach.

storage sachet. All materials and tech-

The Gplug is an innovative rechargeable butt plug with a

M e lod y is a v a il a b l e in the

nology used by ZINI are entirely safe for

quiet, yet powerful motor. Its six vibration modes are ope-

c o l or s w h it e a n d b l a ck

the body and the insertable parts of the

rated by intuitive controls and the plug is 100% waterproof.

Melody vibrator are made of hygienic and safe silicone

The Gring is a clever finger vibe with thrilling power. The re-

materials, making the vibe 100% waterproof. “Melody is

chargeable Gring has a double function: it can also act

a versatile product, as it is both a vibrating bullet and vi-

as a remote control for your other Fun Toys products, like

brator. And it has a very unique design, as the controller is

the Gplug. Last, but certainly not least, the Gjack is a large,

compact, discrete and designed to look like a hand mirror,

rechargeable vibrator with a luxurious chrome-look handle

making it perfect for use in public places”, explains Elcke

and pleasurably curved silhouette. It boasts 6 vibrations

Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution.

speeds and is made of state-of-the-art Bioskin material.
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Eropartner Distribution presents
Fun Toys’ Black Jack
F e a t u ri ng 'B io s ki n '
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distribution is now offering Fun Toys’ Black Jack,
made from the revolutionar y 'Bioskin' material. The rechargeable Black Jack is a vibrator
made of the ecologically safe, hypoallergenic, patented premium material 'Bioskin', which
feels super smooth and sof t, making it the most realistic toy's material ever created.
t has a powerful, yet quiet motor with six vibration modes

I

the assortment. “The bright pink coloured Gjack is doing

with changeable intensities, from light tremors, to intense

really well, and the Black Jack will be a perfect alternative

vibrations. And being 100% waterproof Black Jack is great

for those who prefer a more basic and neutral color”,

to play with in bath or under the shower. Fun Toy’s Gjack

explains Elcke Wieffering, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner

was launched at last year’s ANME and has been very

Distribution. In addition to the Black Jack, Eropartner Distri-

successful with the Eropartner Distribution retail

bution also carries the Gplug, a rechargeable butt plug,

partners ever since. The

available with a diameter of 3 cm and 3.9 cm, and the

Black Jack ma-

Gring, a finger vibe which also doubles as a remote control

kes a great

for the Gplug toy. Due to its positioning on the finger, you

addition to

can easily navigate between the modes, while enjoying
the pleasure from the Gplug. All Fun Toys are waterproof,
rechargeable and backed by a 1-Year Warranty.

Scala Playhouse and Tonga partner up to take NS
Novelties to the next level

A

lmere, The Netherlands/ Axel, The Netherlands –

quality designs made of premium materials to ensure

Scala Playhouse and Tonga have partnered up

users the safest, most enjoyable experience possible.

to become the main distributors of NS Novelties in

Scala Playhouse and Tonga will select their own

Europe. The best-selling brand has been a firm favorite

assortments of NS Novelties products, allowing retailers

among European consumers for years, and will now

to still find diversity in the range of products offered

gain even more momentum backed by Scala

by each wholesale company. The partnership with

Playhouse’s and Tonga’s extensive customer base

NS Novelties is backed by the expert advice and

and knowledge of the European

knowledge from Scala Playhouse’s and

markets. Scala Playhouse and Tonga

Tonga’s Sales teams and Account

are now the official main distributors

Managers about the NS Novelties

for NS Novelties on the European mar-

collections

ket. The partnership will enable both

Playhouse and Tonga are very pleased

companies to solidify the market po-

with the new approach to market NS

sition of NS Novelties, introducing it to

Novelties. Both parties are confident the

an even wider international audience.

partnership will take NS Novelties to the

The brand of erotic novelties is known

next level, resulting in even more NS

for its affordable, trendy and high

Novelties fans across Europe.
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Eropartner Distribution adds INTRO Line
Ji m m y j a ne
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Jimmyjane’s newest product line of INTRO Vibrators is now
available from Eropar tner Distribution. The new introductor y line features four modern,
user-friendly vibrators in the mid-tier price range.

T

he collection takes inspiration from JimmyJane’s

collection. The INTRO Vibrators are not only for smaller

flagship line of FORM Waterproof Rechargeable

budgets, but also for those who want to try out various

Vibrators. INTRO includes four vibrators that are battery-

products and learn what kind of toys and stimulation

operated and come with three power levels

they prefer. “The Live Sexy line of INTRO Vibrators

and three vibration modes controllable via

invites customers of all experience levels to enjoy

one button. All of the vibrators are

the Jimmyjane experience. We created a battery

waterproof and made with body-safe,

operated versions of our top selling products so

phthalate-free silicone. The products will

that we could offer products in the mid-tier price

retail for € 29.95 – € 59.95, include a

range, that still exemplify the design, quality,

one-year warranty and come in beautiful,

and body-safe materials that define Jimmyjane.

giftable packaging. The line took some

With Eropartner Distribution’s tremendous support

of JimmyJane’s best-selling products -

and partnership, we are so excited to bring this
exciting new line to European customers,” said

Form 1, 2, 4 and 6 - and redesigned them

Robert Rheaume, Jimmyjane’s President.

for beginners. It is an affordable entry level

I NT RO include s f o ur v ibr ato r s that ar e batte r y-o pe r ate d

ST Rubber starts promotion for Stoys

W

adgassen, Germany - As part of the

Lana and Alicia black pink, are available

girlie-spring Promotion ST Rubber

for € 3.95 instead of € 9.90 (excl. 19% VAT.).

offers a discount on four selected vibrators

This Spring promotion will run from April 1st

in the SToys Line: Leona red, pink Britney,

to June 1st 2016.

Get Real by TOYJOY is truly the real deal

A

lmere, The Netherlands - The new Get Real by TOYJOY

life-like dildo, designed to

collection is the perfect match with consumers who

hit

all

your

intimate

only crave the real deal. These deliciously natural vibrating

hotspots. The dildo is a

and non-vibrating dildos are the real deal and will thrill

realistic flesh-tone color

you with their solid shapes and carefully crafted detailing.

and is molded on the real deal: giving you the most

Created for your ultimate pleasure, Get Real by TOYJOY

realistic experience possible! The design features carefully

offers you the chance to pick your favorite from a great

crafted natural detailing like prominent pulsing veins along

range of sizes. Go for sensational girth, thrilling length, or

its soft touch shaft and is made of premium TPR. Get

both. Discover your most intimate hotspots with these

blown away by its thrilling look and feel. Want even more

must-have toys. It’s time to Get Real by TOYJOY! The

from your Get Real by TOYJOY pleasure provider? The

collection offers consumers a choice between two types

Get Real 6 Inch Vibrating boasts the same lifelike silhou-

of dildos: vibrating and non-vibrating, and a wide variety

ette and solid shape, but also comes with sensational

of sizes. For example: the Get Real 6 Inch is a sensational

multispeed vibrations for even more intense stimulation.
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Pop culture phenomena
adult market
50 Sh a de s of Gre y , S e x a nd t h e C it y e t c . – Fla s h in t he p a n o r gro w t h ge n era to r?
The sequel to the movie adaptation of Fif ty Shades of Grey
will ar rive in theatres in time for Valentine’s Day 2017, and
Fif ty Shades Darker, as the second film is called, will cer tainly
create a lot of hoopla in the media. The conclusion to the
trilogy is already scheduled for the spring of 2018, so we’ll
be seeing a lot more of Anastasia and Christian throughout
the next couple of years. But do pop culture phenomena like
Fif ty Shades really have a big impact on the adult market?
Opinions in the industr y – and at EAN – are divided.
M a t t h ia s P oe hl, e dito r in chie f

thousands to look for new sexual adventures and experiment with ways to achieve satisfaction. People are feeling

ex c l us iv e

more free to live out any sexual desire that pleases them.

Pro

But this is not just about certain sexual techniques, not just

Could there be anything better for our market than having

about individual products. It is about sexuality as a whole,

products pushed into the consumers’ perception through

and the adult market as a whole. This type of pop culture

mainstream phenomena? Maybe some of you remember

phenomenon, be it caused by TV shows, films, books, or

how the popularity of rabbit vibrators skyrocketed following

the internet, makes people more accepting of topics such

the escapades of Carrie Bradshaw, Samantha Jones,

as sex, eroticism, etc. – and not just for themselves or in

Charlotte York, and Miranda Hubbes, the protagonists of

the virtual space of the world wide web, but also within

the US hit show 'Sex and the City'. No one can deny that

their social sphere and within society as a whole. This results

the rabbit’s status as a classic of the adult market is owed

in the most wonderful thing: an open approach to a sub-

at least in part to this TV show. Then, of course, there was –

ject that was stricken with taboos in the past. And it is quite

and still is - Fifty Shades of Grey, first, the trilogy of novels,

obvious that this development is important for the adult

now the movie adaptations, complete with a well-oiled

market in the long run, not just in those few months following

merchandising machine behind them. The Fifty Shades

the release of the latest Fifty Shades film when people

phenomenon will definitely go down in the annals of the

rush into the stores looking for the products they saw on

adult industry because it made possible what had never

the big screen. Of course, skeptical eyes will always find

really been achieved before: bringing together main-

something to find fault with, and yes, trends come and

stream and adult markets. The success of the books, the

go, and sometimes, they don’t come back for several ye-

movies, the official Fifty Shades adult products, and the

ars and the adult industry has to endure a dry spell. It is

media craze surrounding all of that are proof that Fifty

also apparent that some members of the trade and in-

Shades has struck a nerve with people all over the world.

dustry benefit more from these afore-mentioned pheno-

In the wake of this pop phenomenon, many consumers

mena while others are not affected to the same degree.

have begun opening up to SM or bondage or similar

But there is no magical, perfect panacea that makes

practices. Fifty Shades has motivated thousands upon

everybody happy. Unless maybe in a book or a movie.
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setting trends in the

Ra n d o l ph H eil , ed ito r

What will remain when all is said

ket, but also society.

and done?

Of course, it doesn’t hurt to introduce

Fifty Shades has become a suc-

the mainstream public to a new form

cessful brand in the adult market,

of sexual pleasure. But for that to hap-

and I am not just talking about the

pen, there has to be a pre-existing

official collection here, but also

open-mindedness in society, the pro-

about all the other products and

verbial envelope that can then be

product lines that are inspired by

pushed by the pop culture pheno-

the aesthetics of the books. A

menon. Said open-mindedness is the

great many people have opened

engine, the driving force of this indus-

up to the world of sex toys be-

try. What I am trying to say is: The

cause of these books, and others

adult market wouldn’t have develo-

have added new toys and acces-

ped all that differently had Fifty Sha-

sories to their collection in the wake

des never been written.

of the Fifty Shades craze. But pop

Don’t get me wrong, I am not im-

Contra

culture phenomena are unpredicta-

plying that the industry should put

The adult market it not an island.

ble; not only do they pop up out of

on blinders and ignore all the pop

Trends in design and technology

nowhere – they can also evaporate

culture sensations happening to left

have a great effect on the products

just as quickly. And for many people

and right. When the second Fifty

that fill the shelves of adult retailers,

out there, Fifty Shades is already

Shades film is released next year, it

and the consumers’ expectations

snows of yesteryear, past tense, as

will once again inspire many new

change over time. As do certain phe-

topical as the first moon landing. Put

customers to visit an adult store or

nomena that have a clear, direct im-

differently: The hype has died down

buy a sex toy online, and of course,

pact on the adult market. In the past

among the general public.

the market should prepare for that

few years, Fifty Shades of Grey was

There are other trends that are more

and cater to that demand. But there

the latest craze. I guess I don’t have

stable and enduring. The design of

is no telling if more of these pheno-

to regurgitate the incredible success

adult products is ever evolving, the

mena will emerge in the upcoming

story of the SM romance, nor do I

consumers become more deman-

years We can’t rely on that. There-

have to point out how it changed the

ding, and new technologies – VR,

fore, the general course of the in-

public perception of sex toys. A thou-

apps, teledildonics – that have an

dustry must be set by developments

sand people have already discussed

impact on our lives inside and also

within the industry itself: new, inno-

it, so I won’t repeat what you already

outside the world of adult products,

vative products, new ways of cate-

know. But now, five years after the first

create new challenges for designers

ring to consumer wishes, and the

book in the trilogy was released, and

and developers. This is where you find

untiring effort to create more ac-

one year after the movie adaptation

the trends that shape the market for

ceptance and tolerance for sexua-

hit theatres, it may be time to ask:

years to come, and not just the mar-

lity and the adult market.
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“At fifi, we’re
definitely the opposite of high-tech.”
Wh i z worx i s l oo ki ng f o r dis t rib ut o rs t o brin g t he ir un iq ue ma s t urb a to r to E u rope
Have you ever heard of a fifi? As a matter of fact, it is a colloquial term, used for a
h o m e m a d e m a s t u r b a t o r. E n t e r t h e t e r m a t U r b a n D i c t i o n a r y a n d y o u w i l l a l s o f i n d t h a t
the name fifi has originated in prisons. Inmates used it to describe their makeshif t mast u r b a t i o n a i d e s , w h i c h u s u a l l y c o n s i s t e d o f a n o l d s o c k , Va s e l i n e o r t o o t h p a s t e , a n d a
toilet paper tube. Any questions?
ex c l us iv e

“f

ifi is slang for a homemade masturbator. If you

turbator with adjustable tightness. Hygiene is no pro-

look it up online, you will see that it has been

blem either, as the product it combined with dispo-

around for a while and is made in a variety of ways.

sable sleeves that you throw away after using them.

One method for making a fifi is to use a towel and

“You roll up a portion of a disposable sleeve inside

latex glove,” says Dave Abramovitz, co-founder of

the fifi and then pull down the excess over the end

Whizworx, the company behind fifi. “I thought this

after it's rolled. Add lube, do your business, and when

was a great idea because it offered something the

finished upon completion, throw away the sleeve,”

majority of masturbators on the market don’t - dis-

Dave says, explaining the use of his product. What

posability. In trying to make one on my own, I found

makes fifi special is the smartly placed Velcro fastener

it cumbersome and thought it would be a good

that allows the user to adjust the tightness of the pro-

idea to make a product designed in its likeness, but

duct. Also, fifi warms up during use. Functionality, ef-

more user-friendly.” The result of this endeavour sticks

fectiveness, hygiene, discretion – all these things have

with the original name, but this fifi is a discreet mas-

been taken into consideration. The development of
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f if i is av ailab le i n fi ve c olour s

fifi

two

a water-based gel. As for marketing, Whizworx focuses

roughly years since

took

up

on ad networks, Google AdWords, ad their own affi-

the production of the dispo-

liate programme (www.getfifi.com/affiliate) where

sable sleeves proved rather tricky. Addi-

webmasters can advertise fifi, receiving a commission

tional sleeves have to be bought individually, just

for each sold product.

like the fifi lubricant. This should result in follow-up sales

Now, David and his team want to establish a foothold

for the retailers. If a customer buys a fifi, chances are

in the European market. To that end, they are looking

he’ll be back to get more sleeves and lubricant. Con-

for local distributors, wholesalers, and retailers. What

sidering all these things, it’s not surprising that the re-

they expect from potential trade partners? Well, com-

sponse to Whizworx’ masturbator has been very posi-

munication is key in any form of partnership, as Dave

tive. “It’s really the only masturbator on the market

points out – also in business relationships. "We expect

that offers a recurring revenue model through the

to have open lines of communication with our part-

use of the disposable sleeves. People will buy twenty

ners, and in return we’ll both reap the benefits by suc-

- fifty sleeves on their first purchase. Also, there are

cessfully selling fifi and its products. In addition, we

more products in development that will expand the

will assist our partners in any way we can.” This also

family of products and offer more variation across

includes POS materials such as shelf displays to ef-

the brand.”

fectively present the products in the store, and pocket

So far, fifi is available in five different colours, among

format brochures for the checkout area. These bro-

them a camouflage-style model that is intended as

chures sum up the advantages of fifi and the way

an homage to the US troops deployed all over the

you use the product. In addition, Whizworx support

world, as David explains. The outer skin of the product

their partners with a USB stick containing a 'How it

is made of 95% polyester and 5% spandex, the lining

works' video, and select retailers also get a special

is 100% polyester, and the inside is 100% PE foam.

20cm video display to show this clip on. E-commerce

The sleeves are made of latex, and the fifi lubricant is

retailers, on the other hand, are provided with
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banners, codes, descriptions, text links, etc. “We’re
very open to creating custom marketing materials
for clients in niche markets”, David adds.
Before and during the conception of fifi, Dave Abramovitz took a close look at the market for masturbators, and he wasn’t all too impressed with what he
saw. “Men’s masturbators in particular seem to lack
variety. They all seem to copy Fleshlight in form and
function. There are a few that take the high-tech approach, but they’re expensive and, in my opinion,
kind of scary. I’d rather not have anything electrically
powered near my junk. Also, they all require cleaning,
powdering, and drying. Not sure about you, but when
using a sex toy, after an orgasm I’d rather just roll over
and take a nap than clean out my semen.” When it
comes to masturbation, men are simple, Dave says.
Anatomically speaking, it’s no big deal – a tight, moist
hole and a little imagination do the trick just fine. “At
fifi, we’re definitely the opposite of high-tech. At the
same time, we like to say we’re better than your
hand.” His analysis of the market also led Dave to the
conclusion that masturbators are still sort of a taboo
topic. This becomes quite obvious when you look at
their design. “Most of them look like a chopped-up
appendage from a horror flick. Not only are they
scary looking, but women also find them gross and
unattractive. When more options come out that don’t
try to look 'realistic,' they will be more accepted.”
Slowly, but surely, male masturbation will reach the
level of acceptance and openness that female masturbation already has achieved. The driving force of
this development will be more appealing, sophisticated products. And there need to be more of them,
as Dave emphasises. “I think the current situation is
fairly stale. I’m not seeing much innovation in the category. I believe discretion and ease of use will be
trending soon over high-tech options.”
Whixworx are going to do their part, and they are already working on new products for the fifi brand. Next
up will be some products to help the users customize
their fifi in line with their wishes and needs. “We also
have another product in the planning stages that will
work with the disposable sleeves. We have some cool
projects on the horizon.”
U s ing fifi is v e r y simple
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New pjur MAN and
pjur superhero products
F or re a l m e n
pjur group is once again introducing three innovative products to the market. The target
group in the spotlight this time: men. Alexander Giebel, CEO and founder of pjur group,
explains what is behind the new products and what is especially intriguing for retailers.
ex c l us iv e

T

Thr e e ne w pr oduc t s
f o r th e ma le c li en t ele

he pjur MAN series has been one of the Luxembourg company's established series for many ye-

ars. It is distinguished by its high-quality products with
attractive designs, especially for him. From the waterbased personal lubricant pjur MAN Basic Waterglide
to the extra long-lasting, extremely effective pjur MAN
Premium Extremeglide: in this series, there is a suitable
product for every man. All "endurance lovers" looking
for an extra dose of masculinity can now find exactly
what they need with the new pjur MAN STEEL Gel and
the innovative pjur MAN XTEND Cream.
nates and invigorates, particularly in the intimate
pjur MAN XTEND Cream - This new combination of

areas.

ginkgo and ginseng extracts provides special skin

In addition to the two new pjur MAN products, pjur

care for men. Ginseng is one of the oldest natural

group has also developed a new product for the

remedies. It has a stimulating and invigorating effect

superhero series based on natural ingredients:

and has been used for centuries as an aphrodisiac,

pjur®superhero STRONG performance spray. This

anti-depressant, and as nourishment for the nervous

unique intimate care product has been specially

system. Ginkgo also dates back to prehistoric times

designed for prolonged enjoyment for men. The

and enhances the blood flow. Regular use and mas-

optimised formula contains a higher concentration

sages with pjur MAN XTEND Cream can be beneficial

of ingredients than other pjur superhero sprays and is

for the blood circulation and has a stimulating effect.

also enriched with ginger. These ginger extracts can

This long-term care product has been developed

stimulate and reduce oversensitivity of the skin. The

especially for men who want more.

product is suitable for anyone looking for longer
performance!

pjur MAN STEEL Gel - This product is a gel designed

As people have come to expect from pjur, the

to be intensively massaged in. As the name suggests,

company is also providing POS materials to help draw

it was developed for its invigorating effects. These

attention to these new products, both in shops and

effects are created by the paprika extract contained

online. These materials include attractive flyers, coun-

in the product. Paprika is often used in conventional

ter top displays, banners and specially produced pro-

cosmetics to produce a stimulating effect. pjur MAN

duct videos! These and other materials can be found

STEEL Gel works in a similar way. The product rejuve-

on the new landing page: www.pjur.com/men2016
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W hat will change about
the eroFame concept?
Re s u lt s o f t h e e x h ib it o r a n d vis it o r s urve y
Earlier this year, the eroFame organisers initiated a sur vey in the interest of the visitors and exhibitors of the trade show. The goal was to establish if there was reason to change the established
eroFame concept, especially with respect to the event location. To that end, the trade members
were invited to state their opinion in personal conversations, via e-mail, or in a questionnaire.
ex c l us iv e

R

and eLINE trade magazines for the

advisory board and exhibiting

visitors and exhibitors to express their

companies also met to discuss the

stance. “At first glance, the respon-

concept of the international trade

ses were sobering because of the

convention and its current location,

220 exhibiting companies, only 60

Hanover. Most people were very

sent back the questionnaire, and

happy with the existing concept,

we hardly received any response

epresentatives of the eroFame

and as the organisers have already
confirmed, there will be no big
changes on that front. The discount

from the trade members. But if you
e f o r e r o Fame - Wie land Ho f me iste r ,
CEO o f the e r o Fame o r ganise r

think about it, this result only means
that the industry in general is not in-

system for exhibitors was also met with a very positive re-

terested in changing eroFame. We consider this a vote of

sponse. So come October, the participants will once again

confidence for the current concept. Also, few people see-

be offered free catering and free access to the ever-po-

med to get behind the idea of moving eroFame to anot-

pular eroFame Oktoberfest, apart from free access to the

her location, and the majority of trade members and ex-

fairgrounds and a free shuttle service. “We started eroFame

hibitors were clearly against a test event in Amsterdam

as a European trade convention seven years ago, offering

that would have taken place next spring had there been

a concept that was different from the big adult shows

support for this idea”, Hofmeister continues. “So these are

back then. Most members of our industry wholeheartedly

the results of our survey – but we’d still like to talk some

supported this new concept, and year after year, the ma-

more with the participants of eroFame at the next show to

jority of participants express their satisfaction with eroFame.

get a clearer idea of what they want and expect from our

Therefore, we see no reason to change the trade con-

trade convention.” eroFame 2016 will take place on Octo-

vention. Of course, that doesn’t mean that we won’t con-

ber 05 – 07 in Hall 2 of the Expo fairgrounds in Hanover.

tinue with our fine-tuning with each new show. Many trade

“Many people seem to be very happy with this location in

and industry members continue to tell us that eroFame is

the centre of Europe, and so are we. Only recently, US Pre-

the leading b2b adult trade show in Europe today, but we

sident Obama and chancellor Merkel visited Hanover for

will always listen to suggestions from our visitors and exhibi-

the world’s biggest industrial fair, a great event with the

tors”, says Wieland Hofmeister, CEO of the company or-

United States as a partner country. This shined an interna-

ganising eroFame. “And when there are points of criticism,

tional spotlight on Hanover. And who knows, maybe we’ll

we also face those.” To gauge the public opinion about

be able do the same thing with eroFame in October …”,

the location of eroFame, a survey was added to the EAN

Hofmeister adds with a wink.
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“The Brand Ambassador is the
face of the company.”
Marco Tortoni talks about his new position as Brand Ambassador of FunToys
Marco Tor toni has been working for FunToys for more than half a year now.
Some of you may remember him because of his appearance at eroFame
2015 when he was dressed up as a Roman legionnaire. But maybe you
also know him because he already has been to your store to lend
suppor t. Af ter all, a Brand Ambassador spends most of his time
on the road. EAN asked Marco for an inter view to lear n
more about his activities and the experiences he has
made touring the adult stores.

ex c l us iv e

arco, since when have you been working as

entertainment, fashion, and, travel. I was a

Brand Ambassador for FunToys?

professional athlete in winter sports, a ski, snowboard

M

Marco Tortoni: My adventure with FunToys as a Brand

and bike coach, teacher, and guide, and I worked

Ambassador began in November 2015

for several nightclubs; I also have a degree in product
management in fashion, and I worked on visual

How would you define the tasks of a Brand Ambassador,

merchandising and sales. I developed and practiced

and what makes you the perfect guy for the job?

these skills in different countries, including Argentina,

Marco: The Brand Ambassador is the face of the com-

Japan, New Zealand, and Iran. I became part of this

pany, he interacts with distributors and shops, and his

world after meeting Giovanni Santini, the designer of

goal is to provide and receive information, to be able

Dolce & Piccante; we met on the ski slopes several

to provide various kinds of support, and to be present at

years ago, and the customer became a friend; he

all big world fairs.

got to know me and to assess my skills and when he
decided to present his collection of butt plugs last

Would you mind telling us a bit about yourself? What did

October at eroFame, he asked me to be present as

you do before, professionally, and how did you get into

a representative of Dolce & Piccante on that occa-

in the world of sex toys?

sion. At eroFame, I got to meet Jack Romanski, the

Marco: I'm Italian and I currently live in the Dolomites;

inventor of Gvibe, who offered me this opportunity;

previously, my life was characterised by sport and

and here I am.
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“

.......................
I am not there to sell anything,
but it is a service to make it
clear to the managers and their
collaborators that FunToys would
be a great addition to their range.”
............................................

Comparing the adult market with other
markets,

what

are

the

biggest

differences in your opinion? Or, put
differently: What is the special appeal
of this market?
Marco: Living in Italy, you can’t tell
everyone about your job! I realised
firsthand 'closed-minded' Italy can be and how much I can be. Apart from that,
the common denominator is business but
here, you are allowed to be yourself and to
and satisfy the 'private' instincts and desires
everybody has.
Brand Ambassador – that title presupposes
that there is a brand. What makes FunToys a
brand, and how important are brands in
today’s adult market?
Marco: The goal is to commercialise innovative
products of the highest quality at the right
prices, developing and executing an effective
strategy for a 'marketing mix'. All our products
have innovative packaging whose peculiarity
has already been proven by awards such as
the 'Cannes Lions 2012'. As you can see on
Gvibe.com or if you attend the various fairs
where we are present, we are involved in
different types of communication and
promotion. For instance, we maintain a
partnership with other markets, e.g. our
collaboration with Missis Elena Mirosedina,
a famous Siberian artist.
The brand and the way it is perceived by
end customers is very important, just look
at the fashion world and what had been
created there over the years.

Mar co To r to ni an d Jack Ro ma n s ki a t
the Scala Sho w in Ma r c h 20 16
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Skiin g is o ne o f Mar co ’s passio n s ; for a t i me,
that’s e v e n ho w he e arn ed a li vi n g

Let’s get back to your duties as Brand Ambassador:

work in this world, some even for more than 25 years,

Would you mind explaining what exactly happens

and for me it is an honour to know and listen to them!

when you visit a store? What do you do, and what do
the retailers expect when you drop by?

Why is it important to support the retailers this way?

Marco: When I go into a shop, I look around and I

Marco: I am not there to sell anything, but it is a

see where our products are; once I’ve identified them,

service to make it clear to the managers and their

I wait to make sure there is no confusion (customers

collaborators that FunToys would be a great addition

always come first!) and introduce myself to those who

to their range.

are working in the store at the time. After a look of

They are the people dealing with end customers and

surprise on their part, I explain the reasons why I’m

therefore, they are well aware if a product is approved

there and ask what they think of our products, among

of or not, if we have to improve it or not, and if so,

some other questions; then I show them our products,

whether we are going in the right direction. In 99.9%

revealing anecdotes about the creation of each one,

of all cases, who I meet wonderful people who are

plus some 'secret' tips! I also provide them with some

excited to share and interact with me.

testers and promotional materials to help boost sales.
Well, and then I leave. The visits have a duration of

Product training, sales training, seminars, workshops,

about 15 minutes but it depends on the situation,

etc. – many producers use these tools to support

sometimes I also remain in the store for two hours.

their customers in the retail trade and their distributors

Most of the time, those are surprise visits and the

as well. Is that a good thing, or is it becoming another

retailers are not aware I will be coming, but I can tell

battleground where producers fight for the attention

you that when I leave their store again, in 99.9% of

of the trade?

cases, it has created a wonderful chat, and I'm

Marco: When I started in this line of work, I had the

almost sorry to leave. I know all kinds of people who

chance to ask some advice from the gracious Ellen
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the market, time to discover them is limited. One goal
of these visits is to present the best features and
functions of FunToys products. I think it is premature
to evaluate the market after just five months, also
because in the beginning, there were also the fairs
and the periods spent in Italy to prepare reports and
organise other activities I'm involved in. But one thing
I can say, and I think it is logical. Wouldn’t you take
care of a person or a situation the same way you’d
want them behave towards you? I do not want to be
naive but I take pride in feeling this way, and FunToys
is always very considerate!
You have already visited lots of shops throughout
Europe. How would you describe the current state of
the brick and mortar retail trade? What struck you as
particularly interesting? Can the retailers still hold their
own against the competition from the internet, are
the advantages of walk-in stores still enough to draw
consumers?
Marco: By now, I have visited many shops and many
countries, and the situations are conflicting; there are
those who are able to renew and who takes care of
business in old fashion. I'm not here to judge, also
because many times I talk to them without knowing
the situation or the area where they operate.
Judging from these conversations, e-commerce
M a r c o a n d po r n s uper st ar R o cco Sif f r e di

has

challenged

many

activities,

but

many

of those already were already lacking for different
causes. I also meet managers and staff who are
Ten Brink of We Vibe and I would like to answer this

motivated and prepared, who carefully select

question with her words: 'This is not a competition but

their

a way to raising the awareness of this environment

merchandising, and they are holding their ground

and to elevating it qualitatively in order to enhance

quite successfully. Sometimes, I visited outdated

and improve the perception of those who work in the

structures, but with great employees who sold

adult industry and for those who buy'; I agree with

optimally, and sometimes I stumbled into boutiques

her, so that we definitely welcome other brand

with highly unmotivated vendors. We speak of

ambassadors in the future!

intimacy and of people’s desires here, and each

products

to

offer

a

proper

visual

person has a preferred environment where he or she
How does the trade respond to your visits? Does your

feels comfortable.

support have a positive effect on the sales of FunToys
products?

During these visits, did you notice that the retailers

Marco: The people in the shops are often busy and

have some catching-up to do in terms of product

they have many products they need to know. Even

presentation, customer advice, etc.? Or is the retail

though our products are among the most popular in

trade already doing everything it can in that regard?
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Marco: I believe that on

regulations concer-

this field, there is still a

ning the publication

lot to do; in 75% of all

of images or what

cases (of stores so far

can be exhibited on

visited) the visual aspect

display. And there is

is not in any way taken

also

into account; 10% is

community perceives

subject to a fluctua-

sex shops as well as

ting visual style; 10%

their own intimacy

can

and sex life. I can’t

count

on

the

the

inspiration of the people

really

working

ments

there,

and

way

make

the

state-

about

the

the remaining 5% are

fetish scene - SM or

very specialised places.

BDSM for the simple

As I mentioned before,

fact that I do not

there are very few stores

really know them yet.

where all the pieces are

It is curious, however,

in the right place.

to analyse how, within

As FunToys we have

a range of 20 km,

created a revolutionary

practices or sexual

stand called Gstand,

tastes

follow

one

and we have spent a

trend

rather

than

another.

lot of energy making
Since N o v e mbe r 2 015, Mar co To r to ni
is the ne w Br an d Amassado r f o r Fun To ys

sure that it can be
placed inside the stores

What can retailers

to create a corner or a

do to get a Brand

product island to better

.................
The goal is to commercialise innovative
and to increase sales. In
products of the highest quality at the
summary, I think that right prices, developing and executing an efthere is a process in fective strategy for a 'marketing mix'.”
place but it will take a ................................

Manager

long time for those

tal requirement is to

support our products

“

involved to fully realise its potential.

to

visit

them? Who’d they
need to turn to for
you to drop by their
store?
Marco: A fundamen-

have our products or thinking about buying them;
usually, I visit by surprise after doing some internet

Did you notice big differences between stores in

research or after meeting the owners of the stores at

different countries?

the fairs; sometimes, also I organise product training

Marco: There are many differences but they can be

via Skype.

discovered only if you arrive on site. In France for

Anyway,

example, the sex shop or love store or boutique

mt@funtoys.info and will do my best to meet the

cannot be located any closer than 250 meters in the

retailers’ needs!

straight line from the next school or a church. In

Allow me to thank you for this opportunity to make

Holland, you could probably even open a store inside

myself known and to greet all readers and to send a

the church. Just kidding, but the situation is really

greeting to the inventor of Gvibe, Jack, and the whole

much more relaxed! There are also different

FunToys crew!
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“In the past few years,
manufacturers infringe our
E u rope a n Pat e n t Of f ic e gra n t s S t a n da rd In n o va t io n c o up le s vib ra to r pa ten t
On March 9, the European Patent Organisation (EPO) granted Standard Innovation a patent
to protect their We-Vibe couples vibrator in Europe. Frank Fer rari, the President of Standard
Innovation, explains to us what exactly this patent means for the Canadian company and
its activities in the European market. Frank also emphasises that all legal steps are taken
to fight those who infringe on the patent rights of his company.

e xclusiv e

How important was the EPO patent for Standard Innovation?
Frank Ferrari: The granting of the European patent covering the We-Vibe couples
vibrator was essential to Standard Innovation. As you know, the We-Vibe is our
flagship product and one of the best-selling adult pleasure products in the
world. The European market is one of the largest and most important to our
company. The continued success of our business depends on protecting our
valuable intellectual property as we successfully did in other countries where
we hold patents. In the past few years, we’ve seen more and more
manufacturers infringe our patents all over the world. The granting of this
patent in Europe allows Standard Innovation to exercise our rights to protect
our first-of-its-kind invention against infringers.
What exactly does this patent cover and protect?
Frank Ferrari: The patent, EP 1 824 440 B1, is for an Electro-Mechanical
Sexual Stimulation Device. There are 17 claims that define the scope of the
patent. Anyone can view the patent and its claims on the European Patent
Office website.
What does that mean for Standard Innovation’s work in the European market?
Frank Ferrari: We expect our European business to grow based on the
innovative nature of our product and removal of the infringers from
the marketplace in a manner similar to other countries or regions
where we have patent protection and have successfully
enforced those patent rights
Does this patent affect your European distribution
and retail partners in any way? Does anything change
for them?

F r a n k F er r a r i, ex pl a ins t hat t he pate nt also be ne f its
t he c o m pa n y ’ s E ur o pea n par tn e r s in tr ade an d distr ibutio n
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we’ve seen more and more
patents all over the world.”
Frank Ferrari: The patent protects our

raised arguments against the paten-

isn’t it very costly and arduous to pro-

ability to exclude others from illegally

tability of our invention, in unsuccessful

secute patent violations?

infringing our product and we plan to

attempts by our competitors to pre-

Frank Ferrari: Yes, it’s costly to obtain

enforce our valuable patent rights in

vent the granting of our European pa-

patents and to enforce them, but it is

Europe. Those who manufacture, dis-

tent. Although it took over ten years,

well worth the trouble and expense

tribute, market and/or sell products that

we are thrilled that the claims of the

to protect key intellectual property that

infringe the patent’s claims should be

patent were granted in the face of

is crucial to your business. In fact, our

concerned. There are products for sale

these third party observations, which

successful procurement and enfor-

in the European marketplace that we

in the end have served to make our

cement of intellectual property in ot-

believe infringe those patent rights, and

patent even stronger.

her jurisdictions, including Canada
and the United States has shown a

we expect the manufacturers of those

tremendous return on our investment.

products, and those who sell and mar-

Would you advise other producers to

ket them, to take corrective action. As

protect their intellectual property with

a result, our distribution and retail part-

patents, in spite of the costs and ef-

Standard Innovation have already an-

ners will benefit tremendously - we ap-

forts this step entails?

nounced that they will continue pro-

preciate their continued loyalty and

Frank Ferrari: If you have valuable in-

tecting their intellectual property. How

support of our one-of-its-kind product.

tellectual property and have invested

do you go about doing that, and how

considerable resources to create and

is this fight going?

In the official press release, Standard

bring that product to market, patents

Frank Ferrari: Seeing through the ten-

Innovation state that Europe is key

are the established way to protect

year process to have this patent gran-

market for We-Vibe. But while these

your invention and investment. The

ted clearly illustrates our intention and

couples vibrators have already been

patent system exists to support inno-

commitment to protecting our one-

protected by patents in the United

vation. When an inventor creates and

of-a-kind invention. Should we conti-

States, Australia, etc., it took much

invests in a new, inventive technology,

nue to see infringing products for sale

longer to get the patent for the Euro-

they can file for and be rewarded with

in Europe, Standard Innovation will

pean market. Why was that?

patent protection. In exchange for

take all necessary steps to ensure our

Frank Ferrari: Standard Innovation fi-

that time-limited protection, the in-

IP rights are respected. Again, our pre-

led the original International patent

ventor discloses his or her invention to

vious attempts to protect our intel-

application upon which our European

the world, thus building upon our col-

lectual property have been extraor-

patent is based in late 2005, so it has

lective knowledge.

dinarily

successful.

Standard

Innovation has accomplished its busi-

definitely been a lengthy process to
obtain a granted patent in Europe.

Many people are critical of patents,

ness goals of assuring that our partners

This was due at least in part to the

saying they are too expensive and

are supported while also providing our

filing of several third party observations

never really ironclad. How much pro-

customers the best, most reliable and

with the European Patent Office which

tection do patents really offer? And

innovative products possible.
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“Sports shrinkage is where
penis shrinks to get out of
A n i n t e rvie w w it h B a t hma t e in ve n t o r Jo hn Oa k e s
Pe ople go to great lengths and invest a lot
of time to stay in shape and healthy. However, men might also want to take an extra
step and prevent an unwanted side effect
of physical exercise, so -called spor ts shrinkage. John Oakes, the inventor of Bathmate,
told us more about this topic.

.................
As society has
become more relaxed,
real male health issues
can now be addressed.”
................................

“

ex c l us iv e

J

ohn, you are an enthusiastic motorcyclist, and you

are very interested in things such as fitness, health,

etc. When did you first stumble upon the concept of
'sports shrinkage'?
John Oakes: I have been riding motorcycles from the
age 12 and still do today at least twice a week. At age
21, I would often train at the local karate club in
Wakefield on a Friday teatime, then get a shower at the
club and head off into town. Wakefield was a very busy
city with a great night life. Being a single man with lots
of energy left for the night, there was just one little issue
that I had and it always happened after a training session. My most prized possession was always far smaller
than normal and this was not a good thing on a Friday
night out. I called it sports shrinkage and started to work
out the complexity of what was needed to stop this
from happening.

Does 'sports shrinkage' only affect people who do lots
of sports and exercise on a regular basis, or does it

How would you describe 'sports shrinkage' to someone

also have an impact on people who only exercise now

who’s never heard the term?

and then?

John: Sports shrinkage is where the scrotum retracts and

John: Sports shrinkage is the body’s natural safety

the penis shrinks to get out of the way of physical

mechanism, so it affects everyone who exercises,

exercise.

whether regularly or not.
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the scrotum retracts and the
the way of physical exercise.”
basically contacting our company
and showing a problem they had
or a product they needed to be
automated in its assembly and we
would automate the process.
So

finding

a

solution to the
sports shrinkage
issue should be
surely

possible.

The secret to the
solution was finding

something

that would work
after I'd been training that could be
used while I showered that was
discreet and practical... I looked
around at the current penis pumps
but found nothing of substance
that would work like I needed it to.
Most all either were large powerful
hand gripper type vacuum pumps
which would connect via a hose
to the end or poor quality low
J o hn Oake s, in v e n to r o f Bathmate ,
addr e sse s the to pic o f spo r ts shr inkage

pressure hand ball pumps that
would fall to pieces when I tried to

Did this knowledge of 'sports

training session set the thought

use them in water. The sealing end

shrinkage' influence the develop-

wheels in motion, there was no way

of the pumps also worried me

ment of the Bathmate penis pump,

that I was going to stop training or

greatly, most had small rubber

and will it influence the develop-

keeping fit so I had to come up

membranes that would seal on the

ment of future products?

with a solution. I was working as an

penis shaft often, riding up a few

John: Most definitely, the idea of

engineer making special purpose

inches from the penis base. The full

having a smaller penis after a

machinery, this involved a client

circular ridged end profile would
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often cause excessive pressure and pain to around
my testicle area.
I had some friends in the medical sector and
contacted one over the issue of sealing the penis
around the length and compressing the testicles. Their
reply was not one I had hoped for. I then decided
that I would have to make my own version of a
vacuum pump but one that was designed to be used
in water, one that would give full negative pressure
around the whole area of the base of the penis and
that allowed minimum contact force to the testicles
area. One that had to be comfortable to use without
pipes and pumps hanging off the end which counteracted the vacuum suction. I could say that day the
Bathmate Hydropump concept was born.
How can people learn more about 'sports shrinkage'?
John: Speak to Tim, Bathmate's Brand Manager, on
that one. He’s amazing at putting the most unusual
topics in to the simplest of terms that can be easily
understood by the most normal of people.

A pa r t fr om bei n g i n t o fi t n es s
an d he alth, Jo hn also loves r i di n g mot or c yc les

Can your products help counter 'sports shrinkage'?

Doesn’t this mean that the fitness community is the

John: The Bathmates success is down to the simple

perfect target group for Bathmate? How can our

fact that it can be used each and

readers from the retail trade create

every day in your normal wash

.................
routine, simply get in the bath or
Sports shrinkage is
shower and while you are bathing
the body’s natural
you can counter the sports shrinkage safety mechanism so
and daily shrinkage that affect your affects everyone who
penis while being out training or exercises whether
during a strenuous day’s work.
regularly or not.”
................................

awareness for this topic and how can

How exactly does it work?

healthy, be in great shape, have a

“

they benefit from it?
John: Yes, that’s right, we are now working on new ways to get the message
across to a mainstream ordinance,
more news on this will follow shortly
Many people want to be fit and

Would you mind describing the process?

great body, etc. Why has the penis never really factored

John: In a nut shell, you first fill the Bathmate with

into that thinking until now?

warm water in either the bath or shower, then insert

John: I think all things of sexual nature have been taboo

your penis inside the vessel and pump, the exact

until the last 10 years or so, talking to anyone about a

amount of water removed from the vessel has to be

penis, or penis pump, would never had happened.

replaced by something and because the penis is

As society has become more relaxed, real male health

inside the vessel its replaced by the expansion of the

issues can now be addressed. After all, most men would

penis, you continue to pump until the penis has fully

agree to be a man you need a healthy and fully

expanded, at that point you have drawn fresh

operational penis. Using a Bathmate virtually guarantees

oxygenated blood into the penis, reversing the

your penis will be healthy and work properly in

negative effects of sports shrinkage

the bedroom
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At the beginning of the year, PicoBong – an
offshoot of the luxur y brand Lelo – launched an
improved version of their Power Up collection.
Last month, the brand followed that up with the
new Remoji toys. Remoji had emerged successful from a campaign on crowdfunding platform
Indiegogo, reaching PicoBong’s financial goal
within a shor t period of time. As the name implies, the Remoji collection marks the brand’s
first foray into the realm of app-controlled toys.
In our EAN inter view, Steve Thomson, the CMO
of PicoBong, shares more infor mation about

S t eve Th o m s o n w a n t s P ico Bon g
t o a ppea l t o y o ung er b uye rs

these new products, and he also tells us about
the latest developments in the Lelo brand.

“PicoBong has had an explosive
year in terms of our growing appeal.”
S t e ve T h o m s o n give s a n up da t e o n t he la t e s t de ve lo p men ts a t Pico Bong
ex cl usiv e

its

How would you describe the target audience for

portfolio with updated versions of the

PicoBong products in general? And what should a

Tano, Ipo, Kiki, Mahana, and Honi

designer keep in mind when creating products for

P

icoBong

recently

extended

massagers. How are the new versions
different from what was on the

this target group?
Steve Thomson: Our PicoBong fans are an exciting
group because, as they’re mostly still in their late teens

market before?
Steve Thomson: As the

and early twenties, they’re still exploring and

the

developing their sexual selves, but are well-informed

POWER UP Series is an

and sex-savvy enough to know how to look for quality

update on PicoBong’s

in their products. They tend to think of themselves as

very first products that doubles their vibration strength

fitting less rigidly into boxes or labels, so products

while maintaining their simple designs and affordable

don’t necessarily need to be made with a rigid idea

pricing. We’re also very excited to have launched a

of how or with whom they’ll be used. The Transformer

new line as part of an Indiegogo campaign: a control

was an excellent example of this because it leaves

app that is more than just some boring lines, but rather

everything up to the imagination of the user.

name

suggest,

something that’s actually fun (that doubled its goal in
the first day)! Named the REMOJI Series, it will use a mo-

Brands become more and more important, not only in

bile app (designed with backer input) to control four

the erotic market. How well known is Pico Bong to the

brand new rechargeable toys – the DIVER Egg Vibe,

public and how pleased are you with the brand awa-

SURFER Plug Vibe, LIFEGUARD Ring Vibe, and BLOWHOLE

reness of PicoBong, especially in comparison with LELO?

M-Cup. The idea behind REMOJI was to create a remote

Steve Thomson: PicoBong has had an explosive year

to use by incorporating a colourful, game-like interface.

in terms of our growing appeal. Our launch last year
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Th e Po we r Up co lle ctio n go t an update
a t the b e ginn ing o f 2 016

The Remoji Li fegua r d –
a vi br a t i n g c oc k r i n g

of Transformer saw over 100 articles written about it

Steve Thomson: We get involved with a lot of events

and over 100,000 organic views of its YouTube video.

and initiatives around the world to engage with our

Since then, we’ve been setting our sights on even

audiences, particularly at universities and within the

more mainstream recognition. We worked with

LGBTQ community. While it keeps us in their minds

renowned adult actress Veronica Vain to produce a

when they’re looking for a new toy, it also helps us

film during the summer, and have continued

stay connected with our fans and better understand

supporting events surrounding safe sex and sexuality

what they are looking for in their sex toys and from

at college campuses. The recent success of REMOJI

their sex toy brands. Many in the university-age group

on Indiegogo was really a testament to the growing

are looking to support companies that are willing to

strength of our brand, which really provides a lot of

get involved with the community and have a

exciting opportunities to us for the future.

developed identity.
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,

How exactly will the REMOJI
app be different from other
app-controlled toys that are on
the market already?
Steve Thomson: Many of the
existing apps that serve as sex
toy remotes use a quite basic
design―lines or quadrants― to

.................
We realised that we needed
to find a way to make your
phone something that augments
sexual experiences, rather
than distracts from them.”
................................

“

your own blog - PicoBong uses
many methods to reach out to
the customers directly. How
important are such measures for
your

brand

and

how

can

retailers, who offer your products,
also profit from your efforts?
Steve Thomson: Social media

connect long distance couples, and quite frankly, they aren’t very interesting

presence is invaluable to our brand as it lets us talk

to use. With REMOJI, we wanted to create an app

to our audience about such a wide variety of things

that was (nearly) as fun to use as the actual toys it

related to their interests. Very few people are always

controls. REMOJI is bright, colourful, and is almost

buying new sex toys, but they are spending at least

designed more like a game―thus making it a lot more

part of every day on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram.

discreet if you want to use it in public while out with

Engaging with customers through social media,

your partner.

especially those who might be new to sex toys, is a
great way to normalise the idea of owning vibrators

Which measures do you take to establish the

and encourage healthy discussions on sex generally.

PicoBong as an option for a consumer’s next or

With multifaceted content, you can really acquaint

maybe first sex toy?

them with the idea of their solo sex life playing a
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L ik e a l l Rem o ji pro duct s, the Egg V ibe Dr iv e r
c a n b e c o n tr ol le d v ia app

“

.................
Engaging with customers through social media,
especially those who might be new to sex toys, is
a great way to normalise the idea of owning vibrators
and encourage healthy discussions on sex generally.”
................................

larger role in both their

because there is so much more of a mainstream,

partnered play and as

public discussion around sex toys, there is much more

part of their more

of an emphasis on shared experiences, rather than

complete

lettings sex toys only exist within the context of solo

sexual

identity, and further-

masturbation.

more, the idea that it

We are big believers in the marriage of technology

isn’t anything to be

and sex toy. For example, REMOJI was something we

ashamed of.

conceived upon finding out that the average person

The larger benefit for

now spends 23 days a year on their phone. We

retailers is exposure;

realised that we needed to find a way to make your

when fans aren’t afraid

phone something that augments sexual experiences,

of talking about sex

rather than distracts from them.

toys, and indeed seek
out content surrounding

PicoBong not only offers an assortment of vibes but

that

also has an accessories range. How do these

there can be larger buzz

products fit into your concept? Will we see other pro-

them,

it

means

around new products on a
scale not seen with adult
products before.

duct ranges in the future?
Steve Thomson: As a brand, we present ourselves as
a resource for exploring one’s sexuality, and our
accessories range is our way of letting explore their

Would you say that PicoBong has played an important

kinkier curiosities with comfortable and affordable

role in creating awareness and acceptance for sex

BDSM gear, while also presenting the idea that kink

toys in our society?

doesn’t need to mean black leather and rubber ball

Steve Thomson: I think we’ve seen a lot of success

gags; it can take whatever shape you want it to.

when it comes to breaking down certain misconcep-

Our experience on Indiegogo so far has given us

tions about sex toys that younger people may have.

overwhelming fan interaction, and we look forward

Sex toys don’t need to be something used just by

to continuing the conversation with them to

women, or single people, for example. Sex toys are

create the products that they really want to have in

normal and fun whether used alone or with a partner,

their bedrooms.

and sharing them with someone else is definitely not
just for married couples who’ve become bored or

One of the trends we've seen in recent times are

need to spice things up.

app- controlled toys. Was that the reason for Pico
Bong to start developing such toys yourself?

Which are currently the most influential trends with

Steve Thomson: We’re very excited to have launched

regard to sex toys?

our first app-controlled line on Indiegogo! REMOJI is

Steve Thomson: Tech is playing an increasing role in

our conception of an app that does so much more

sex toy development as people are starting to see

than use lines and quadrants to control your toys; it’s

the potential for it. Simultaneously, and perhaps

interactive and uses music-inspired rhythms and
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Blo w ho le is the mastur batio n
cup o f the Re mo j i co lle ctio n

“

.................
Many in the university-age group
are looking to support companies
that are willing to get involved with the
community and have a developed identity.”
................................

educate young people on how sex toys can
be a very important part of their sex lives.
Does PicoBong offer POS materials for
online and offline retailers? Where can
interested retailers turn to if they want to
promote Pico Bong in their stores?
Steve Thomson: We have a wide range of
POS materials for in store use, and we’re
constantly updating our online POS for new products
and seasonal campaigns like Valentine’s and Pride.
We have a very distinct style and sense of humour
animations to

that many retailers find very successful at engaging

actually add more fun to your experience, rather than

customers, so we encourage people to check our

being a boring remote that just happens to be on

Retailer System or contact their PicoBong sales rep at

your phone.

sales@lelo.com if interested editable banners or

We launched this app on Indiegogo specifically

in-store materials.

because we wanted to prove that there was demand
for this type of app and get genuine consumer input,

LELO recently announced the development of a new

and we were blown away by the response―we nearly

type of condom named HEX. Why does a sex toy

doubled our funding goal of $10, 000 within the first

manufacturer like LELO decide to expand into the

24 hours and support is still growing!

condom market?
Steve Thomson: STI transmission is on the rise at

Do you think that the market in general is too focused

unprecedented rates, and we have done our own

on high-end toys, especially in terms of new deve-

research into exactly why so many people are

lopments, and that it tends to overlook the first-time

choosing to forego condoms, showing that many of

buyers?

the reasons boiled down to a perceived decrease in

Steve Thomson: Sex toys are an investment, especially

pleasure. This tells us that it's not the availability of

the high-end brands, and it’s important to understand

condoms that's the problem, it's the appeal. And

your desires as well as what types of products work

that's what HEX will address.

for your body before investing. PicoBong is perfect

As a pleasure brand, we obviously felt that we had to

for this because it offers high quality products at a

lend our talents as creators of award-winning pleasure

lower price point while they’re still exploring different

objects to this goal―particularly after seeing how little

sensations.

innovation there really has been in condom design

We also invest heavily in educating the new buyers;

over the past 70 years.

that’s part of the reason why we collaborate so heavily

April is STI awareness month and you can get a free

with universities―to not only present the brand, but to

sample right now on lelocondoms.com.
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“Every year I just want
my customers.”
J on ny K irk o n o rga n is in g ET O S ho w fo r t he t w e lft h co n secu tiv e year
ETO Show will stick with its concept of bringing trade and industr y together so they can do
business in a relaxed atmosphere. The biggest changes surrounding this year’s show have
actually surrounded the event location as Resor ts World – a leisure complex full of stores, bars,
and restaurants, also including a cinema, a casino, and a luxur y spa - opened right next to
the National Exhibition Centre (NEC) in Birmingham. EAN talked with Jonny Kirk, the organiser
of ETO Show, about the upcoming show and about the new leisure oppor tunities near the NEC.
ex c l us iv e

ou have been organi-

ETO Show unbroken in

sing a dozen ETO Show

2016?

Y

now, so does the event still

Jonny: I’m very happy with

cause sleepless nights, or

the exhibitor line-up and we

are you such a veteran by

have retained over 80% of

now

the 2015 exhibitors along

that

nothing

can

with some new faces.

faze you?
Jonny Kirk: Like any show
organiser, I still have some

What can you tell us about

sleepless nights but quite a

the exhibitors for 2016? Will

few less than when we

there be a lot of new

started out 12 years ago.

companies, or will the

Every year I just want the
best experience for my

I t’s the tw e lf th ETO
Sho w f o r Jo n n y Kir k

customers so it’s more about ensuring they are happy.

established names dominate the show? What’s the

ratio of British companies to exhibitors from mainland
Europe or the United States?

The concept of ETO Show has proven very successful

Jonny: This year it’s very much the established names

and consequently, there haven’t been any big changes

but I already have around 10 new companies with

to the formula. Will you stick to your guns this year

around 25% of the show being overseas exhibitors.

as well?
Jonny: Yes, we will as we don’t feel that any changes to

Will most of your exhibitors be presenting products that

the current format will be beneficial to either exhibitors

cater to trends such as sexual wellness, couples

or visitors. Both sets of people attend to do business

products, etc.?

and that’s why trade shows exist.

Jonny: Most of the exhibitors tend to show as much of
their ranges as physically possible but certainly the

Are you happy with the number of reservations that

newest products alongside any current trends will be

have been placed thus far? Is the industry’s interest in

the focus for many companies.
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the best experience for
The N EC P a vi li on ha s been t h e loc a t i on
of ETO Show for t welve yea r s

Are there other developments or

Now that 'Resorts World' has ope-

Every now and then, people start

trends that will shape ETO Show

ned, the infrastructure surrounding

discussing if trade shows still meet

come June?

the NEC fairgrounds in Birmingham

the demands of today’s market.

Jonny: From what I have heard it

has changed. Does that affect your

What is your opinion? Why do we

seems that quite a few companies

show in any way?

need events such as ETO?

have some interesting new BDSM

Jonny: Resorts World is an amazing

Jonny: I still don’t think you can beat

ranges so we could well see some

facility and it’s what the NEC has

meeting a supplier face to face and

new developments in that area.

needed for many years. Shops, 17

seeing products close up to really

bars and restaurants, hotel, cinema,

assess the feel and look of those

ETO Show is most definitely a big

spa and casino – visitors can now

products. Sure, anyone can buy from

event that is respected not just in

make a weekend including the

the internet or see pictures but actu-

the UK, but also beyond. Does that

show and some social time too and

ally having the products right there

make it easier to attract exhibitors?

not need to take a taxi anywhere!

really makes a difference. I have

And how does this international

bought goods from auction sites and

level of interest influence the way

been disappointed when they have

you advertise the show to potential
visitors?
Jonny: I think that as the ETO Show
was a pioneer in stand-alone adult
trade events, then perhaps it has
always

maintained

a

healthy

respect in the industry. I also think
every trade show has it’s place and

.................
I’m very happy with
the exhibitor line-up
and we have retained over
80% of the 2015 exhibitors along with some new
faces.”
................................

“

arrived at my home – I’m sure that
can happen in business as well. So
meeting people in person and seeing products first hand is still key to
successful business – the easiest way
for buyers to do that and meet multiple companies is at a trade show.

that the ETO Show is there for

What are the most important

companies who want to introduce

'ingredients' for a successful trade

and reaffirm their products and

show? The quality and quantity of
There is currently a debate about

exhibitors? Smooth organisation? Or

the location of eroFame. Has there

does it really just boil down to the

Please, complete the sentence: No

also been such debate surrounding

number of visitors?

trade member can afford to miss

ETO Show, or is everybody happy

Jonny: I think it’s a bit of everything,

out on ETO Show 2016 because …

with Birmingham as a location?

however, it’s not all about visitor

Jonny: … the show exists for the

Jonny: This is not an issue for us as

numbers all of the time. The quality of

trade to be informed and educa-

Birmingham is centrally located and

visitors is always more important than

ted to products that can deliver

super accessible so it meets the

the quantity, any of my long-term

better returns and bigger profits.

needs of the majority of visitors.

exhibitors will tell you that.

brands to the UK adult retail sector.
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“We are always looking
gaps in our assortment.”
S h o t s t e a ms up w it h Ic o n B ra n ds
As sex toys for men are becoming one of the hottest product categories in
the adult market, Shots have decided to ramp up their range of male- oriented toys. To that end, they have added products of US company Icon
Brands to their European distribution line-up. EAN talked about the new distribution agreement with
Jenny Tse, Sales Manager at Icon Brands, and
Hein Schouten, Account Manager at Shots.

Hein Schouten,
Account Manager at Shots

also have a broad range of edibles which do quite
well, and we even have a collection called "The Nines,"
which is priced to retail for $9.99 US, the "magic" price
point for an impulse purchase here in the States. They fit

ex c l us iv e

Jenny Tse, Sales
Manager at Icon Brands

together as a varied puzzle might, all with packaging unique to the collections, but with the same fine aesthetic

S

that has distributors and retailers praising our packaging.

been on the market, and

You offer a mix of third-party brands and your own product.

what can you tell us about the brand’s philosophy?

So is Icon Brands a distributor, manufacturer, or licensee?

Jenny Tse: Icon Brands has been in the marketplace for

Jenny Tse: We are all of the above. We license some

about five years. From the start, our philosophy was to

brands and create our own. We manufacture some of

create a group of collections under marquee-name

our own products here in the States, and we buy some

brands, like Falcon, Bel Ami, and Fashionistas, to develop

products overseas. We are not a distributor in the sense

our own "iconic" brands as well, and appeal to a wide

that Shots Media is, in that we sell to distributors, such as

range of clientele, straight and gay, and range from high-

Shots. We typically do not sell direct to retailers, unless it's a

end to affordable, but all with a uniqueness that would

chain that is so large that they buy as a distributor would,

make them relevant.

meaning they buy case-lots. We really try to respect the

ince when

has Icon Brands

distributor; I would say that over 90% of our business is
Icon Brands have an assortment of many well-known

through the traditional distributor-to-retailer channel.

brands. Could you tell us more about them? How do they
fit together?

Which target groups do you address with your wide

Jenny Tse: We currently market Falcon, Bel Ami, and Fa-

assortment and the different brands?

shionistas, taken from the classic, ground-breaking Evil Angel

Jenny Tse: As I've probably already mentioned, straight and

film. We have also developed a line called Velvet Plush,

gay, fetishistic and traditional, young and old, those on a

which is widely recognised as one of the smoothest silicones

budget and those moneyed buyers as well. We did not

on the market; it has an almost liquid feel to the touch. We

start Icon with a specific, narrow range of customer in mind;
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for new brands that fill the
we always wanted to create a line with

a keen eye for aesthetics, so we be-

It's unusual that a distributor is so adept

a wide range, and we have succee-

lieve that plays into our hand. And of

at creating unique and innovative pa-

ded in doing so. We have a wonderful

course, marquee names like Falcon,

ckaging and products, so of course

line of rechargeable silicone vibrators

Fashionistas, and Bel Ami reach well

we noticed them, and when the op-

called "Linea," and we work just as hard

into Europe and are in fact recognised

portunity arose to work together, we

selling it as we do selling Falcon to its

worldwide.

grabbed it.

.................
The European market
has a keen eye for
aesthetics, so we believe
that plays into our hand.”
Jenny Tse
................................

Which expectations do you have re-

loyal US following, or Bel Ami to its vast
international market.
Can you give us some information
about your products? What are their
USPs?
Jenny Tse: Falcon is probably the most
recognised name among gays in the

“

US market. It is the quintessential San

garding the cooperation with Shots?
Jenny Tse: We hope to expand our
range with them, and we hope to see
them expand our distribution throughout Europe. They are truly a major
player, and while we have some
excellent distributors in Europe, it's a

Francisco brand; the name is virtually

Many brands and companies from

big place, and we know we have

synonymous with the muscled, athle-

the United States are an integral part

many opportunities for more and bet-

tic, American gay male. Bel Ami is si-

of the European market. Why didn't

ter penetration; we hope to see that

milar, but in a more international

Icon Brands make the big leap to

with a company like Shots.

sense; it shoots the world over, all of its

Europe earlier?

models are exclusive and its following

Jenny Tse: We have always had Euro-

With Icon Brands, Shots have added

is legendary. We have built a beautiful

pean distribution, but on a fairly limited

a new third-party brand to their port-

black-glass BDSM line around Fashio-

basis. We chose a handful of distribu-

folio. What convinced you that this

nistas by Evil Angel, and while the ca-

tors who we felt comfortable with, but

was the right addition for Shots?

tegory is crowded, Fashionistas stands

didn't go to eroFame and try to sign

Hein Schouten: We are always looking

out as a uniquely elegant choice.

up every distributor who came by the

for new brands that fill the gaps in our

Even our strokers are unique in that

booth. We chose instead to focus on

assortment. It all started when we re-

they feature models moulded exclu-

the US first, to move slowly into Europe

leased our new brand SONO; it’s a

sively at age 19, hence the name

and wait for an opportunity like the

brand that focuses primarily on male

"Hey 19." (Apologies to Steely Dan)

one with Shots, which we feel will get

pleasure. Since that went so well, we

us the exposure when we're ready to

decided to start looking for other

handle it.

brands that could help us fill the gaps

Tastes obviously differ, so what makes

of our range. To make the right decisi-

you sure that Icon Brands will conquer
the European market with its pro-

What convinced you to choose Oscar

ons when taking new brands and

ducts?

and his team as your distributor for

products on board, we listen to what

Jenny Tse: We have already achieved

the European Market?

our customers demand. Over the last

some success in the European mar-

Jenny Tse: We have long admired

12 months, had heard from several

ket, and have received almost univer-

Shots’ reach in the market, and as pro-

customers that they’d like to add Icon

sal praise for our product and packa-

duct development people, we've also

Brands to their assortment. Because

ging design. The European market has

admired their novel lines and ranges.

of this, we contacted Jeff and imme-
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.................
To make the right decisions
when taking new brands and
products on board, we listen to
what our customers demand.”
Hein Schouten
................................

“

as Icon Brands, we hope to grow their
brands in a healthy and profitable way for
all parties involved.
Which plans does Shots have for the marketing and promotion of the Icon Brands
products?
Hein Schouten: We will start with an online

diately felt a great connection,

promotion campaign when we launch Icon Brands. For

so we brought in Icon.

the duration of this campaign, we will give away Falcon
underwear with every order above €250.- as long as stocks

How does Icon Brands fit into

last. Also, we will promote the products in our newsletters

your range?

and all the Account Managers will have the products with

Hein Schouten: We will add several sub-brands from Icon

them on the road.

Brands to our assortment. We specifically choose subbrands like Bel Ami Signature Dongs and Ragging Stallions

When will the products be available? Can the retailers also

because these products are for male pleasure which is

obtain POS materials for Icon Brands through Shots?

a segment we want to pay more attention to. So we

Hein Schouten: Yes, they can. Stock will be available in

felt that it was the right decision. The same applies to

mid-May, including all the POS materials Icon Brands has

Falcon - we already have quite a few male-oriented

available. We will provide them to our customers for free!

products but because there is demand among our
customers, we are happy to add to our assortment in

The first quarter of 2016 is already over. What are Shots

this category

plans for the upcoming months? Will you pick up other
new brands?

Did Shots stay true to its course of offering the complete

Hein Schouten: The next quarter will be all about our existing

collection of your third-party brands? Will all Icon Brands

brands and about giving our loyal suppliers the attention

products be available from Shots?

they deserve. That does not mean we don’t have some

Hein Schouten: We made the choice not to do this for

surprises up our sleeve for the upcoming months, though.

now, simply because many items were too similar to

Without spoiling to much, I can inform you that we’re in

our own designs. We strongly believe in the male-ori-

talks with another large American brand that we’re bringing

ented sub brands. That is why we chose Falcon/Bel Ami

to the European market in a big way later this year. At this

and Ragging Stallions. These brands will provide us with

stage, we’re selecting products from their assortment that

a total of 63 SKUs.

we could use to make our range stronger and which we
think will be a great addition for the European market.

Do you see it as an advantage or a disadvantage that
the brand isn’t overly popular in Europe at the mo-

What will be the next steps for Shots’ own successful brands?

ment?

Hein Schouten: In our opinion, we’re following the right

Hein Schouten: We think it’s a great opportunity because

path and we will continue along that path in the coming

you don’t see this brand in the European market so

months. To grant you a short peek behind the veil, there is

much. At first, it will definitely take a lot of work to intro-

a new product line coming soon for which we use a new

duce it to our customers. One of the advantages is that

way of manufacturing. There will be more, of course, but

the price won’t suffer, which is pretty common when

that will remain a surprise. Keep following us since we’re

too many distributors carry a brand. In the long term,

planning on releasing even more additions than we did

that will affect the sales and the brand will lose its expo-

last year - products that will be a surprise to our existing

sure in the European market. So with a great partner such

and new customers alike.
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“Everything here at Jimmyjane is
first-rate across the board.”
Ne w a t Jimmyja n e : S un n y Ro dge rs
There is a new face at Jimmyjane. Sunny Rodgers will suppor t the designer brand as a
Categor y Brand Manager from now on. Having worked for numerous renowned companies
and brands in the adult industr y over a span of 17 years, Sunny is the per fect woman to
take on the tasks and challenges of this new position. Said tasks and challenges were also
the focus of our inter view with the latest member of the Jimmyjane team.
ex c l us ive

B

a number of great companies in this industry (Topco,

efore we talk about your new position

Hustler, Doc Johnson) and this extensive

at Jimmyjane, would you mind

experience has led me to the pinnacle

telling us about your career prior to

design

joining this company, and about

company

in

the

premium

category, Jimmyjane.

when and how you decided to get
into this industry?
Sunny Rodgers: My entrance into

And how did it come about that you joined

this industry started when I was

Jimmyjane?

working in the aerospace

Sunny Rodgers: I have always wanted

industry handling licensing for

to join the Jimmyjane team. I have the

the Department of Defense.

utmost respect for the Jimmyjane phi-

I was contacted by a

losophy and their design-centric

recruiter who was looking
for

someone

brand. I personally feel that Jimmy-

with

jane is able to connect with main-

licensing experience.

stream consumers like no other

The company loo-

brand and it has been a goal of

king for someone

mine to help erase the increa-

was Topco Sales

singly blurred line between adult

and I would be-

pleasure

come the person

products

and

mainstream consumers.

who handled their
license accounts –

What compelled you to

Penthouse, Hustler,

take this job at Jimmyjane?

Playboy’s Spice TV,

What are the biggest

Adam & Eve, and

strong points of the brand?

others. Very different

How much potential does

from DOD licenses

Jimmyjane have that is yet

but so much more

to be realised?

entertaining! Since then, I have

Sunny Rodgers: This is an in-

been fortunate enough to handle

credible opportunity to work

marketing and brand development for

with such an elite group of

J immyja ne’s ne w Cate go r y Br an d
M anage r : Sun n y Ro dge r s
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profitable category growth. I will also
be

developing

comprehensive

category growth strategies focused
around shopper centricity, enabling
greater sell-thru and market share
gains. I am excited to share the experience I’ve gained over the past
17 years in this industry and look
forward to continuing to grow as part
of the Jimmyjane team.
Will your experience inside and
outside the adult industry help with
your new tasks?
Sunny Rodgers: Absolutely! I’ve been
very fortunate to have a varied work
background. In addition to my
experience within the adult industry, I
have also started my own company,
opened my own restaurant - Pine
Mountain Pizza Company – and have
used my writing skills to write grants for
homeless women’s shelters. Overall, I
Su nn y Ro dge r s and Mir an da Do yle , Jimmyj an e ’s P r o duct De v e lo pme n t Dir e cto r

have always tried to use my skills to
better society in any way I can. With

handpicked professionals promoting

this industry. Everything here at Jim-

Jimmyjane I’ll be using my marketing

one of the top brands in this industry.

myjane is first-rate across the board.

and brand development skills to

There are so many strong points for

As far as future potential, Jimmyjane

create a loyal connection with our

Jimmyjane that it’s hard to mention

is just beginning to hit its stride. There

consumer base.

just a few. Jimmyjane was founded

is no place to go but up! Jimmyjane

on a commitment to quality, beautiful

is putting together an extraordinary

designs and luxury materials. In this

team that will allow the brand to con-

respect they have really changed the

tinue to expand its product line with

public’s perception of the industry and

items that support our belief in a ‘Live

helped create the premium category

Sexy’ lifestyle.

of pleasure products. The people be-

.................
Jimmyjane has become
synonymous with
high-end, high-design,
modern pleasure products.”
................................

“

hind the products are the backbone

What exactly are the duties of a

of the company and stewards of the

Category Brand Manager? Please,

What are your expectations going

brand. We have an amazing Industrial

tell us more about your field of work?

into this job, and what do you want

Designer, Carolina Formoso, who uses

Sunny Rodgers: I will be responsible

to achieve? Do you already have

her background in architecture and

for leading the category/brand efforts

some ideas and plans you intend to

industrial design to create each pro-

within multiple channels and retailers.

realise with Jimmyjane?

duct from the ground up. Our Product

I intend to analyse various data

Sunny Rodgers: I do have a lot of

Development

Miranda

sources, identify business insights and

ideas and plans that I am excited to

Doyle, has the most inventive mind in

recommend solutions that will drive

develop here at Jimmyjane! I am truly

Director,
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primarily their own company names as
brands. It wasn’t long ago that manufacturers began creating so many diverse new
product lines that they started to establish
divisional brands under their own brand
name. Interestingly enough, when new,
smaller companies have entered this
space over the past few years they have
also began by using their own company
names as their fundamental brand.
Jimmyjane was one of the first companies
in the category to use traditional branding
to connect with consumers. We see that
Jimmyjane fans love the products, but are
also drawn to the wit, charm and kink of
the brand. They like the Jimmyjane story
and mission which leads to loyal brand
ambassadors and evangelists.
looking forward to being a part of this forward-thinking

Of course, there is also the question: When is a brand a

team and expect to learn so much from the wealth of

brand? Looking around in the market, would you say that

wisdom here.

this term is often used merely as a marketing shell?
Sunny Rodgers: To me, a brand becomes a brand when

Category Brand Manager, Brand Ambassador, etc. –

it becomes interchangeable with the item it is representing.

more and more companies and brands hire people just

In our case, Jimmyjane has become synonymous with

for the task of establishing, managing, and strengthening

high-end, high-design, modern pleasure products. As a

brands. But how important are brands in the adult market

brand, the name Jimmyjane symbolises certain features

right now? Are they already playing a big role, do the

and attributes to customers that permeate the entire line

consumers make purchasing decisions based on brand

of products: quality, body-safe materials, design-centric

names – or are we still a few steps away from that?

and trustworthy.

Sunny Rodgers: Consumers definitely make purchasing
decisions based on brand names. Overall, consumers

You have experience inside and outside the adult industry.

are brand loyal, or at a minimum brand sensitive, in every

So are there big differences between these markets as

aspect of their lives. According to the research I’ve done,

far as brands and branding are concerned?

consumers believe in the higher quality and better service

Sunny Rodgers: There are major differences between

they receive with a luxury brand such as Jimmyjane and

mainstream and adult markets. However, at the end of

are therefore willing to remain loyal. In this ever-changing

the day, we are all marketing products, and just like main-

adult marketplace, having our branding message remain

stream markets, we in this adult category need to educate

strong and constant is a key influence for consumers

consumers about all the ways our products will enhance

making buying decisions.

their intimate lifestyles. Building a brand and developing
brand loyalty is very much the same process in both

Why did it take so long before brands started really making

markets – good branding creates a specific perception

an impact in the adult market?

in customers’ minds. Here at Jimmyjane, we want to con-

Sunny Rodgers: The adult market is still relatively young.

tinue to ensure that our brand and its exceptional qualities

Initially the large manufacturers built this category using

continue to resonant positively with our customers.
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“It’s all about fun and
your hidden hot spots.”
S e xolog i s t S ara T a e l s s h in e s a s p o t light o n p ro s t a t e ma s s a ge s
Sara Taels has a Master of Science degree in sexology and works for Pabo (Beate Uhse
group) in Belgium. She has written numerous texts about prostate massages and the pro ducts that go along with it, approaching the topic from a medical/health standpoint. So
could there be a more per fect inter viewee to pepper with questions about this subject?
The infor mation Sara provides on the following pages is not only interesting, but could
also ver y useful for the trade as it may well help convince customers of the positive effects
of prostate toys.
ex c l us iv e

A

t EAN, we are currently discussing whether or not

size, and we encourage all retailers to read up on

2016 will be the year of the male-oriented sex

this subject to give their consumers the best possible
information needed for a safe and enjoyable back-

toys. What is Scala Playhouse’s opinion?
Sara Taels: We have certainly
noticed

that

door adventure. When it comes to the heterosexual

within

community, anal sex for women has become more

certain niche markets,

accepted and – dare we say it – a new trend. Due to

the use of male toys

pornography more women are getting introduced to

is increasing. These

anal sex, resulting in a rise of sales for female anal

niche markets are

toys. For heterosexual males it is still a different story,

mostly visible in the

as there still seems to be a bit of taboo surrounding

gay

BDSM

the use of anal toys. These consumers might purchase

communities. Both

and

an anal toy using the excuse ‘it’s for my wife’. We

markets are growing

hope to abolish the taboo and introduce more hete-

rapidly and this is

rosexual men to the joys of anal pleasure. One of the

resulting in a de-

toys in our assortment targeting this group of

mand for more ‘ex-

consumers in the Xeno prostate massager by TOYJOY

treme’ toys. Anal plug

Designer Edition. A sleek silicone toy with a cool blue

and probes are getting

colour; this non-intimidating toy is the perfect choice

bigger in size. Proper

to introduce men to the world of anal play.

advice on the use of
anal

products

must-needed
especially

with

a

Scala Playhouse offers a wide range of products for

thing,

is

all consumers. What can you tell us about your male-

this

oriented products?

trend that these toys

Sara Taels: The majority of our male-oriented anal

are getting bigger in

toys are aimed at beginners, with a strong focus on

Sar a Ta el s, se xo lo gist an d e xpe r t
on t he to pic o f pr o state massage s
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pleasure, discovering
butt plugs, prostate massagers

wards the stomach side of the

body knows about this type of

and anal beads. These toys often

rectum, the Xeno is designed to hit

stimulation and its effects. What

have a diameter of less than 3

this hot spot with ease. The slight

should a retailer say when asked

centimetres. More advanced anal

curve in the toy allows it to follow

by a customer what exactly hap-

toys distinguish themselves by a

the natural contours of the body,

pens during a prostate massage?

large size, impressive girth. Extra

providing a satisfying and pleasu-

Sara Taels: The prostate is a gland

features such as vibration modes

rable pit. The Xeno has 8 powerful

the

and perineum stimulations are

pulsation setting and multiple

contributes to the ejaculatory fluid,

integrated in both beginner’s anal

vibration speeds, giving an extra

which acts as a form of transport

toys and advanced anal toys. The

intense dimension to anal play. To

for the sperm cells. By using a

TPE toys, but also more high-end
aluminum and silicone products.
There is a right anal toy for every
preference at Scala Playhouse.
When it comes to products for

of

a

chestnut

that

finger or a prostate stimulator in

pricing and quality varies accordingly. We have very affordable

size

.................
We have certainly
noticed that within
certain niche markets the
use of male toys is increasing.”
................................

“

the anus, men are able to
stimulate the base of the penis.
You can feel the prostate gland at
around

5

towards

centimetres
his

stomach

deep
side.

Stimulation of the prostate can be
experienced as very pleasant and
arousing, and can even lead to a

men, prostate massagers seem to
be becoming more and more

provide even more stimulation, the

climax. The prostate can also be

popular. You also have such a

Xeno

perineum

stimulated externally by applying

product in your TOYJOY Designer

stimulation for external pleasure.

pressure on the perineum. The

Edition – Xeno. Please, tell us more

This prostate massager can be

perineum is an erogenous zone

about the features of this product?

used as a solo toy, but also

located between the scrotum and

What makes it special?

functions during intercourse. By ten-

the

Sara Taels: We are very pleased

sing his pelvic floor muscles he can

designs often include a perineum

that prostate massagers – one of

even generate a rocking motion

stimulator to generate even more

the most satisfying type of toys for

that will make the toy hit his p-spot

thrilling sensations. According to

men – are gaining in popularity.

with incredible precision. Made of

research over 90% of men could

The Xeno prostate massager by

smooth premium silicone and USB-

climax due to prostate stimulation,

TOYJOY Designer Edition is a must-

rechargeable (charging cord inclu-

but this does require a lot of expe-

have toy for all your male consu-

ded), the Xeno truly is the ultimate

rience, commitment and training.

mers, regardless of their sexual

high-end prostate toy for beginners.

comes

with

anus.

Prostate

stimulator

Apart from the sexual stimulation,

orientation and preference. As the
average prostate gland is situated

There are many products for

prostate massages are also said

approximately 5 centimetres to-

prostate massages, but not every-

to have health-promoting effects.
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Apa rt f r o m X e n o , the r e ar e also lo ts o f o the r pr o ducts f o r
me n f r o m Scala, an d many o f the m cate r to f ir st-time use r s

What can you tell us about

beginners.

those?

Some prostate stimu-

Sara Taels: Medical sources

lators can be used

claim that frequent stimula-

‘hands free’. One thing

tion

to

of

the

prostate

via

lookout

for

is

prostate massage can have

whether or not the

a positive effect on sexual

hands free toy comes

gratification. Prostate mas-

with a flared base or

sage potentially can increase

easy-removal loop. If

and improve the ability to

not, there is a risk of it

ejaculate, making a climax

‘ disappearing’ in the

feel

intense.

anus during play. Anal

sexual

toys without a removal

gratification, frequent stimula-

loop or flared based

tion of the prostate can also

are not recommen-

have big health benefits such

ded for beginners, as

as increased blood flow to the

consumers

gland. This in return can

stress about the toy

reduce the risk of prostate

‘disappearing’; cau-

diseases. Overall, it’s a win-

sing stress which make

even

Besides

more

increased

might

it more difficult to relax

win-situation!

your anal muscles. If your consuWhat kind of information and advice should the

mer plans to use the prostate stimulator during

retailers convey to the consumers about the use of

intercourse it is also important to consider the back

these prostate massage products?

end of the toy doesn’t stick out further than a few

Sara Taels: A prostate stimulator generally has a curve

centimetres. If the toy does have a prominent external

at the end. This curve is designed to massage the

surface, certain positions during intercourse will be

prostate during use. The toy is inserted with the curve

more comfortable than other ones. Lastly, some

and tip of the product angled towards the stomach.

designs come with even more curves. These prostate
toys have an external area designed

If the toy does not have a prominent
curve, it is generally regarded to be
a butt plug, not a prostate massager.
There are several criteria you can
take

into

consideration

when

selecting a prostate massager such
as the number of curves. The more
curves, the more stimulation; making
a single curved toy more suitable for

.................
Apart from Xeno,
there are also lots
of other products for
men from Scala, and many
of them cater to
first-time users
................................

“

for perineum stimulation. The perineum stimulator can have a sleek or
nubbed surface, offer vibrations, and
can be pointed or flat. These types
of toys have proven to provide even
more pleasure during the use of a
prostate toy to train the pelvic floor
muscles, as with each internal
contraction the sensitive perineum

beginners and a multi-curved toy
more interesting for advanced users. Another

will be intensely stimulated.

important choice is flexibility versus a firm touch. When

Crucial for all anal toys is that retailers advice their

choosing a prostate stimulator is it very important to

consumers about the use of lubricant, which is always

analyse your consumer’s personal preferences. There

recommended! The anus does not have natural

are firm prostate stimulators made of for example

lubrication, which in combination with a dry product

ABS which can be experienced as too intense by

can result in skin tears and other damage. Also, do
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T he X e no pr o state massage r , o ne o f the late st addition s t o t he TOYJOY
De sign e r Lin e , e xce ls due to its sle e k f o r m an d t he va r i ous vi br a t i on t yp es

not use an anal pleasure product vaginally. The anus
is not a sterile area and it can cause vaginal
infections due to transmitted bacteria. Recommend
your consumers always to clean anal toys properly

And how can

before and after use with a specific adult toy cleaner

the retailers ramp

to ensure maximum hygiene. This also presents a

up their turnover with

great up-sell opportunity for retailers, allowing for extra

prostate massage products

drugstore products sales.

such as Xeno?
Sara Taels: The more advice

Toys for men are not just for solo use; these products

and information retailers can

can also be incorporated into the sex life of couples,

give, the more likely the consu-

much like ˈ female toys ˈ like vibrators, etc. And of

mer will enjoy his experience. If

course, the same also goes for prostate massage

you know what you’re doing and

products. How should retailers approach couples or

why you’re doing it, your prostate

women who are interested in adding these products

play will be more safe and pleasura-

to the intimate experience with their partner?

ble. Get rid of the taboos surrounding

Sara Taels: First of all, it’s important for retailers to

anal toys and get your consumers

note express that prostate toys are a fun way of

excitement about all the

exploring his sexual preferences. It’s all about fun and
pleasure, discovering your hidden hot spots. See it as
a naughty adventure for both. Choose a non-intimidating toy in a colourful hue to avoid the association
amazing and thril-

with BDSM or fetish if the couple – or women – is
apprehensive about prostate play. It can also be a

ling experiences waiting for

selling point to mention that the toy can be an

them. The prostate simply is a gland in the body that

addition to their foreplay – or can be worn during

can result in mind-blowing good orgasms, and that’s

intercourse – making it not the focal point of their

nothing to get weird about. Yes, it might be located

intimate play, but an accessory to their pleasure. As

in an ‘unusual’ location for heterosexual men, so

stated earlier, beginners to the word of backdoor

encourage them to get adventurous and try some-

pleasure might be better off with a smaller prostate

thing new. Listen to your consumer’s demands and

massager with a single curve and a flared base; as

help select the perfect prostate massager for them.

this is the safest and most comfortable option to
introduce them to this genre of toys.

What type of support and materials does Scala offer
to create awareness for the topic of prostate mas-

What should people look out for when buying such a

sage and to put the spotlight on products like Xeno?

product? What does a product have to offer for a

Sara Tales: In Scala Playhouse’s monthly PLAY

perfect prostate massage?

magazine we are highlighting the Xeno on a regular

Sara Taels: Each consumer is unique. Therefore, it’s

basis, including useful information on how to market

difficult to pin-point a prostate massager that is

this amazing prostate massager. If retailers have any

perfect for all. As stated earlier, there are many criteria

questions about the Xeno – or prostate play in general

when it comes to selection a prostate massager;

– they can always contact their Scala Playhouse sales

however, one aspect that all great prostate

representative

massagers share is the curved silhouette. Without a

packaging of the Xeno there are also useful

curve your prostate massager turns into an anal plug,

illustrations on how to use it properly; giving users an

and it gets more difficult to hit his P-spot.

instant visual impression of the product and purpose.
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“At Classic Erotica we stand behind each
Lore n Le vy h as n e w s f ro m C l a s s ic Ero t ic a
W inning the customers‘ tr ust is an impor tant step on the way to becoming a successful
company. Therefore, Classic Erotica have put great stress on product quality throughout
the company’s histor y, ever since it was star ted more than 30 years ago. But today, as the
consumers are better infor med and their expectations are greater than ever, this dedication
t o q u a l i t y p r o v e s p a r t i c u l a r l y i m p o r t a n t , a s Lo r e n Le v y ex p l a i n s . H e i s t h e Pr e s i d e n t o f
Classic Erotica, and in our inter view, he describes how his company plans to meet the
consumers’ expectations, now and in the future.
ex c l us iv e

enhancement for women and couples. The

opics such as sexual Wellness and Health are

T

packaging is mainstream-friendly and the

becoming more and more important

product therein has gone through

for the customers. Would you agree

years of research and develop-

with this statement, and how

ment in order to provide the

does this development affect

quality and performance

the erotic market?
Loren Levy: The topics of

levels we demand. The

sexual wellness and health

popularity of Crazy girl

are definitely gaining impor-

products reflects not only

tance in both the main-

consumer trust and satisfac-

stream and erotic markets.

tion, but results in repeat

Consumers of products rela-

purchases for this credible and

ted to sexual enhancement are

reliable brand.

savvier than in the past. This reflects
a greater consumer interest in their

Lo r e n Le v y, P r e side n t
o f Classic Er o tica

overall sexual experiences, and they want

reassurances that the products they purchase will have

Max 4 Men is a line directed at men.
But how would you narrow down your target

group? Who buys Max 4 Men products?

a positive impact not only on their sex life but their general

Loren Levy: The Max 4 Men product line was specifically

health as well. As a manufacturer, Classic Erotica strives to

designed to address male sexuality and overall sexual

provide products that will answer the sexual needs of

health. The Max 4 Men products serve to enhance

today’s consumer in a manner that is responsible and

performance as well as pleasure and pinpoint avenues in

dedicated to quality and health.

which to expand these levels within their sexual
experiences. While the Max 4 Men brand's focus is to ad-

One of Classic Erotica's best-known lines is Crazy Girl. How

dress male sexuality, it specifically targets the modern day

has this line been developing recently? Is there any product

male who is open to broadening his sexual horizons and

that stands out as a Crazy Girl customer favourite?

is looking for answers to enhance the many avenues of

Loren Levy: The Crazy Girl product brand has achieved a

sexual pleasure including prostate and anal stimulation.

very popular market status and is a consumer favourite
purchase at the retail level. We as a manufacturer have

All of Classic Erotica's products are made in the USA. Why

strived to create this line to address the subject of sexual

have you chosen to manufacture there instead of another
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and every product we manufacture.”
location where production might be

the necessary steps to guarantee

some point in the future. Retailers may

less expensive?

our proud stance.

purchase our products at the following
EU Distributors: A2Z Services, Dildos

Loren Levy: Classic Erotica is a USA

Assorted, Tonga, Net 1on1 and MVW.

manufacturer and adheres to the

You pride yourself on making all of

guidelines and standards set forth by

your products without animal testing.

the US government to guarantee

Why is this so important in your

Are you offering any POS materials

consumer quality and satisfaction of

opinion, and do you think that the

for brick and mortar retailers? What

product. Our manufacturing methods

customers honour this commitment?

kind of materials do you have in store

are stringent and we insist on an "on

Loren Levy: Classic Erotica is always

for online retailers?

hands" policy. Also, we only purchase

mindful of the consumer environment

Loren Levy: We currently offer promi-

our raw ingredients from reliable US

and their growing concerns about

nent product displays to assist with

sources to maintain our level of

impact within our world. While not

consumer purchases of our products.

productivity and quality achievement.

everyone has animal testing on their

Our company also provides testers on

Classic Erotica takes great pride

radar, we feel it is important to the

many items which allows for a

in its product production and

integrity of Classic Erotica as a

consumer interaction experience.

therefore requires its standards to

company and the belief on which it

Combined with available store

be impeccable.

was built, to support awareness of this

signage, we present the brick and

issue.

mortar retailer with a wealth of support
to improve sales.

Classic Erotica as a company that
puts a lot of emphasis the quality
of its products. Which measures do
you take to ensure this high level
of quality?
Loren Levy: Product quality requires
the utmost control during the
manufacturing process. Beginning
with sterile, quality packaging, all
the way to high end raw ingredients, and ending with a regulated production environment - the

.................
The popularity of
Crazy Girl products
reflects not only
consumer trust and
satisfaction, but results
in repeat purchases for
this credible and reliable
brand.”
................................

“

Will Classic Erotica release any new
products in the upcoming months,
and could you give us a preview of
what to expect?
Loren Levy: Our product research and
development is a constant, ongoing
process with many ground-breaking
formulas for new products. We have
an array of new product releases
planned for the upcoming July 2016
ANME Show. We are most excited to

proper precautions are always in
place to guarantee the quality of

Do you work with distributors in

share these new products with the

a Classic Erotica product. Upon

Europe? Where can retailers buy your

industry and ultimately with the

completion, all products are put

products?

consumer market. Fabulous and

into numerous "bacterial holds" for

Loren Levy: Classic Erotica has

innovative finds will be featured in the

extensive testing of the finished

expanded its network of distributors to

Crazy Girl and Max 4 Men brands

formulations. At Classic Erotica, we

include Europe. We currently offer the

along with a complete redesign of

stand behind each and every

Crazy Girl and Max 4 Men brands and

our most recent acquisition, the

product we manufacture and take

endeavour to release our full line at

Jelique Products brand.
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“We are a start-up and it
building blocks for future
Th a t s Pe r s on al . c o m a dd n e w m a n a ge me n t p o s it io n s
Demand

for

adult

products

in

India

is

growing,

as

Samir

Saraiya,

the

CEO

of

ThatsPersonal.com, explains. In this inter view he also tells us why that is. And to make the
most of this tremendous potential, Samir has added four new members to the team of
ThatsPersonal.com to suppor t the company in a ver y impor tant capacity.

ex c l us iv e

S

Sa mir Sar aiya, CEO o f ThatsP e r so n al.co m, pr e dicts that the
I ndian mar ke t f o r adult pr o ducts w ill se e co n side r able g r owt h

support the e-com business and

amir, you have added some

provide a great experience to our

experts to your team. Why was

customers. We want to partici-

this a necessary step?
Samir Saraiya: The opportu-

pate in the offline market as

nities in the market are great,

well as grow our apparel

and we realise that the

business, hence the need

quality of our team is vital

for new leadership positi-

for success. We added

ons that focus on these

new members to the lead-

specific pillars for growth.

ership team so that they
can build their respective

Would you mind giving us

departments to achieve our

some information about these

ambitious aspirations. This was a

four new employees? Why did

necessary step because without

you pick them, and what positions

these new members, our growth and

have they taken? What are their tasks

competitiveness in the industry would be at risk.

and duties?
Samir: We have been fortunate to receive applications

What do you expect from these new additions to

from great candidates, thanks to the media attention

the team?

and awards we have received. We list our openings

Samir: We plan to build a team with the capability to

on our own website as well as job sites like LinkedIn.

achieve the organisation objectives of growth,

We also work closely with a set of head hunters for

profitability, and competitive leadership. We already

specialised positions. We look for people who

have

and

demonstrate the same level of excitement and

merchandising, people who have been multitasking

senior

leadership

for

marketing

enthusiasm about this opportunity and have the skill

and managing various parts of the business. With the

sets to support the business.

inclusion of these new members, we plan to strengthen

We have great plans for technology and operations

our technology and operations departments. They will

that will guarantee a great experience for our website
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is important to build the
growth.”
customers. Vineshkumar has been

has almost two decades of experi-

the company’s vision and can

an entrepreneur and now heads

ence in the apparel and retail

solve issues to achieve goals.

technology. We plan to incorporate

category and has joined us as our

a very high level of content into the

apparel consultant.

Adding new members to the team

entire shopping experience and

is also a sign of expansion. Is there

aim to be one of the top websites

still a lot of untapped potential in

worldwide in this industry. We wish
to raise the bar for consumers,
especially on mobile phones.
Adil has lived in the UK and has solid
E-commerce

experience.

He

heads operations, and we plan to
provide a high level of customer

.................
The opportunities in
the market are great,
and we realise that the
quality of our team is
vital for success.”
................................

“

the Indian market?
Samir: The market is still in its infancy
and we believe that there is a long
way to go before we reach critical
mass. The customer base is still
small and awareness levels are low.
As these products are imported, the
price points are very high for the

service which is now a standard
requirement Indian E-com shop-

How important is an experienced

Indian audience once you factor

pers are used to. Since we are a

and well-trained team in a market

in the foreign exchange rates,

niche E-com site, our plans revolve

that changes as constantly and as

customs duties, and taxes and. We

around partnering with the logistics

quickly

need to find ways to make the

and the warehouse eco-system to

segment?

products more affordable and

provide the desired level of service

Samir: Many people say that an

invest in product education to

in

idea is worth nothing and execution

convince consumers to try pro-

manner.

is everything. We are a start-up and

ducts. The American and European

Offline is a huge opportunity and

it is important to build the building

market has been around for almost

basic arithmetic tells us it is far

blocks

half a century while the Indian

bigger than online today. Offline

operate in a market where this

comes with its own set of challen-

entire category is in its infancy, and

ges and we need to hire experi-

that gives a lot of flexibility to

Which channels of distribution will

ence and leadership to exploit this

strategize and build the business

come to bear during this phase of

opportunity. Subodh has work ex-

based on the challenges and

expansion?

perience in the UK retail sector and

opportunities in front of us. There

remain the main focus of your

is spearheading this initiative for us.

are amazing challenges we face

activities?

We have also invested in our

and we need to constantly adapt

Samir:

apparel category in terms of

our business model to circumvent

channels which are directed at

resources and are very happy that

them and take it to the next level.

the consumer: our site (ThatsPerso-

Monali Shah has taken up the task

Hence, we need to build a strong

nal.com), online marketplaces

of developing this category. Monali

leadership team that understands

(Amazon, etc.) and offline (Bulk

an

efficient,

cost-effective

as

for

the

future
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Sub od h P a w a r , M o n a li Shah, V ine shkumar K un hir aman,
a n d Ad il V ir a n i hav e jo ine d T hatsP e r so n al.co m

What indicators are there for this demand? And what
is your explanation for this increased interest?
Samir: India’s internet base has been growing by 35%
per annum and is now the second highest in the
world with over 400 million users. India contributes the
largest number of international users to Facebook,
Twitter, Google and LinkedIn.
We recently started meeting sexologists and
gynaecologists and have received very positive
feedback from them concerning market needs and
opportunities. Pharmacy chains have started showing
interest in launching this category, so it’s obvious they
foresee great demand.
There has always been a large ‘grey market’ and we

sales). Today, ThatsPersonal.com still contributes the

are now talking to them to distribute our products.

highest sales volume, however, we expect marketpla-

We believe the Indian consumers will slowly move

ces to overtake ThatsPersonal.com in early 2017 and

from this grey market to official imports over time – a

offline to overtake marketplaces in 2018.

development that could be seen in other categories

We position ourselves as distributors and the additions

as well.

to the team will support our business objectives

The Indian youth are getting increasingly global in

for 2016.

their outlook as they have grown up in this dynamic
digital age, with all the information available on their

Which product categories are particularly popular

mobile phones. India’s population demographics

right now, and what types of products will drive sales

matches well with the products we sell and if we take

in the future?

Google search as a proxy, then over 15% of the

Samir: We call vibrators ‘massagers’ and this has been

world’s searches relating to adult products originate

a strong category for us. Lubricants and sexual

from India.

enhancement products like delay gels and women
arousal oils also do well. We are expanding our gift

The press release also contains a quote from India’s

category which includes products like edible body

leading business newspaper, The Economic Times,

paint and massage oils. We believe that the lingerie

saying that the Indian market will reach a volume of

category

1.6 billion US dollars. What is the basis for this?

and

men’s

innerwear

has

lots

of

potential, too.

Samir: The Economic Times, which is indeed India’s

We are also looking at new product categories for

largest business newspaper, and the world’s third

which there is demand, like penis enlargement

largest English business newspaper, predicts that the

products and various vitamins and pills for better

Indian market will hit US$ 1.6 billion in the near future.

sexual performance. However, the Indian legislations

Their study includes various adult products, for

are still a grey area which creates challenges for

instance condoms and sexual health related

imports and distribution. Similarly, products that cater

products. With a population of over 1.2 billion people,

to different sexual orientations will probably do very

India has a larger population than the combined

well once there is more clarity from the law.

populations of the USA, Canada, UK, Europe, Australia,
and New Zealand. Over 65% of the Indian population

In the official press release concerning the new team

is below 35 year of age. The numbers are large and

members, you said that demand for adult products

personally, I believe that this estimate is achievable

in India is increasing. How much demand is there?

in the future.
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“It always bothered me that sex toys
were so ugly and uninteresting.”
Ang e la He ra ul t c re a t e s dil do s w it h a rt is t ic a p p e a l
Sex and eroticism have always played an impor tant role in ar t, from the first cave drawings
to antique sculptures to baroque paintings to moder n photo ar t. And you might just as
easily add the works of Angela Herault to that list, even though her ar t takes the shape of
sex toys. In her dildos, she combines functionality with ar tistic vision and skill. EAN had the
oppor tunity to talk with Angela about her Fornicouture brand, and she gave us some
insights into her work and her products.
Etn a f r o m the
Vo lcanic co lle ctio n

ex c l us iv e

A

HH, you are an artist who has released a

localised culture which adds the dimension of

series of love toys. Why did you choose to

a kind of ethnicity for the product. ‘Fuji’ for
instance is made with a rich amber colour with

focus your creativity in this direction?
Angela Herault: Building Fornicouture as a

striations of red running through the interior

brand was a natural progression in terms of

of the glass, this richness of reds and oran-

what I was doing at the time. I had been

ges, like Autumn leaves of Japanese Acer

working for luxury lingerie companies whilst

trees is continued with the rich red brown

also

continuing

my

art.

Fornicouture

leather handle and flogger tails. The curving

became an addition to this direction where I

glass shape with the integrated leather

could be more free with ideas and materials.

handle and flogger tails is derived from the

I loved the idea of really and truly subverting

idea of a beautifully crafted Japanese sword.

the art I was making and turning it into

Another example from the Volcanic series is

something which could be enjoyed in more

‘Manoa Loa’. Manoa Loa volcano is found

ways than just aesthetically and academi-

on the island of Hawaii; it is in fact the largest

cally. At the same time, I wanted to leave no

mountain on Earth however two thirds of its

space for argument that I was making art and

mass is under sea level. Using blue and white

not just straight forward sex toys, in a way

glass which merges in a kind of sea foam at

breaking down the borders of Art in Galleries

the level of two thirds of the piece I wanted to

and Museums.

convey this watery concept. The neck of the
handle which is the two thirds point is encircled
with a double ‘necklace’ of pearls. This was

You offer three different series of toys: the

again a reference to the sea but also a cheeky

Volcanic Series, the Botanic Series and the Art

nod to the reference of a ‘pearl necklace’ being

Series. Could you tell us more about these
collections? How do they differ from one another?

a very sexualised term. Manoa Loa is also the largest

Angela Herault: There are three series like you state:

of the glass forms.

Volcanic, Botanic, Art, which allow me to play with

The Botanic series studies plants and nature. There are

different concepts. Each series has its own distinct feel.

references to mythology in relation to botanicals. I am

The Volcanic series is for me about heat and light and

currently exploring the area of botanicals deeply for a

landscape. Each volcano is connected to its own

soon to be launched new product.
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Is there a design you are especially proud of?
Angela Herault: One of my all-time favourite
pieces has to be ‘Leda’, this was the first piece
I produced so it has become a kind of symbol
for Fornicouture in my mind. All in silver, it
displays beautifully and it is a piece that can
be played around with in many ways. The
Th e a ut u mn le av es o f J apan e se ace r
t r ees we re t he in spir atio n f o r F uj i

head of the swan curves around to
gaze at the user and the wings project
backwards which produces beautiful
imagery. I was initially inspired to make
this piece by the drawing of ‘Leda and
the Swan’ by Michelangelo. So many
artists have been inspired by the myth
of Leda that there was a wealth of
inspiration to work from. I find this poem
of W. B. Yeats (1924) particularly beautiful
and seductive:
’A sudden blow: the great wings beating still
Above the staggering girl, her thighs caressed By the

The Art Series directly

dark webs, her nape caught in his bill, He holds her

references art history.

helpless breast upon his breast. How can those

The ideas stem from a we-

terrified vague fingers push The feathered glory from

alth of rich historical masterpie-

her loosening thighs?
And how can body, laid in that white rush,but feel

ces. I have developed several pri-

the strange heart beating where it lies?’

vate commissions under the Art
Series heading. For each piece produ-

You also make indivi-

ced I apply the same meticulous attention

dual toys for your

to the design concepts of each and every product

clients. What

within the Fornicouture range.

do you offer
With prices between 450 and 850£, your products

in this regard?

are quite expensive when compared to other erotic

Angela Herault: Indivi-

products. What justifies this high price?

dual items are very exciting for me. There are no limits

Angela Herault: Fornicouture does not mass produce

to the possibilities for what I can produce. I can consider

and each product is handcrafted. I use the same

the individual and the arcane, the situation of the piece

materials, techniques and level of craftsmanship that

and its story. If you have a project, not matter what the

you find in other fields of Fine Art. Considering this the

scale, it could be a room, furniture or a piece of

prices are very reasonable, which I have tried to

jewellery I am happy to develop something wonderfully

maintain to make the pieces accessible to as big an

individual and personalized.

audience as possible. I do not however make any
compromises in terms of production cost whilst trying

Could you tell us about a particularly interesting piece

to achieve a result so the price is always a reflection

you’ve made for a client?

of the cost of the material and artisan craft which is

Angela Herault: I have recently produced a full dinner

invested in each individual piece.

service for a client which has been a wonderful project
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Le da w as the f ir st pr o duct An ge la
He r ault cr e ate d f o r Fo r nico utur e

Angela Herault: Of course function is of utmost
importance in relation to a sex toy, but this is a
fundamental element which once founded one can
push the limits of the design to a level which
incorporates function, style and concept in
equal measures.
It always bothered me that sex toys
were so ugly and uninteresting. Some
of the propositions on the market
equate to going out to dinner in wellies! There was
just nothing of beauty or depth. I felt that I had the
vision to change this and offer something of
substance and beauty. Just because something is
mostly hidden it does not mean it should not be
invested with consideration, I also wanted to bring
the toys out of the cupboard and make them more
items that can be displayed for their own beauty.
to complete. Sexuality is often more seductive when it
is alluded to indirectly. The dinner service
considered the dinner as a kind of
foreplay. We already consider a dinner
date a romantic gesture so I took this
idea a little further underlining it with
allusions to sexual gratification.
What kind of art do you create when you
are not busy making toys?
Angela Herault: My art has always been

From an artistic point of view: What

.................
For each piece
produced I apply
the same meticulous
attention to the design
concepts of each and
every product within the
Fornicouture range.”
................................

“

centred around the idea of process and

makes a good sex toy?
Angela Herault: I can only speak
from a personal level in answer to
this question: For me, artistically the
object should be imbued with layers of both visual and conceptual
consideration.
It’s production values should be at
the

highest

possible

for

the

achievement of the desired result,

transformation, things changing from one state to anot-

with no compromises made which would diminish the

her so I am naturally drawn to (molten) metals and glass

integrity of the item as an object of perfect realisation

as materials and even ephemeral materials such as

of the concept.

powder, water, light and heat for their transformative
qualities. Within this I am continually exploring materials

Where can your products be bought? Do you work with

and their boundaries so I have worked extensively with

distributors or are you maybe looking to do so?

a variety of materials in unusual ways and combinations.

Angela Herault: My products can be bought in various

This has granted me the ability to consider concepts

stores worldwide such as Coco de Mer in London,

openly and not within the single reference of a particular

Xenses in The Netherlands, Costa Rica and many other

production process. I have the unusual ability to pro-

locations.

duce with a holistic vision of materials and processes

The Fornicouture website is also a fully functioning e-

and I owe this to my vivid explorations in Art.

commerce site where it is possible to purchase all products for delivery worldwide, visit www.fornicouture.com.

Sex toys can be viewed as rather functional products:

Fornicouture does not currently work with distributors but

an object with the goal to enhance sexuality or just to

rather directly with retailers, however the right partners

achieve an orgasm. How does art fit into this theme?

would not be excluded if the a good fit arose.
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“W ith its flexibility, you
to suit your mood, body
S ou m y a d ip R ak s h it t a l k s a b o ut t he de ve lo p me n t o f Mys t e rVibe ’s Crescen do
Following two years of development and a successful crowdfunding campaign, things are
getting serious for sex-tech star t-up Myster yVibe: A thousand units of their debut product,
Crescendo, are en route to early backers. Their feedback will be used to add some finishing
touches to the product before it hits stores ever ywhere at the end of summer. In our EAN inter view Soumyadip Rakshit, the co -founder and CEO of Myster yVibe, tells us about the latest
developments of the Crescendo project, and we talk about the technologies that he feels
will play an impor tant role in the future of his company and the adult industr y as a whole.

Soum y a d i p Ra k s h it ( t h ir d fr om le ft ), co - f o un de r an d CEO o f Myste r y Vibe , thin ks
t ha t s ex t o y s a r e in t he v an gu ar d w he n it co me s to imple me ntin g n e w te chno lo gie s
ex c l us iv e

s we speak, the first batch of 1000 Crescendo Vibes is

A

Soumyadip Rakshit: We are very excited to finally

being shipped to the early backers of your crowdfun-

have started shipping Crescendo to our backers. We

ding campaign. Has the final product everything you pro-

spent a long time developing Crescendo as we wan-

mised when you started your campaign over a year ago?

ted to create something that has never been done
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can shape Crescendo
and desire.”
The pliability o f Cr e sc en do r a n ks a mon g
the pr o duct’s mo st i mpr es s i ve qua li t i es

before – a toy that can be bent

Which features does

into many shapes and hold that

the final product have? What

shape really well to reach various

sets Crescendo apart from other

spots at the same time. To extend

vibrators that are on the market

the personalisation further, we also

right now?

made, the box is luxu-

created the companion app to

Soumyadip Rakshit: We designed

rious to look and touch and

enable users to change the vibra-

Crescendo to be all about you. With

the pouch beautifully crafted to

tion patterns to suit their desire. We

its

make travelling with Crescendo

hope that Crescendo and app will

Crescendo to suit your mood, body

delight everyone.

and desire. Crescendo has six motors

flexibility,

you

can

shape

a breeze.

– delivering intensity that lasts for

To use Crescendo to its full

Originally, you planned to ship the

hours. It also charges wirelessly and is

potential, the user should use

first products in November last

showerproof – no wires, no limits.

the corresponding app.

year. What was the reason for if

Finally, you can use the companion

Is the app just a

being delayed until now?

app to enhance your experience of

remote control for the

Soumyadip Rakshit: As with all

Crescendo with our sensual playlist of

toy or does it offer more

complex hardware projects, we

custom vibrations. We love all toys

features?

came

of

and see Crescendo as something

Soumyadip Rakshit: You

challenges during the manufactu-

that adds to your toy collection,

can play with Crescendo

ring stage. We wanted to make

something you play with when you

completely on its own. If

sure that we ship a safe, certified

want complete personalisability –

you want to personalise

product to our backers even

shape and vibration.

your experience further you

across

a

number

can use the App to try out new

though it took us an extra two
months till late January before we

Packaging is a topic, that gets more

vibrations. The app will become more

could start shipping our first of the

and more important, as the final

and more exciting as we build new

Pilot1000. During the Pilot1000 pro-

release date gets closer. What can

features like live control, make your

gram, we are gathering all the

you tell us about the packaging of

own vibe, etc.

users’ feedback and making those

Crescendo?

final improvements to make the

Soumyadip Rakshit: Crescendo is

Crescendo could is not only a sex

retail version a true gold-standard

full of layered delights, and the

toy, but also a technical product.

product. We will then ship a

packaging is no different. We worked

Today, the technical development is

second Crescendo to all our

closely with world-renowned packa-

moving faster than ever. Were you

Pilot1000 users completely free of

ging designers seymourpowell, to

afraid during the development, that

charge, as our small thank you for

create something which was elegant,

your product could be outdated,

all their love.

discreet and functional. All hand-

when it gets released?
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difference. We’ve met some of the most incredible
people over the past two years building MysteryVibe,
so we feel extremely lucky to be part of this
community!
The next version of Crescendo will have sensors
installed, which will submit data to a central
database. What data will be collected and what
will it be used for? Can the user opt out?
Soumyadip Rakshit: We spend a lot of time
researching into data usage, privacy and security
with a wide range of focus groups. Our aim is to

Af t er a lo ng pr odu ctio n phase , My ste r y Vibe ’s
C r es ce ndo is f inally n e ar ing its laun ch

bring pleasure, happiness and joy to people’s lives

Soumyadip Rakshit: We love designing outcome-driven

and only use tech / data as an enabler to make that

products where tech simply acts as an enabler. While we

happen. So if some users don’t want data to be a part of

packed in a lot of tech into Crescendo, we want users to

that, that’s completely fine. On the other hand, if they

enjoy it because of the pleasure it brings to their lives. As

want the completely immersive bedroom experience,

more and more tech comes into sex, we will no doubt

they can tap into their own arousals through data. The

see better products as a result of it. We love and welcome

app will give users three clear options – 1) Don’t save data;

that as it pushes the whole industry forward in the right

2) Save data but don’t share with others; 3) Save data

direction.

and share for research. In all cases the data that will be
shared will be completely anonymous – so even at worst

In that regard, when we compare the erotic industry with

case, if it did get hacked, all the hacker would see is some

other technology industries: is the development in our

squiggly lines.

industry going fast enough, to keep track with the potential
of current developments (e.g. VR, Teledildonics)?

When will Crescendo be available for customers, who

Soumyadip Rakshit: Sex has led adoption for cutting-

didn't pre order and for retailers? Where can they turn to,

edge innovations for decades – Video formats, Internet,

if they want to pick up your product?

DVDs to name just a few. It is likely to stay that way and

Soumyadip Rakshit: Crescendo is still available to pre-or-

continue championing new tech like VR long before it

der on our website mysteryvibe.com. Soon, when we have

goes mainstream. So while sex tech might not be the

enough stock produced, we will move from pre-order to

ones creating the technology, they are definitely the ones

“Buy Now”. As we currently, hand make everything locally

championing and evangelising the tech to help it flourish.

here in England, we are keeping it to only our website to
manage the orders easily. Once we scale to automated

In order to create progress, the erotic industry needs to

production we will be able to launch in retail, which will be

attract the talent to make this progress happen. In your

later in the summer.

opinion: is the erotic industry attractive enough to
compete with other industries in that regard or does it

Besides developing Crescendo further, will MysteryVibe

need to change?

work on other products after the release of your debut

Soumyadip Rakshit: While there are still taboos associated

product?

with sex, sex tech in particular has managed to attract a

Soumyadip Rakshit: Absolutely! One of the biggest

lot of talented people such as PhDs from MIT and Yale. It’s

feedback we got from our backers was the need for more

one of those areas where talented individuals who are

great male toys. As soon as Crescendo launches in retail

passionate about bringing more pleasure to people’s live

we will start the design of our next toy which – that will

can actually get involved relatively easily and make a big

hopefully delight even more people all over the world.
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“I think we are only at the
Toon Ti m m e rm an s t a l k s A dul t 3. 0
An entirely new dimension of erotic enter tainment has opened up due to the combination
of teledildonics, interactive sex toys, and vir tual reality. And it offers countless possibilities
f o r t h e a d u l t m a r ke t , a s To o n T i m m e r m a n s , C E O o f K i i r o o ex p l a i n s . S ex t o y p r o d u c e r s ,
content producers, and the webcam industr y all stand to benefit from this development.

T oo n T imme r man s, CEO o f Kiir o o , be lie v e s that te le dildo n ics,
in te ra ct ive se x to ys, an d v ir tual r e ality ho ld bo un dle ss po te n tial

ex c l us iv e

A

re we on the cusp of a revolution in the adult

Toon Timmermans: I think we are only at the

industry, ushered in by teledildonics, interactive

beginning of a revolution. Customers can already

sex toys, and virtual reality?

connect our teledildonics toys with their lover’s toy,
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beginning of a revolution.”
T he fir s t g o a l w a s t o cr ea te a q uality pr o duct; no w ,
K iir o o f o c us m o r e on t he int e r actio n w ith V R co nte n t

and
have

we

novel products, resulting in a new

Critics say that the products and

and unique experience for the

technologies

have

not

really

consumer? Is that why so many

matured yet. So are we getting

people are talking about 'Adult

ahead of ourselves talking about

3.0' right now?

a revolution when this develop-

Toon Timmermans: Yes, as men-

ment is slowed down by techno-

tioned before, interactive devices

logical feasibility?

can add a third dimension to exis-

Toon Timmermans: It depends. As

ting content in the adult industry.

mentioned before, I think we are

Imagine

goggles,

at the start of a revolution and

watching virtual reality porn, and

there is still a lot to do, but

feeling everything you see by using

developments move along very

a teledildonics toy. That is Adult

quickly ...

wearing

3.0, right?!
App-controlled toys, sex toys that

inter-

active content,

This seems to be a big growth

communicate via the internet,

virtual reality and cam shows. The

market, but who will benefit from this

interactive community-based toys

possibilities are endless, and things

'revolution' at the end of the day?

... have we already seen every-

are moving quickly.

The

thing this development can add

sex

toy

market?

Content

suppliers? The webcam industry? Or

to the market?

Why is this development deemed

will a big player from outside the

Toon Timmermans: I don`t think

so revolutionary? After all, the adult

adult industry see the potential and

so.

industry has always been quick to

come sweeping in?

adopt new technologies, be it the

Toon Timmermans: At the end of the

It is conspicuous that there are

film and content market or the

day, the whole adult industry will

numerous isolated solutions for

market for sex toys …

benefit because the sex toy market

apps, software, and hardware.

Toon Timmermans: True, but for

will develop more techniques to

Wouldn’t it be much better to

example, the combination of

make their toys compatible with all-

create a universal standard, or is

teledildonics and virtual reality

new interactive content. Both markets

that unrealistic?

gives customers a completely new

will be able to provide customers with

Toon Timmermans: A universal

experience—it is a new dimension.

new experiences and sell more

standard would be great as more

That is why this development has

products. The webcam industry will

people would be able to connect

been deemed so revolutionary.

benefit too. Models can give their

to each other. However, for now, it

Such an immersive experience is

customers an opportunity to feel

is unrealistic since there are so

possible for the first time now.

them,

many parties, all exploring different

thereby

increasing

their

earnings. That being said, I believe

ways

Does it maybe have to do with the

that in the end, the consumer will be-

experience more pleasure. On the

combination of novel content and

nefit most from these developments.

tech side, we are working with the
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To o n Timme rma ns be lie v e s that the w ho le adult
indu st ry stands to be n e f it f r o m the se n e w de v e lo pme nts

Toon Timmermans: We are
partners with BaDoinkVR and
VirtualRealPorn, etc., and they
create amazing content. I have
a feeling that people need
some time to get used to the
experience of virtual reality porn.
The 180 and 360 degree videos
are very realistic and completely different from 2D porn.
Already now, we see a huge
grow per month. People will
always be willing to pay for
quality content.
Or can this whole VR porn thing
only become a success when
combined

with

the

right

leading companies of the industry to establish a

hardware, i.e. devices to that combine the content

standard pretty soon.

with the use of a sex toys?
Toon Timmermans: BaDoinkVR and VirtualRealPorn

Singles, men, women, couples, couples in long-

create great content as mentioned, but as a

distance relationships – interactive toys and teledil-

teledildonic pioneer, I cannot deny that our devices

donics products seem to be catering to a wide, wide

add something and make the porn experience even

audience. But won’t it boil down to men as the main

better. It becomes literally a ‘mind fuck’… ;)

audience at the end of the day, given their technical
affinity, etc.?

Are hardware and content developing in parallel, or

Toon Timmermans: We see that single men like

do we have too many devices and too little content?

interactive toys in combination with interactive

Toon Timmermans: At Kiiroo, we started with the

content or cam shows. However, women like to watch

development of the devices and now we are getting

porn too, and for them, it might be more about the

more and more involved in the content industry. You

experience than the technical aspect. The same

need a proper device before you can focus on

goes for couples - what if you cannot be together?

interaction with content. So it might not develop in

Teledildonics is a fantastic way to stay close to your

parallel, but I`m sure at the end, the industry will have

partner. I don`t think that teledildonics will boil down

enough content for all great interactive devices.

to just men using it for masturbation, because it can
satisfy different needs; from tech to experience to

From VHS tapes to DVD to digital distribution channels

being intimate with your partner.

– the porn industry was always among the first to
adapt new technologies. Is that also true when it

The content industry is already looking at virtual reality

comes to VR? How far ahead is the adult industry of

porn as the next big thing that will turn everything

the mainstream industry?

around. But seeing as 3D porn bombed pretty badly,

Toon Timmermans: I think that the porn industry is

and given the fact that there will be free VR porn

really exploring all the possibilities with VR porn

content at some point, aren’t they maybe be

and that they will continue to play a role in the

breaking out the champagne a bit too soon?

development of this technology.
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“These two labels are among the biggest
and best-known we have in Germany.“
V PS di s t ri b ut e s Vide o ra m a a n d Pua k a
On April 1, VPS took over DVD distribution for all titles of German veteran labels Videorama
and Puaka. What does this mean for the trade? Not only will VPS present all new titles released
under these labels, but they will also bring back many of the old top-sellers, including productions with classic stars such as Gina Wild, Vivien Schmitt, and Leonie Saint. Andreas Kirchen,
head of VPS, tells us more about the latest additions to the VPS range in this EAN inter view.

What are the strong points of these labels? Why should retailers have them in
their stores?
Andreas Kirchen: I believe most retailers
who sell DVDs already know Videorama
and Puaka. These two labels are among
the biggest and best-known we have in
Germany. They are synonymous with
quality made in Germany. They always
O n Apr il 1, V P S ma na ge r Andr e as K ir che n to o k o v e r distr ibutio n
f o r t w o l on g- s ta ndin g G e r man labe ls, Vide o r ama and P uaka

cater to the latest trends, be it in the form
of short serials or full-length films. These na-

mes have stood for top-quality, and they do
ex c l us iv e

V

PS has taken over distribution for Videorama – that

so again now that we are bringing them back, much to
the delight of the consumers, I am sure.

news came as quite a surprise. How did this happen?

Andreas Kirchen: We had already expressed our interest

What does this step mean for VPS? What expectations do

in the labels at the end of 2014 when we first got in touch

you have regarding these labels?

with the management of Silwa, the company behind

Andreas Kirchen: We have already established both labels

these labels at the time. Unfortunately, we didn’t come to

as top names in the German-speaking market. First and

an agreement at first. However, Silwa later contacted VPS,

foremost, this is about keeping the labels alive and kicking,

and after I had a conversation with Horst Peter, the mana-

and about maintaining VPS’ position in the market. Offering

ging director of Silwa, we quickly arrived at an agreement.

strong, quality labels is the only way to secure a future in
this business.

What does this distribution agreement entail? Which Silwa
labels will be distributed via VPS now!

What has changed – or will change - for video rental

Andreas Kirchen: As of April 1, 2016, VPS is in charge of

store owners and retailers now that VPS is distributing these

the international DVD distribution of all Videorama and

labels?

Puaka titles.

Andreas Kirchen: Actually, very little will change.
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dramatic picture. Until the end of 2014,
Videorama and Puaka were distributed
via LZE, and after that, Ledick Filmhandel
picked up the distribution rights.
Following the developments of the past
few years, there are hardly any labels that
are still distributing their own products –
much less distributing them on
an exclusive basis. We are now
the only distribution company
left that has covered the whole
www. vps fil m. d e – t he n e w VP S b2 b o n line sho p

of Germany for more than 30

VPS seems determined to become a one-

years, with sales reps who support retailers

stop shop in the DVD segment, the com-

in all corners of the country. But we also

pany that has everything the trade and

have great partners in all major European

consumers want. Is that indeed the goal

markets so our products are distributed
far beyond the borders of Germany.

you are pursuing?
Andreas Kirchen: Many people in the industry
have expressed that feeling, but it has never been

Is there still room for more labels? Can VPS shoul-

may intention to be this big, dominating force. Maybe we

der more distribution agreements?

just saw which direction the industry was going before

Andreas Kirchen: Theoretically, we could take as many

most of the others did, and we acted accordingly. Also,

labels as there are because there are no bounds to what

the retailers and rental store owners don’t want to have to

we can do with our new merchandise management sys-

place orders with dozens of different distributors. It’s too

tem and our b2b online shop www.vpsfilm.de. And our

much work, and too time-consuming. We bring them the

goal has always been to offer any hardcore title our cus-

entire hardcore DVD range the market has to offer.

tomers might want in their shops.

When and how will VPS release Videorama and

You have Dorcel, you have hot US labels, you have long-

Puaka titles?

standing labels such as Videorama ... what else could

Andreas Kirchen: As I already mentioned, we have taken

VPS want?

over distribution for these labels on April 1, 2016. In the first

Andreas Kirchen: Everything else! No, just kidding. We

phase of our distribution scheme, we have added all exis-

have been a distributor for hardcore DVDs for many years,

ting titles from Videorama and Puaka to our line-up, but

that’s why we already have the big labels from all over the

starting this summer, we will also bring new productions to

world. If you don’t believe me, check out our b2b shop at

the market, starring well-known stars as well as new up-

www.vpsfilm.de. My main focus right now is getting the ex-

and-coming performers!

clusive distribution rights to some of these labels. That’s the
only way to guarantee stable prices in this market. Unfor-

Some people in the industry probably took a deep breath

tunately, re-imports and/or price dumping still give us a

when they heard of this news. If we have reached a point

headache way too often. Things like that don’t help our

where a long-standing label such as Videorama stops

customers, and they surely don’t help the labels. At first,

distribution, that probably doesn’t bode well for the DVD

the retailers may be happy that they got the products at

market. Do you have to amass so many labels to keep

such low prices, but in the long term, these disruptions of

your head above water?

the market result in declining sales prices, which is terribly

Andreas Kirchen: Well, these two labels didn’t have their

destructive, especially when the consumers are actually

own distribution for several years, so let’s not paint an overly

willing to pay more if they get quality content.
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“Condoms are still very
J ürge n He ye r p re s e n t s Dure x In vis ible – t he t hin n e s t Du rex co n do m ev er
The latest Durex innovation is already available in several European countries, while other
markets yet await the launch of this product, titled Durex Invisible. The name is well chosen
as is the thinnest Durex condom in the market. EAN was curious to lear n more about the
product and the marketing campaigns sur rounding its launch, so we spoke with Jürgen
Heyer, Senior Key Account Manager Sex Trade at Reckitt Benckiser Deutschland GmbH
ex c l us iv e

here are several producers who pride themselves

more so than our previous products. At the same time,

on offering the world’s thinnest condom. Durex is

these condoms offer great safety and protection

claiming the same distinction for Durex Invisible. Do

thanks to the rigorous quality controls here at Durex.

you have some facts to underpin this claim?

And like all of our condoms, Durex Invisible surpasses

Jürgen Heyer: Durex Invisible is our

all international standards for quality and safety. Durex

thinnest Durex condom. Using the latest

is the world’s leading condom brand, with more than

production methods, we have been

80 years of experience in quality. Also, Durex Invisible

able to create better and better Durex

has a pleasant smell (again, like all Durex condoms)

condoms. The launch of Durex

as the result of our unique production procedures.

T

Invisible

is

the

latest

proof

of

our dedication to ground-breaking

The consumers know Durex as a quality brand. Which

innovation and optimum protection.

tests did Durex Invisible undergo before it was

Durex Invisible is extra thin, allowing for
particularly intense sensations and thus for
an incomparable experience.

launched onto the market?
Jürgen Heyer: At Durex, the safety and quality of our
products is our top priority. We want to provide the
users with the best-possible protection, so we strive to

What other qualities does

not only meet the international safety and quality

Durex Invisible have

standards, but to actually surpass them. In the case
of our latex condoms, the ISO norm is 4074.

to offer?
Jürgen Heyer: Durex
Invisible was developed to intensify the

How difficult is it nowadays to achieve real innovation
in the condom product category?

sensations experi-

Jürgen Heyer: Innovation is about knowing the needs

enced by both

and wishes of the consumers and doing your best to

partners. The ul-

meet them even before they are expressed. In order to

tra-soft,
thin

extra-

respond to future trends as soon as possible, we con-

material

duct market research studies on a regular basis. In ad-

creates a fee-

dition to that, the trend analyses our research teams

ling of close-

execute in the field of sexual behaviour greatly help

ness and to-

with our innovation management. The results this re-

g e t h e r n e s s,

search yields are the basis for our new product

J ü r g en H eye r, Se nio r K e y Acco un t Man age r Se x
Tr a d e at Re ck itt Be nckise r De utschland G mbH
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important in this market.“
.................
Durex Invisible is
extra thin, allowing
for particularly intense
sensations and thus for
an incomparable
experience.“
................................

“

against sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies.
For a long time, condoms have
been a very important product
segment for the adult trade. But
now, the focus of the trade is firmly
on

sex

toys.

Have

condoms

lost their significance to the
adult retailers?
Jürgen Heyer: Condoms are still
very important in this market. For
everybody who has sex with
different partners, these products
are an effective contraceptive,
and what’s more, they are the only
way to protect themselves against
sexually transmitted diseases.
For people in committed relationships, condoms may be less
D ur ex In v is ib l e is the t hinn es t
D u r ex c o n d o m o n the ma rk et

interesting as a contraceptive. But
thanks to the special qualities of
our Durex condoms, they are still
an exciting option for couples. For

developments. A

instance, you can introduce more

core aspect is also how we can

variety to your sex life by using
ribbed

or

nubby

condoms.

foster the sexual advancement in a

What

society where sex has long stopped

regarding the new condom? Do

Moreover, there are products such

being a taboo. Durex has been

you

as Durex Performax or Durex

creating innovations time and again

audiences with Durex Invisible?

Perfomax Intense which were

for more than 80 years, primarily in

Jürgen Heyer: Durex Invisible was

developed for a shared climax.

the condom segment, but also in

developed for all those who want

They contain a special gel that

the field of lubricants and sex toys.

to have safe sex but also be as

helps men delay their ejaculation.

We inspire couples to try new things,

close to their partner as they

Innovations such as these have

to enjoy great sensual experiences

possibly can. With its extremely thin

turned condoms into much more

together, thereby making the sex

material, this condom allows for

than just “simple” contraceptives.

lives of many couples that much

an extremely intense sensation

Today, condoms can add to the

more satisfying.

while also providing protection

sex life, and I am sure they will

are
hope

your
to
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Dur e x I n v isible co mbin e s inn o v atio n and saf e ty
to cr e ate an inco mpar able e xpe r ie n ce

continue to play an important

Is there also a b2b campaign

role for countless people, be

with

they single or in a relationship.

discounts, etc. for the adult

As usual, Durex have implemen-

Jürgen Heyer: Yes, we have

ted a major marketing cam-

such promotions on a regular

special

promotions,

retail trade?

paign to accompany the launch

basis, offering second place-

of their new product. What can

ment offers, discounts, X

you tell us about this media of-

banners for bigger stores, and

fensive?

posters.

Jürgen

Heyer:

Covering

all

relevant media is essential for a

Is it important for retailers to

successful marketing campaign.

have a wide and varied

As was the case with many pre-

range of Durex products in

vious Durex products, the Durex

order to truly benefit from

Invisible launch has been suppor-

the

advertising

effect

of

ted by campaigns in traditional

this campaign?

media such as TV, but also in so-

Jürgen Heyer: Many consu-

cial media, which are a big prio-

mers already have a clear

rity for us. We want to be where

idea of what they want to buy

our customers are. Also, it is very

when they enter the store. If

important to us that people see

you see a certain ad and are
motivated to buy the product,

and learn about Durex Invisible in the
stores. All things considered, the goal is to reach as

that’s what you are looking for when you go shopping.

many people as possible and provide them with in-

So the store needs to have the advertised product.

formation about this, our latest Durex product.

Given the massive advertising campaign in print media and on TV and internet, it is indeed important for

What is the focus of the campaign: to foster sales of

retailers to offer the new Durex Invisible. There is not-

the new product, or to further strengthen the Durex

hing more disappointing for a consumer than to visit

brand on the whole? And what does Durex do to get

a store and not find the product that they had in

people talking about condoms again?

mind. This customer could go to another store, and if

Jürgen Heyer: The way we see it, condoms have

he gets the advertised product there, he might

always been an important topic. Since the users and

choose to also go there the next time he is looking

their needs are our top priority, what we want to do

for something. Also, there are many people who see

more than anything is foster and support a healthy,

the advertising for Durex Invisible, but then decide to

safe sex life. This is also what we focus on in our brand

take a closer look at the other Durex products when

communication. We show people how they can

they are in the store, to compare the different pro-

make their sex life more exciting, more intense, more

ducts and find the one that best suits their needs. It is

satisfying – with Durex condoms.

very important for the consumers to have a wide

Now, Durex have launched a condom that allows

range to choose from. So, given the various tastes

users to experience a feeling of closeness that no

and preferences among the customer base, retailers

previous Durex condom can match. Durex Invisible

would be well advised to offer a big selection,

makes for a highly intense sexual experience, and

covering both, the new products people see in

that is what we are communicating with our

advertisements, as well as many established quality

marketing campaign.

products.
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Conversations at the
EP Café
Th i s m on t h 's g ue s t : Migue l C a p illa , CCO o f Fle s hlight In t e rn a t io n a l SL
The EP Café was opened last September when distributor Eropar tner moved to new premises,
and now, Eropar tner invites suppliers, customers, business friends, and other guests to lean
back and relax at their in-house café. This month, Miguel Capilla, the CCO of Fleshlight
Inter national SL, visited Eropar tner for product training, and on that occasion, he also sat
down for an inter view with Eropar tner.

Mi guel Ca pi lla
a t t he EP Ca fé
ex c l us iv e

P: Counterfeiting is an issue Fleshlight has been

Miguel: At Fleshlight, we are involved in the

trying to highlight. Could you tell us a bit about

development of anti-counterfeiting and brand

that topic in general? And how did it get on the

protection solutions. For a long time, and especially

Fleshlight agenda?

during 2015, we have taken drastic and severe mea-

E
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The Er opa r t n er
hea dqua r t er s

sures to fight the counterfeiting of

become a global problem in

vital for both.

our products. I am happy to say

recent years and the range of

In the case of consumers, most of

that we are starting to be a

goods subject to infringement has

the time, they buy a product

reference in the industry fighting

increased significantly. In a detai-

thinking that this is an original and

counterfeiters. We do act in seve-

led breakdown of the counterfeit

therefore, they are willing to pay

ral different ways and we are now

goods industry, the total loss faced

the original price. However, they

seeing the results from that battle

by countries around the world is

get a fake product of poor quality,

as there is an increase in our sales

$600 million, so it is a really

and they feel really disappointed...

again. This fight is a must for us.

big issue...

All these measures have had a

EP: Do you feel this issue is receiving

great effect and impact world-

EP: Why should we, as an industry

enough attention/ the attention

wide, and have been taken up at

care about this issue?

that it deserves?

all levels. Thus, upon detection of

Miguel: Fakes affect everybody:

Miguel: I’m afraid that this is not re-

infringing products, Fleshlight acts

manufacturers, distributors, and

ceiving the attention it deserves, as

on it not only in court, but also on

consumers… To help distinguish

sometimes

operational level, organising raids

the originals from the counterfeits,

themselves so easily to accepting

and seizing fake products, thereby

manufacturers

copyright

that they cannot change the

initiating the corresponding crimi-

holders) may take actions like

situation because copies are so wi-

nal proceedings to establish the

employing

serial

dely spread and it is really difficult

possible liability of those criminally

numbers and/or holograms etc.,

to fight them. However, we cannot

responsible. At present, there are

advising distributors and wholesa-

leave it as it is... and do nothing at

criminal proceedings open in

lers about how to detect fakes...

all. We must fight against counter-

several countries.

(we have a basic guide to detect

feiting and the more united we

Fleshlight fakes which has been

stand, the more success we’ll have.

the

(the
use

of

people

resign

EP: How big is the issue? Why do

sent to our clients several times).

we need to know about it?

Distributors should be involved in

EP: Besides Fleshlight, are other

Miguel: Unfortunately, counterfeits

this process at the same level as

companies affected by the issue

are spreading worldwide. This has

manufacturers are: Reliability is

of counterfeit products?
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Miguel: Of course they are. Most of the well-known

opened. Therefore, we have small tricks to check

brands are copied nowadays so that’s why we are

from the outside, that we teach to our partners.

looking for their support and we are also happy to
help them. In other industries, companies have

EP: Are other retailers working with Fleshlight to

established web-based communities that provide a

counter this issue? E.g. Alibaba or Amazon? How is

framework for crowd-sourced solutions to counterfei-

that working out?

ting. For instance, one such free community enables

Miguel: Amazon and other main sales sites have

manufacturers and users alike to associate unique

services like their Brand Protection Program and similar

identification numbers to virtually any item so that

initiatives in order to help official brands and

each new owner can update its chain of custody.

manufacturers to denounce products that are -

Because quality counterfeit items are often difficult

suspected of being counterfeit by one or more

to discern from authentic goods, this approach

resellers on their web sites. Alibaba, Allegro, Dhgate,
etc. all those marketplaces help us remove

enables potential customers to access an

counterfeiters’ adverts, but also the

item's status and see if this ID number

host with the websites selling the

is still for purchase. Why don’t we

fakes. Nobody wants to be

do the same thing in the Erotic

associated with counterfei-

Industry? But for that, we

ters nowadays.

need to be coordinated.

These sales sites are often
effective, but of course,

EP: What are the main

they also ask for proof.

challenges in combating

They want to be sure that

counterfeit products?

the suspected product can

Miguel: There are thou-

be a fake.

sands of websites, adverts,

But at Fleshlight, we wanted to

etc. offering fake products.

take the initiative on the digital

We have removed 4000 ads

level as well, and as a result of

(yes, 4000!) offering Fleshlight fakes

the pursuit of counterfeits online,

since November 2015, online! We do
have a new IT platform that we work with to

thousands of offerings of counterfeit items have

remove every single advert or website (shutting it

been detected and shut down, achieving a high

down) within 48 hours, after checking if they are selling

percentages of elimination, and the arrival of coun-

fakes with an anonymous purchase. It has been an

terfeits to the buyer has been prevented. Also in the

incredible success, also shutting down the website of

digital field, we achieved the withdrawal of infringing

the Chinese factories that make the counterfeits -

domains that violated and exploited Fleshlight’s

not just the ads in the marketplace or in Europe, but

reputation.

also their Facebook and other social media pages.
It is not easy to distinguish an original Fleshlight

EP: Are you working with government agencies or

product from a fake one just based on its external

copyright enforcing agencies as well ?

appearance, to be honest. Counterfeiters copy our

Miguel: We are currently working with specialised

outer packaging box, seals, case shape, etc… but

government agencies, of course. Counterfeiting

the main difference is the material of which they are

operations essentially are defrauding customers by

made. The fake material really smells bad, like petrol

stealing from companies like Fleshlight among others.

and becomes sticky after the first use...

Losses from counterfeiting impact our product

The problem is that you only realise that you bought

development, operational areas, and ultimately, they

a fake product once it has been purchased and

also impact our customers, most of whom want to
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with these results, and we will keep doing these raids
all over Europe.
EP: Would it be best to educate consumers or retailers
on this issue? How do you approach this issue?
Miguel: We created a basic document (a power
point doc) where we explained in 4-5 steps how to
detect a Fleshlight fake. This took us 5 minutes to
make and I am sure that this has been very helpful
to most of our clients. This basic guide is included in
our weekly newsletter from time to time, and we ask
our main distributors to explain it to their sales team
and customers. This is just one example of how
people can be educated on this issue.
I’m sure there are a lot of other initiatives that can be
carried out, especially together with other manufacturers or distributors... For example, a seminar about
“how to detect counterfeits in the Erotic Industry”.
EP: How can someone report a counterfeit product?
What else can be done on the retail/distribution side?
Miguel: If an end consumer thinks that the product is a
fake and was bought in a reliable store, website, etc. (
I mean that the product was not acquired from a suspicious Chinese website…) they should report this issue
to their supplier immediately. The supplier in turn, should
report it to his distributor and they to the manufacturer...
This is the logical chain. Even if you are not sure, you
should report it. Also, you have the email europewholesale@fleshlight.com to contact us in case of doubts.
purchase legitimate products that are developed
and made in America and Spain.

EP: Any final words?

For this reason, we worked with the Market Supervision

Miguel: Fleshlight is aware of the need to cleanse the

Bureau in China because we strongly believe in

market and avoid that consumers are deceived. In

defending the intellectual property rights that we’ve

2016, we will not only maintain but also increase the

worked so hard to create.

implementation of the measures we are already

We also worked with some border agencies in

carrying out at all levels and therefore will act with the

countries such as Poland, Czech Republic, etc., and

utmost force on a judicial level, and even before the

with experienced law firms almost everywhere in

Criminal Courts if necessary, to fight those infringers

Europe. That´s why we organised raids in collabora-

who are identified. Each and every one of these

tion with Governments, Customs Offices, and National

measures is intended to protect our partners and

Police (depending on the country) in different

clients, generating a greater profit and a lowering illegal

countries in Europe with such incredible success; as

competition. Fleshlight is at our clients’ service and

a result, we get the invoices from the importer who

ready to directly collaborate with them in the fight

brings the counterfeits to Europe. We are so happy

against counterfeiting.
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N elson Sousa da
Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e rs

Five years ago, Nelson Sousa da Cunha stepped away from the telecommunications industr y
to work for Mister B. As he explains in our latest edition of Monthly Mayhem, that step ended
up making him a ver y happy man. Sometimes, the best career moves are not those that lead
to fame and for tune, but those that result in personal contentment.

atlas and by the age of eleven, I knew every country in
the world, including its capital and I was able to
meticulously draw it for you. As I grew older, I found out
that this kind of information wasn’t going to make me
money so I had to come up with something new.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Love toy? Is that what you call it
now? Hahaha. I worked in telecommunications for over
seven years and travelled the world and went from hotel
to hotel, until I got fed up with it. I wanted a break from
that harsh world and wanted to settle a bit in my hometown
of Amsterdam. I came across the job at Mister B and
really believed it was the right job offer at the right moment.
I wanted to give it a go for a year or two, to settle and
then get back into telecommunication. It’s been 5 years
now, and I am having an amazing time, so I’m not planning on going back.
N el so n So usa da Cun ha, Miste r
B ’s Mar ke tin g & P R Manage r

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?

ex c l us iv e

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Probably still in telecommuni-

nfortunately, the Netherlands didn't make it to the

U

cations. But, knowing myself, I could also be doing

upcoming UEFA European Championship. Could you

something completely different. I am not someone to

imagine crossing your fingers for Germany?

linger on something when I am not happy. I tend to make

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Not for Germany, as I am

changes and go for new opportunities and challenges.

originally Portuguese and very fanatic during big

So who knows where I would have ended up.

championships, I will most definitely be crossing my fingers
for Cristiano Ronaldo and his team.

What was the biggest step in your career?
Nelson Sousa da Cunha: The biggest step in my career

What was your childhood ambition?

was leaving telecommunications, leaving a great job with

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: As a kid, I always wanted to do

good bonuses, security, etc. for the unknown. In the end,

something to do with geography. I was obsessed with the

it made me a happier person. And I think the best career
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Cunha “

................
I think the best career moves are the moves
that make you happier, not richer.”
...........................

moves are the moves that make you

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: The perfect

never had to hide from her the fact

happier, not richer.

working day is diverse, like most of my

that I am gay or that I sell hard s&m

days. One day I am brainstorming

products. She loves me unconditio-

Where do you see yourself in 10

with my team on new campaigns,

nally and that’s how I try to be, too.

years’ time?

the next day I am doing interviews,

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: That’s a

the next day I am on Gran Canaria

Imagine you have been asked to

hard question. I love Mister B, it’s more

directing a photoshoot and the week

award a medal to someone. Who’s

than a job, it’s a lifestyle. Although I

after, I am in Antwerp building up a

the lucky winner?

believe it’s never good to do the

booth at a huge fetish event. Never

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Hard ques-

same forever. So I see myself still

a dull moment and that’s what

tion, I believe many people should

affiliated with Mister B, but maybe not

fuels me.

win medals and not many manage
to make a difference all by themsel-

doing marketing but venturing out into
other things. The company is growing

How do you relax after work?

ves. There is usually a team of people

and ambitious and so am I. I think

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: That

in the background who maybe

those two could go hand in hand.

depends. Sometimes I relax by

deserve that medal even more. I think

working some more; it helps to get

every person who fights inequality in

How do you envisage the future of

things out of the way, that makes me

whatever form should win a medal.

the love toy industry?

relax. I love to hang out on the couch

Any person who dares not to give in

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I believe

with an episode of RuPauls Drag

to social pressure to be this or that.

that for too long, many companies

Race, I love to party at fetish events

Anybody who follows their own path

just wanted to pump whatever they

in Amsterdam, Antwerp, or Brussels, I

without fear of judgement from others

could into the market, and many

love to go for dinners with friends but

deserves a medal.

forgot that we are selling people a

what helps me relax most is spending

fantasy, an experience. Something

time with my fiancé who lives in

Which personal success are you

that is very personal. And the more

Belgium. So it it involves a lot of

proud of?

educated people become, the

traveling, mostly in the weekends, but

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I am proud

more demanding they get. I believe

I use that time in trains also to relax

of various things I have done throug-

that customers demand quality,

and clear my head.

hout my life but I am especially proud
of the fact that I have come to be a

knowledge, and a vision. That is the
turning point for many companies

Who would you consider your role

person who doesn’t judge and

that don’t understand this and they

model and why?

doesn’t put people in boxes. I am

will be losing out. I believe that when

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I will sound

gay, I am a fetishist, and I dare to

you have a vision and work on your

like a mommy’s boy (and many will

come out with it. Sometimes people

story and your quality, your customer

tell you I am), but my mother.

say that I can do that because of my

will allow you to fulfil their fantasies and

Somebody who taught me what’s

job, but I dared take this job in the first

enhance their experiences.

right and wrong without ever being

place without fear of what others

judgemental.

who

would think of me. For me, that was a

What is your idea of a perfect

allowed me to make my own decisi-

personal success, not to care of what

working day?

ons and always was there for me. I

others would say.

Somebody
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What do you particularly like about yourself?

house movies. As long as the story is real and not sugar-

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I think that it has a lot to do

coated as it is in Hollywood movies, then I’m fine.

my answer to the previous question. I do what my heart
tells me to do, and I try to give expression to various

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go?

sides of me. I am not afraid of putting on a full leather

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I have travelled a lot but I

outfit and going into town that way but I also do drag

think that the next big holiday for me would be to cross

sometimes with friends for the fun of it and I am not

the USA by car. From the Northeast to the Southwest

afraid of putting on make-up and a wig and going to a

and all in between. I think that is high up on my travel

party and having a crazy night. Some leather guys

bucket list.

criticise, saying that I’m not a real leather guy for doing
that. My answer is that leather is a form of drag, too, it’s

Which three things would you take with you to a

giving expression to a part of your personality. And that

deserted island?

they shouldn’t classify people when they don’t want it

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Not sure I can consider my

to happen to themselves. So I like the part where I basi-

fiancé a thing, but for this occasion, I would bring him,

cally do what I feel like without letting myself be led by

because then I am sure I would never get bored. Apart

what others think.

from him, I would need music and internet, so my iPhone.
Spotify, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Whatsapp, etc… Can

Which vice could you never forgive?

we imagine a life without those? And thirdly, a bag full of

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I hate lies. I hate it when

sex toys, because life with them is just a lot more fun.

people play politics to achieve things behind the back
of others. I believe that being honest gets us much

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who

further in life and it makes the world a better place. A

would it be?

bit naïve, I know, but a person can dream, right? But I

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: I’d swap it with Donald Trump,

am not a hateful person so If someone would betray

and use that day to resign from the candidacy to the

me that way I would take a distance and keep that

US presidency and that way save the world from

person out of my life. I tend to keep negative energy

auto-destruction.

out of my life and that works pretty well.
Is there anything you would never do again?
What song do you sing in the shower?

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Not following my instinct. I am a

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Currently, I am singing lots of

person who has a strong gut feeling but sometimes I

Eurovision songs. I am a sucker for Eurovision and the

second-guess myself and that’s where I go wrong. I tend

contest will be held in May, so by that time I sing in

to make the wrong decisions then. You cannot make a

various European languages, hahaha.

wrong decision when you follow your heart and really
believe in something.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Nelson Sousa da Cunha: So many people, how many

Do you have some good advice you want to share with

pages do you allow me for this interview?

our readers?
Nelson Sousa da Cunha: Good advice…. Well the only

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and

thing I always tell anyone around me - and which for me

what film would you watch?

is the key to happiness: Never let your life be led by what

Nelson Sousa da Cunha: With my fiancé! We don’t

others think, but make your own decisions instead. Too

have much time together as he lives 250km away. So

many people are afraid of what others would say and

every moment we get to spend together is welcome.

act accordingly. They spend a life pleasing others and

So I would go with him, and the movie…. Well I am not

forget about themselves. So do your own thing, believe in

a big movie fan, but usually I like European movies, art-

your own goals and dreams, and go for it.
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